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Phone
9077386382
Email
robertisuarez@yahoo.com
Address
109 Donna Dr
Sitka, Alaska 99835
My family and I are charter business owners in Sitka, Alaska. I have been in the charter business for 24 years as an owner and operator,
and have lived in Sitka for 31 years. Our family business is based on salmon and halibut day charters out of Sitka. We employ a captain,
and the business provides day trips for over 100 days each season taking 4-6 guests each day. Guests stay in Sitka for 4-6 nights,
providing an economic benefit to the local businesses (hotels, restaurants, and local shops). Our business is highly dependent on the king
salmon opportunity- we support proposal 83. We support keeping resident access open, but we don't support inseason closures or
annual limits that are too restrictive that would keep anglers from coming to Sitka to fish. Liberalized limits at high abundance seasons
don't compensate for seasons with closures or too little opportunity for anglers. Thank you for your time.

Submitted By
Robert Sylvester
Submitted On
12/22/2021 12:14:54 PM
Affiliation
citizen
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Phone
206 387-5840
Email
hikeak@yahoo.com
Address
PO Box 22487
residence 128 Dixon St Apt B Juneau AK
Juneau, Alaska 99802
As a former troller and 40 year resident of Southeast Alaska I have watched the decline of herrng stocks and the apparent unwillingness of
the powers that be to address the issues surrounding herring, a noble fish that is the diet of so many fish important to our other fisheries. It
is time we act like herring are a integral part of our food web and not just another commodity.
I support Herring Proposals 156, 157 and 158.
I oppose Herring Proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165 and 166.
Thank you!

Submitted By
Rochelle Miller
Submitted On
12/20/2021 3:12:51 AM
Affiliation
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Phone
3149542579
Email
litlroc@yahoo.com
Address
981
Meadowridge Dr
Kirkwood, Missouri 63122
I am writing today in support of proposals 156, 157, and 158 which would lead to safer management of the commercial herring fishery in
Sitka Sound by better protecting population resilience while doing less harm to the subsistence roe-on-branch harvest.
I am opposed to proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165, 166, which lack good scientific justification, disrespect subsistence users and
modern and traditional Tlingit knowledge, and run the risk of further damaging and reducing herring populations.
Further, I believe that none of these proposals go far enough to advance respectful stewardship and protect the herring for generations to
come.
Respectfully,
Rochelle Miller

Submitted By
Romy Bekeris
Submitted On
12/21/2021 1:48:32 PM
Affiliation
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Phone
2087558331
Email
Romybekeris@gmail.com
Address
117 Anna Drive
Sitka, Alaska 99835
As a citizen of Sitka, I stand in support the Sitka Tribe of Alaska's proposals for further herring management. Specifically, proposals 156,
157, and 158 best represent compromise between stakeholders and ensure a better future for our herring. Those who rely on herring
subsistence have long noticed dwindling numbers in their populations, as well as a decrease in areas where the fish now live and spawn.
These fish, so important to the ecosystem of southeast, have historically been overfished. If all stakeholders are to continue to benefit from
the existence of herring, there needs to be positive change in the leeway and patience afforded to herring spawn. Proposal 156 is very
reasonable. It asks that the same Harvest Control Rule for herring in other parts of Southeast Alaska be applied also to Sitka Sound. This
proposal is in line with the consistency that the Sitka Tribe of Alaska envisions for herring management, and data cited within the proposal
explains that mismanagement of this Harvest Control Rule is likely the cause of current overfishing. Focus in better harvest procedure is
key to ensuring a healthy number of herring populations. Proposal 157 supports better protection of older herring, which are a fundamental
guiding factor for the survival of younger herring. It simply asks for a slight change in the limit of what percent should be harvested, in
consideration of the age of the herring. Failure in adjusting harvest limits for older herring, as noted by recent research, will lead to younger
herring less able to find their spawning areas. This would harm subsistence fishers, industry stakeholders, as well as the ability of herring
populations to spawn reliably. Proposal 158 further protects the survivability of herring populations. It asks that the fishery not be conducted
should there not be a safe minimum number of integral older herring. The current sac roe herring fishery consistently targets the older
herring, despite their importance to the younger herring and future herring generations. This spells out danger for all the herring of
Southeast, and if we are to prevent complete disaster moving forward, this would be a smart and safe precaution to ensure the continuity
of their spawn. These proposals, 156, 157, and 158, entail safe precautions, open-minded solutions, and great opportunities for
stakeholder compromise. Proposals that I and the Sitka Tribe of Alaska oppose are proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, and 165. These
proposals do not align with a fishery that hopes for long-term, sustainable herring fishing. Please consider placing your support in the Sitka
Tribe of Alaska, and those who have long safeguarded the stability and health of local herring. Thank you for your time in considering the
proposals of our community.
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Submitted By
Russell Thomas
Submitted On
12/22/2021 8:15:32 AM
Affiliation
Alaska Sportfishing Expeditions
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Phone
907-617-3619
Email
russellt@aseresorts.com
Address
1600 Tongass Ave
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
I am writing in support of proposal 83. The proposal addresses issues related to long chinook closures in the sport fishery in years of low
abundance. In short, it allows the department to go back to the old way of managing the fishery "on average" and over time, rather than
implementing a hard 20% cap.
The new annex of Pacfic Salmon Treaty (2018 - 2027) provisions are onerous in that it requires a payback if the Alaska all-gear quota is
exceeded. Unfortunatley, there is no reciprocal "carry-forward" or "bank" for fish that we do not harvest that could be used when we go
over. The hard cap has forced the department to implement measures to ensure the sport fleet does not exceed its 20% allocation, which
has resulted in long in-season closures.
This proposal balances the needs of sportfishermen and the troll fleet. We static bag limits at each tier, it is clear that a re-allocation
between sport and troll is not likely needed. With the ability to manage "on average" and proposal 83 bag and annual limits, the troll fleet
gives us some fish in years of low abundance, in exchange for fish in years of high abundance. It also protects residents by giving them
preference over non-resident anglers, and steps up their bag limit prior to increasing the bag and annual limit for non-residents at each
progressive tier.
Allocation is a difficult discussion because in most cases, someone has to lose for another person to win. Proposal 83 balances the
needs of each user group in a way that solves the problem of extended chinook closures in the sport fishery, while doing the least amount
of harm to the troll fleet and still protecting resident anglers.
In closing I should note that this process is already working to the benefit of the troll fleet, although there is not a similar provision that would
allow it to benefit the sport fleet. In the last two years, the troll fleet has been able to catch sport and net allocation that was not going to be
utilized by the sport and net fleet. I agree, this is what should happen. But the benefit should not be one-sided and a small tweak in the
management regime would allow the department to effectively manage all the fisheries to ensure that the fish are utilized in a way that
brings maximum economic benefit to SE and doesn't unfairly penalize any one user group.
Thank you for your time.

Russell Thomas
Alaska Sportfishing Expeditions
Ketchikan

Submitted By
Ryan leroy Cook
Submitted On
12/22/2021 1:44:02 AM
Affiliation
SE Gillnet permit owner
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Phone
9077969012
Email
rcook1978@hotmail.com
Address
45 lutak Rd.
Po Box 963
Haines, Alaska 99827
I write in opposition to proposals 122 & 123 because in 2018 when this last deal was made between USAG and the seiners, it was
suppose to sunset in 3 years and return back to it original language. And with the Gillnet fleet under there allocation on Sockeye and Pink
Salmon, these proposals would not help them try and get more of there allocation.
I write in support of proposal 124 because this proposal brings back the original plan implemented in 1989, where it puts a 15,000 Wild
Sockeye cap on the Hawk Inlet shorline fishery in July. This is to allow passage for north bound sockeye going to the Chilkat, Chilkoot and
Taku rivers. This plan has worked since 1989 and should be what language this goes back to.
I write in opposition to the Northern SE Alaska King Salmon action plan. In the action plan passed in 2018 it stated that if the Chilkat River
meet 3 consecutive years of king salmon escapement the SOC statues would be lifted. And if the department would include ALL of the
date through the 2021 season it would show that the Chilkat river has meet that goal. Also if the correct & current data was used it would
show that the commerial fleet isn't the primary harvestor of the Chilkat King Salmon, Sport fishing actually is.
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PROPOSAL 166
Establishing an open pound herring spawn on kelp fishery in Sitka Sound.
Thank you for taking the time to look at these documents supporting Proposal 166. This proposal would
establish an alternative harvest method of open pound herring spawn on kelp within the current sac roe
fishery in Sitka Sound.
In 1998 and 1999 an experimental open pound herring roe on kelp fishery was conducted in Sitka
Sound. This project identified open pounds as a viable alternative to the sac roe fishery and produced
published studies, data, and video which demonstrate the positive results of this alternative harvest
method. The Department report, marketing reports, and other documents included in this packet have
been submitted to the Board during past meetings. Clearly a lot of time has passed since this
experimental fishery occurred but the data, studies, and reports produced are still very relevant today.
The market for herring roe products has not changed much from the time these documents were
produced. There is still a finite market for existing herring roe products but expansion is still possible
with the addition of the thinner product that would be produced with open pounds in Sitka Sound.
The proposal for open pounding in Sitka Sound was first presented to the Board of Fisheries in 1996 and
the political environment surrounding the sac roe fishery since then has changed. Issues regarding
resource conservation and subsistence needs have come to the forefront and, under current market
conditions; the economies of the fishery have declined. Diversifying the fishery with open pound spawn
on kelp as an alternative harvest method would address many of the political concerns surrounding the
fishery while also improving the overall value of the fishery.
This packet contains the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Spawn on Kelp and the Sitka Sound Herring Fishery.
ADFG Report to the Board re: 1998-99 Experimental spawn on kelp fishery in Sitka Sound.
Spawn on Kelp Market Trends and Opportunities.
Spawn on Kelp Market Study.
Letter from Elderwood Trading regarding open pound fishery in Sitka Sound.

Respectfully Submitted,
Ryan Kapp
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Roe on Kelp and the Sitka Sound Herring Fishery

Allowing an Open Pound Roe on Kelp (ROK) fishery in Sitka Sound as an alternative to seining will be a
benefit to both the value and sustainability of the fishery. ROK will increase the overall value of the
fishery while killing less fish than the existing harvest method.
The biology of spawning herring is a big factor in producing more value from the same biomass.
Currently, herring harvest can begin when roe recovery is sampled at 10% roe weight. Put simply: 100
tons of fish equals 10 tons of eggs. In some Sitka Sound openings roe recovery has been as high as 13%.
In an experimental ROK fishery conducted in Sitka Sound in 1998 and 1999, Alaska Department of Fish
and Game determined that 100 tons of herring biomass harvested with open pound ROK converts into
27 tons of product. This represents a recovery of 27% which more than doubles the existing fishery egg
recovery.
The reason for this increase in weight is biological. Upon fertilization the herring egg hydrates with
water increasing the weight of the egg. ROK eggs are spawned, fertilized eggs that are hydrated while
seine caught sac roe are pre spawn eggs and not hydrated. Because of this hydration the weight of an
individual egg produced with ROK is more than twice as heavy as an individual sac roe egg.
With ROK the value of the eggs is increased as well. For example: 100 tons of herring at current prices
(realistically figure $150 per ton) is worth $15,000. That same 100 tons of herring harvested with ROK
equates to 27 tons of product or, for simple math, a little over 50,000lbs. 50,000lbs of product sold at
current prices (realistically figure $5 per pound) is worth $250,000. In this scenario the ROK product is
worth more than 16 times the value of the traditional sac roe product.
While harvesting with ROK increases the value of the fishery product the best part is that with Open
Pound ROK no herring are killed. With an Open Pound ROK fishery the herring can swim into and out of
the kelp as they please. There are no nets used at any time. The fish swim in, spawn, and return to sea
making them available to spawn again in the future.
Increasing the value of the resource while causing the resource less harm is a win / win scenario. This is
something every fishery management plan should strive for. Incorporating Open Pound ROK into the
Sitka Herring fishery would be a benefit both now and well into the future.
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Submitted By
Ryan kelly
Submitted On
12/17/2021 5:06:42 PM
Affiliation
Phone
9073050086
Email
fvmojo@gmail.com
Address
po box 442
Asotin, Washington 99402
I strongly oppose proposal 103
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Submitted By
Ryan kelly
Submitted On
12/17/2021 5:03:23 PM
Affiliation
Phone
9073050086
Email
fvmojo@gmail.com
Address
po box 442
Asotin, Washington 99402
I strongly support proposal 82
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Submitted By
Ryan kelly
Submitted On
12/17/2021 5:01:54 PM
Affiliation
Phone
9073050068
Email
rylor@hotmail.com
Address
410 1/2 Harding Street
ASOTIN, Washington 99402
I strongly support proposal 144
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Submitted By
Ryan kelly
Submitted On
12/17/2021 5:00:11 PM
Affiliation
Phone
9073050068
Email
rylor@hotmail.com
Address
410 1/2 Harding Street
ASOTIN, Washington 99402
I strongly oppose proposition 83!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Dalin
DFG, BOF Comments (DFG sponsored)
King salmon limits
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 1:01:52 PM

[You don't often get email from samdalin@yahoo.com. Learn why this is important at
http://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification.]
CAUTION: This email originated from outside the State of Alaska mail system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Marit Carlson Van Dort, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries
1255 W 8th St
Juneau AK 99811
Regarding King Salmon proposal 82&83
My name is Sam Dalin I own and operate Dalin Charters and Guiding based out of Ketchikan and have been
operating for 20 plus years. Sportfishing is one of my primary sources of income (I also am a commercial fisherman
and hold a power troll permit and generate income with it also so I can see some from both sides) and not only help
support my family but bring a large amount of income into the local economy through myself and guest that use my
services in the way of supporting local businesses from tackle, grocery stores, local hotels, airlines, gift shops, gas
stations, mechanics, and many others!
King Salmon are a essential part of my business especially early season and are one of the main species that drive
these potential guest to come visit our state!
Having in season regulation changes or closures or annual limits that are to restricted will, has been, and will
continue to be a major deterrent for these people wanting to come experience SE Alaska and contribute to the local
and state economy.
I’m not in support of proposal 82. Im concerned about the ability for non resident to keep kings in low abundance
years under 82, it also has the abilities to manage non res in season, never giving them the opportunity to know what
regulations will be in effect prior to arrival thus detouring fishermen that would otherwise come support our
economy like a stable set limit would at all abundance levels.
I support proposal 83 that keeps workable regulations in low abundance and avoids in season management. It would
be beneficial for visiting guest to have similar regulations each season rather than liberalize limits in high abundance
years and in season management or closure. It’s hard to market and keep guest coming to our businesses and
communities without stable regulations.
The proposed cuts to sport regulations in 82 seem harsh from what sport fishermen have been traditionally allowed.
It seems important to keep residents open while also allowing enough opportunity for non residents to keep king
salmon and wanting to continue traveling to SE Alaska.
I believe proposal 83 does better for both these groups.
Thanks,
Sam Dalin
Dalin Charters & Guiding
7937 Williams RD
Ketchikan AK 99901
907-225-8336
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Dalin
DFG, BOF Comments (DFG sponsored)
Proposal 115/Board Members
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 1:28:43 PM

To the concerned Board Members
My name is Sam Dalin and as a Alaska power troller I’m writing in favor of proposal
115 moving the start date of the winter troll fishery forward to align with SW 41
Thanks Sam Dalin
Ketchikan Alaska
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

Submitted By
Sarah Rasmussen
Submitted On
12/22/2021 2:29:33 PM
Affiliation
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I am writing today in support of proposals 156, 157, and 158 which would lead to safer management of the commercial herring fishery in
Sitka Sound by better protecting population resilience while doing less harm to subsistence roe-on-branch harvest. We need to protect the
herring for generations to come and respect the traditional knowledge and stewardship of the Tlingit people.

Submitted By
Sarah B Stewart
Submitted On
12/16/2021 1:52:44 PM
Affiliation
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Phone
6178766735
Email
sarahbstewart@yahoo.com
Address
85 Garfield Street
Watertown, Massachusetts 02472
We are writing in support of herring proposals 156, 157, and 158, and oppose proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165, and 166.
There used to be bountiful spawning herring populations throughout Southeast. But in the last 50 years, spawning grounds from Kah
Shakes to Lynn Canal have collapsed under ADF&G management … and not a single one has yet recovered. Herring are a keystone
forage fish species and critical food for salmon, as well as other economically and culturally important species like humpback whales and
harbor seals.
While the proposals being considered by BoF next month are not enough to undo the collapsed herring populations across Southeast,
they are an important first step in protecting Sitka Sound’s population — the last best herring spawning grounds in the region.
Therefore we are writing in support of herring proposals 156, 157, and 158, and oppose proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165, and
166.
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Submitted By
Scott Pearce
Submitted On
12/17/2021 10:54:22 AM
Affiliation
Please listen to the Sitka Elders and to SEACC. Thank you, Scott
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December 22, 2021
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Re: King Salmon Management Proposal 82 & 83
Dear Alaska Board of Fisheries Members,
I am a 2nd generation remote lodge owner, born in Alaska, and I have been at an Alaskan fishing lodge every summer of my life (50
years). My parents started a remote fishing lodge in the Bristol Bay region in the late 1960’s where I grew up year-round. Their
fishing lodge provided 100% of our entire family income during my childhood. I am also a remote fishing lodge owner on Prince of
Wales Island (area 2C) and have been so for the past 30 years. Like my parents, I am supporting my Alaskan family from the proceeds
of this Alaskan business. The lodge/ charter fishing industry is just as much a way of Alaskan life to my family as other fishery sectors
are to others. It how we make a living, it’s what my family has done for two generations, and it is vital to our Alaskan way of life.
For the past 35 years we have re-invested every dime we could back into El Capitan Lodge. From its humble beginning when my
father and I landed on the shore of Sarkar Cove on Prince of Wales Island, where we built a very rustic lodge designed for six guests
per trip, up until today where we have the pleasure of hosting 20 anglers on three day fishing trips totaling 750 guests per season.
One thing that is an absolute necessity for El Capitan to continue operating into the future is stable fisheries regulations. We cannot
retain customers with in-season closers. Our guests travel thousands of miles to get to Alaska with most booking their trip at least 12
months in advance. Over the past 35 years, we have hosted thousands of mostly out of state anglers. The main deciding factor of
guests traveling to Alaska is the opportunity to retain the most desired species up here, the Alaskan King Salmon. Southeast Alaskan
King Salmon is a major factor why I am a 2nd generation lodge owner able to support my Alaskan family these many years. Our guests
do not require excessive limits during times of high abundance. We market opportunity and without opportunity we have nothing to
market. In season shutdowns of King Salmon will destroy our family’s future and the Alaskan business we built with blood, sweat,
and tears. Anything less than one King a day May through June is zero, zero King Salmon retention means zero opportunity, and zero
opportunity means zero guests. Our guests do not require large limits of King Salmon like we saw in July and August of 2020 with
non-resident limits of 3 King Salmon per day and 9 King Salmon for the year. Our guest require stabilized opportunity, with out it
they will not come to Alaska. It’s time to implement King Salmon management that provides stability and opportunity to nonresident charter & lodge guests.
As an Alaskan resident I do feel the residents of Alaska should be of the highest priority when it comes to retention of King Salmon
and residents should never be faced with non-retention, however in years of low abundance I feel the resident limit should be
adjusted accordingly, but never closed completely.
For the many reasons stated I do not support Proposal 82 unless it implements the tier progression of bag limits as listed in
SEAGO’s Proposal 83. If Proposal 82 does not implement the progression bag limits as listed in Proposal 83 then Proposal 82 will be a
death sentence for my business and the entire southeast charter & lodge industry. I fully support Proposal 83 and respectfully
request that the Board implements it.
Respectfully,

Scott Van Valin
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507 Katlian St
Sitka AK 99835
907-747-5811

Dear Madam Chair Märit Carlson-Van Dort and members of the Alaska State Board of
Fisheries (BOF):

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Seafood Producers Cooperative
(SPC) submits these comments on proposals submitted to the BOF on SEAK
finfish management. Seafood Producers Cooperative was founded in 1944, as
Halibut Producers Cooperative (HPC). HPC initially harvested halibut for food,
and a byproduct, the liver oil, was utilized as a vitamin supplement for the war
effort in World War II. SPC expanded to other seafood products in the 50s, in
particular troll salmon and later longline sablefish and albacore tuna. In the
1970s HPC's title converted to SPC. In 1980, SPC built a plant in Sitka, where
our processing facility continues to provide services to our fleet and
community to this day. SPC has 389 producer members. SPC currently has
106 employees and is one of Sitka's largest private sector employers. SPC
markets fish domestically, both direct to consumers through e commerce and
to retailers and wholesalers, and internationally. SPC's production is derived
primarily from the troll and longline fisheries. SPC will mostly comment on
proposals that will impact the Southeast Alaska (SEAK) King Salmon
Management Plan (KSMP). SPC will also comment on the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game's (ADFG) Action Plan for management of the
northern fisheries with respect to the Chinook Stocks of Concern (SOC).
SPC’s position on these proposals is based on the need to provide for stability
in the troll and longline fleets and accountability of all commercial users.
King salmon is a very important component of SPC's production. It is one of
the highest margin (often the highest) seafood products that SPC processes.
King salmon has been a primary target species of the troll fishery since trolling
was established as a fishery in the late 19th century. Since the Pacific
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Salmon Treaty (PST) was established in 1985, SPC and the troll fleet have
seen access to king salmon steadily reduced. This has been especially true
in the 2008 and 2018 Treaty renegotiations. The harvest opportunity for
trollers and all those that fish for king salmon in SEAK has been diminished.
During the three and a half decades since the PST has been implemented,
trollers have worked with these restrictions and ADFG and the Regional
Hatchery Associations to find opportunity to harvest king salmon where it is
possible. Trollers have funded hatchery production of king salmon with the
3% enhancement tax. All user groups, including the recreational users,
resident and nonresident benefit from the troll funding of the regional
hatcheries. Trollers have crafted boundary modifications for king salmon
hatchery access in the spring openers by working with ADFG, the BOF and
Regional Hatchery Associations. Since 2018 troll access to the hatchery
produced kings has been substantially curtailed due to time and area closures
that start in mid-March, to protect the Alaska SOC. Since these restrictions
have been implemented and the harvest opportunity reduced, the troll fishery
has not asked for other groups that derive their incomes from harvesting king
salmon to give them more fish.
Before we speak to specific proposals, there are other issues that the BOF
should consider. The renegotiation of the PST in 2018, that implemented
large cuts at all tiers of abundance and capped the top tier at a substantially
lower level than prior Treaty agreements, was arrived at by negotiations that
included stake holder members from all user groups in Alaska through the
Northern Panel. All user groups were aware of the potential impacts of the
new PST regulations on their respective fisheries and industries. It is up to
each user group to live with in those boundaries. This is especially true if the
user group is an industry that is making money off the harvest of king salmon.
It is also the Alaska Department of Fish and Game's (ADFG) responsibility to
see that this is done.
Another important issue for the BOF to consider is that Alaska is currently
participating in a lawsuit in the UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON AT SEATTLE, Washington Fish
Conservancy v Barry Thom et al National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),
the Alaska Trollers Association (ATA) and State of Alaska. This lawsuit
pertains to the alleged interception of Chinook salmon that have been
determined to be the primary food source of the Southern Resident Killer
Whales (SRKW). The SRKW reside in the Puget Sound area and feed
primarily on Chinook stocks that do not migrate north to Alaska in significant
numbers. However, the Court has chosen not to acknowledge that fact and
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further restrictions on the SEAK Chinook fisheries are under consideration. It
is entirely likely that harvest opportunities for Chinook could be further
curtailed. Therefore, it is not appropriate to make large changes to the SEAK
King Salmon Management Plan at this point.
Proposal 80: SPC supports the idea of Proposal 80 submitted by ADFG
providing with the caveat that SPC wants individual gear groups within the
King Salmon Management Plan to be accountable for their own overages.
Proposal 81: SPC supports this proposal but would like to note that there is
already a similar mop up regulation in effect. Also, given the growth in the
guided and unguided recreational harvest by nonresidents, this situation is not
likely to occur very often in the future unless something catastrophic occurs to
the national economy or another pandemic or this pandemic flares up as
happened in 2020.
Proposal 82: SPC supports the ADF&G proposal 82 with the two
amendments suggested by the Sitka Advisory Committee that protect access
for resident sport anglers. Specifically, to apply resident priority as a
management objective at all levels of abundance:
5 AAC 47.055 (b)(6) [at Alaska winter troll fishery CPUEs less than 6.0 and equal to
or greater than 2.6; and the department projects that the king salmon sport
harvest allocation is going to be exceeded, the department shall, by emergency
order, adjust the nonresident seasons and bag limits so to stay within the sport
allocation; the department shall prohibit resident king salmon retention or close
the resident sport king salmon fishery only if nonresident angler closures are
insufficient to remain within the sport fishery allocation.
(7) at Alaska winter troll fishery CPUEs less than 2.6 and equal to or greater than
2.0; and] If the department projects that the king salmon sport harvest allocation is
going to be exceeded, the department shall, by emergency order, adjust the
nonresident seasons and bag limits so that there are no closures for residents.
And to delete the proposed July 1-July 31 resident closure that would apply to years
when the CPUE is 2.6-3.8:
5 AAC 47.055 (g)(2) when wild stock management measures are unnecessary:
(A) a resident bag limit of one king salmon except from July 1 through July 31
resident anglers may not retain king salmon;

Under this proposal, we support a plan where sport bag limits will be set by
the Commissioner at the beginning of the season based on that year’s sport
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allocation adjusted for any prior underage/overage. So long as the in-season
harvest projection doesn’t vary too far from the target, no in-season
management would be necessary. Similar to the original 1992 King Salmon
Management Plan, any underage or overage needs to be accounted for by
adjusting the following year’s sport allocation. In-season management would
only be necessary if in-season harvest rates project that the original bag limits
are likely to result in a harvest that deviates too far from the target, say by
more than 1.5% of the combined troll-sport allocation.
Proposal 83: SPC strongly opposes this proposal. The mechanics of this
proposal are flawed. Without limited entry for the guided sport sector and
nonguided sport sector the 80% troll/20% sport will never be achieved without
flexible bag/annual limits. The number of vessels and lodges that are
harvesting Chinook and other fish species is increasing. The king salmon
quotas that will be available are significantly lower than they were in the early
1990s, when the referenced previous method of management in this proposal
was in place. The tourist based recreational harvest season is about 2 months
longer than it was in the 1990s. At the time of the former management regime,
most of the guides and lodges were booking clients primarily from Memorial
Day to Labor Day. Now the majority of the fleet is active from early May to
mid-September. Also, there were very few unguided boat operations in the
1990s. Now there are many, and the number is growing. The idea that an
80/20 allocation average can be achieved under this suggested regime is not
realistic. The authors of this proposal had members of their organization
sitting on the Northern Panel as a stake holder representatives for the
recreational sector. They are well aware that the latest PST agreement
requires that all groups make do with fewer king salmon. The only way an
allowance for sport overage on a given year could work is with a rigorously
defined payback policy that is not dependent on the yearly AI. The
assumption that there will be an equal amount of high abundance years
versus low abundance years in the future fails to acknowledge changing
ocean conditions and climate change.
Proposal 88: SPC opposes this proposal for similar reasons to Proposal 83.
Both proposals would lead to unjustified reallocation of king salmon.
Proposals 101 and 103: SPC opposes these two proposals that request an
extra management layer be added to the production of hatchery fish.
Proposal 101 speaks specifically to the Northern Southeast Aquaculture
Association (NSRAA) Crawfish Inlet fisheries. Both proposals ignore the
current involvement ADF&G has in the permitting, location, and management
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of the hatchery access fisheries in the Terminal and Special Harvest areas
through the Regional Planning Team (RPT). ADF&G, along with hatchery
management are all represented at these meetings. No evidence is
presented of the straying issue that is mentioned. SPC fully supports the
hatchery programs as an important part of all SEAK fisheries as they provide
opportunity for SPC members in all gear groups to harvest salmon, especially
if SE wild Chinook or other stocks are to be avoided in certain situations.
Proposal 144: SPC supports Proposal 144. This proposal if passed will
provide for a timely and more complete set of data to cover the rapidly
increasing use of rental boats for nonguided, nonresident anglers that are
visiting lodges that don’t provide guides on the boats they rent. This is
particularly true of lodges that provide bareboat rentals in remote areas like
Pelican, Excursion Inlet and Elfin Cove which are highly productive and
growing in numbers but not sufficiently monitored. The creel census does not
cover these remote areas, nor does it cover lodges with private docks. These
operations are growing and so is their harvest. SPC would like to note that
ADF&G has existing efficient electronic systems to collect data from both
charter boats and commercial buyers. Either system could be applied to boat
rental business. They are commercial operations and should be monitored
accordingly. Both Proposals 84 and 87 mention the electronic reporting
concept. SPC supports the electronic reporting concept mentioned in those
two proposals but only those parts of those proposals.
Proposal 225: SPC opposes Proposal 225. Proposal 225 seeks to increase
the annual bag limit on sablefish for nonresidents. Sablefish is a very
important product for SPC. The commercial harvest of sablefish is limited by
two different types of permit and quota systems, in both Federal and State
waters. We would like to see the current nonresident annual limit maintained,
as most of the clients are hiring guides to catch the sablefish and there is no
limit on the vessel number or guide licenses for harvesting sablefish. As a
result, the nonresident sport sablefish catch has been rising rapidly even with
the current limits, forcing a reallocation of a fully allocated resource.
Finally, SPC offers these comments on the ADFG's RC 6, Northern Southeast
Alaska King Salmon Stock Status and Action Plan, 2021. SPC supports
option A, the status quo, for the troll fleet. The areas that would be restricted
under the Increased Management Options would close most of the areas that
remain available for trollers to access Alaska hatchery produced king salmon.
The current policies for SOC were implemented in 2018. Part of the reason
the handful of remaining openers have been allowed to continue is that by
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board directive they are limited to areas where there is no significant harvest
of the SOCs.
There has been very limited opportunity for trollers to fish between March 15
and July 1 since the SOC policies were implemented in 2018. The economic
harm to the troll fleet and SPC would be substantial if the hatchery access
openers were to be closed in the Sitka area. There would be no significant
gain for the SOCs. SPC is one of a limited number of processors in the region
that buys troll kings during the spring hatchery access openers in May and
June. We buy from members and nonmembers during that time, providing an
opportunity for trollers to sell the kings they catch at a very high price. We
also provide our customers with Alaska king salmon during a time when there
is not much available, and we leverage those king salmon to sell other
products too. Last year, thanks to the high proportion of hatchery kings and
the high prices of that time of year, trollers in the Sitka area made nearly $1M
during the spring openings. If these kings were not caught in the spring, nearly
half of that value would have been lost.
Thank you all for reading and your consideration of our comments.
Sincerely,
SPC President Norm Pillen
Npillen@spcsales.com
SPC Chair Tad Fujioka
Chairman@spcsales.com
SPC VC Carter Hughes
Carterhughes@hotmail.com
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1. Sealaska’s Interest

A. Sealaska’s stake in the Sitka subsistence herring roe fishery
Sealaska Corporation is the regional corporation for Southeast Alaska under the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Many of its some 23,000 shareholders participate in, and
are dependent upon, the traditional sharing of the subsistence harvest of Sitka herring roe
that is threatened by the proposals addressed here.
Sealaska remains at the forefront of the effort to protect traditional Native culture,
including protecting our shareholders’ subsistence fishing rights. This mission is perhaps
best exemplified by the creation of Sealaska Heritage Institute, a Sealaska subsidiary that
is nationally prominent as a guardian and advocate for Northwest Native art and culture. 1/
Moreover, Sealaska plays a direct role in the traditional annual distribution of
subsistence-harvested herring roe from Sitka Sound.

As recounted in a recent

comprehensive study on the role that the sharing of subsistence resources plays in
sustaining Alaska Native culture:
Between 2002 and 2018, herring eggs were shared with 41 other
communities in Southeast Alaska and beyond. Recently, herring eggs have
also been shared with institutions in Sitka and Juneau that provide food to
Indigenous residents and others who might desire them. In Sitka,
1

/ See: https://www.sealaskaheritage.org/
Sealaska Corporation Comments in Opposition to Proposals 159-61
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individual harvesters and designated harvesters deliver fish eggs to the
Sitka Senior Center, Sitka Salvation Army, SEARHC hospital, and the
Sitka Pioneer Home…Herring eggs are distributed to institutions in
Juneau as well through Sealaska Corporation. The Hoonah Indian
Association provides financial assistance to a Hoonah harvester who
travels to Sitka Sound every year to obtain herring eggs that are brought
back to the community and shared without cost to up to 200 individuals.
The distribution of subsistence herring eggs harvested from Sitka Sound
is prodigious, with 87% of the overall harvest volume given away, on
average, rather than personally consumed by harvesters and their
households.
S. Langdon, The Significance of Sharing Resources in Sustaining Indigenous Alaskan
Communities and Cultures (2021) at 30 (emphasis added) (“Langdon Study”). 2 /

B. The Reason for Southeast Alaska Natives’ concern over the Sitka
subsistence fishery
Over the past decades, the adversity between ADF&G and Alaska Natives over the
Sitka subsistence herring roe fishery has been palpable. The reason for the tension has
been this: the fact of the matter is that, due to commercial over-fishing, all of the oncesignificant subsistence herring fisheries in our region other than Sitka (and a far more
limited herring-on-kelp fishery near Craig) have been essentially wiped out. The Sitka
subsistence fishery is the last of its kind.
Extraordinarily productive subsistence fisheries once existed throughout the region.
Today, ADF&G’s herring management plan for these fisheries reads like a litany of the
dead. According to the agency:

/ Available at:
https://www.sealaskaheritage.org/sites/default/files/Significance%20of%20Sharing%20final%20with%20
cover.pdf
2
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Revilla Channel. Once a major fishery (see below), “[f]rom 2000 through 2020, the
minimum threshold was not reached in state managed waters and a fishery was not
permitted.” 3/ “The last commercial fishery occurred in 1998.” 4/
West Behm Canal. “From 2005 to 2010, the threshold was not met, and no fishery
occurred…In 2012, …due to inseason concern over lack of herring observed in the West
Behm Canal area, the fishery did not open. …. From 2013 through 2020, the threshold was
not met, and no fishery occurred.” 2021 Herring Plan at 5. “No herring samples were
obtained” in 2021, ADF&G noting that “[t]he last commercial fishery occurred in 2011.”
2021 Herring Summary at 1.
Seymour Canal. “A spawn deposition survey was not conducted as the spawn
observed in 2020 was limited in extent and duration. The Seymour Canal set gillnet herring
fishery will not be opened in 2021.” 2021 Herring Plan at 5. The last commercial fishery
here occurred in 2014. 2021 Herring Summary at 2.
Hobart/Houghton. “Herring biomass estimates did not meet the minimum threshold
to allow fisheries in 2001–2004, 2006, 2007, and 2011–2020.” 2021 Herring Plan at 6.
Auke Bay/Lynn Canal. As we shall see, Auke Bay once provided one of the most
storied subsistence fisheries in the region. Not anymore. “Commercial fisheries last
occurred in 1982, and the commercial sac roe herring fishery was repealed by the Board of
Fisheries in 2018.” 2021 Herring Summary at 2. And things are not getting any better.

/ Dupuis et al., 2021 Southeast Alaska Herring Sac Roe Fishery Management Plan, Reg. Info. Rpt. 1J2104 (Feb. 2021) at 5 (hereinafter “2021 Herring Plan”).
4
/ ADF&G, 2021 Southeast Herring Summary (May 28, 2021) at 1 (hereinafter “2021 Herring Summary”).
3
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2021 surveying produced “the smallest total cumulative spawn mileage…since regular
observations began in 1972…” Id.
Hoonah Sound. “No spawn has been documented since 2015 …A commercial
fishery last took place in 2012.” 2021 Herring Summary at 2.
A closer look at two of these former fisheries illuminates the cause:
Auke Bay/Lynn Canal
The subsistence herring fishery at Auke Bay, at the southern end of Lynn Canal,
“was a keen feature of community life until its collapse in the 1980’s due to overfishing by
the commercial sac roe fishery.” 5/ The Áak’w Kwáan Tlingit settled along Indian Cove
on the lip of the bay during the Little Ice Age (cir. 1500) precisely because of its abundant
food resources--especially herring. Id. Over the next 500 years, explorers, scientists and
federal officials consistently highlighted the area’s extraordinary herring population,
ranking it the “third most important in Southeast Alaska.” Id. at 155.
In fact, the Áak’w Kwáan Tlingit moved their village away from Indian Cove to
avoid disturbing the herring spawn. Id. at 151. Juneau and Hoonah elders are rich in stories
of the ease with which they caught herring:
 “Auke Bay at that time (the 1970’s) was so full of herring that as soon as
they showed up, there was plenty of salmon”;
 “[Y]ou used to be able to go to Auke Bay and get buckets full of herring for
eating”; and

/ T. Thornton and M. Moss, Herring and People of the North Pacific: Sustaining a Keystone Species,”
Univ. of Wash. Press (2021) (“Thornton Study”) at 151.
5
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 “[W]hen I was a kid going to high school in Juneau back in the early [19]60’s,
late 50’s, go out to Auke Bay and catch herring off the beach with a dip net.”
Id. at 153. Then, in the 1970’s, ADF&G opened a purse seine and gillnet sack roe fishery
in Lynn Canal. Id. at 155; see also 2021 Herring Summary at Table 3. In 1982, ADF&G’s
biologists, looking at low forecast herring returns, recommended that the fishery be closed
for that year. Thornton Study at 155. However:
Just as with the reduction fishery of 1940, political pressure from the
fishing industry overrode scientific advice, and the 1982 sac roe harvest
of 551 tons marked the last significant spawning of herring in the area.
Id. In summary: “Scientific and historical accounts of Auke Bay agree that Auke Bay was
overfished during the sac roe era, leading to its collapse as a spawning area in the early
1980’s.” Id.
Kah Shakes (Revilla Channel)
According to Tlingit elder Martin Perez, Sr., “[p]eople won’t believe you when
you tell them how much herring used to be around [at Kah Shakes]…[You could] go up
in any harbor where you anchor and you…[could] jig herring with treble hooks and you’ll
get ‘em for eating, just jigging them.” 6/
Not today.

In 1976, ADF&G opened a gill net fishery in the Kah Shakes

management area. By the late 1980’s, there was trouble. In 1989, the commercial roe

/ Jamie Sue Hebert, Event Ecology: An Analysis of Discourses Surrounding the Disappearance of the
Kah Shakes Cove Herring (2011) at 37-38 (hereinafter “Hebert Report’); available at
https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/open_access_etds/5/.

6
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harvest was a mere 595 tons, and in 1990 there was no harvest at all. 2021 Herring Plan at
Table 1
At the outset of the 1991 season, there was no appreciable spawning at Kah Shakes.
Id. at 43. Undaunted, ADF&G found a large spawning group 12 miles away at Cat Island.
Assuming that these were the errant Kah Shakes herring, ADF&G issued an emergency
order expanding the Kah Shakes’ management area boundaries to include Cat Island. Id.
at 33-34. This although managers from the Metlakatla Indian Reservation on nearby
Annette Island, a geography on the opposite side of Cat Island, insisted that these were the
Reservation’s herring. Id. at 46; See also Thornton Study at 170. The Board of Fisheries
subsequently made the boundary change permanent anyway and changed the management
area’s name to “Revilla Channel.”
ADF&G’s actions in 1991 raised the obvious questions:
o Should the declining harvests in 1989-1990, and the near disappearance of
spawn in 1991, have signaled to the agency that the fishery was in distress?;
or
o Was it good management for ADF&G to latch onto a school of herring 12
miles away (herring that might or might not have been tied to the Kah Shakes
herring) in order to conduct business as usual?
History teaches that inflating the Kah Shakes’ numbers by capturing the Cat Island
herring, thereby enabling the agency to ignore the warning signs, was a bad idea. By 1999,
there was insufficient spawn at either Kah Shakes or Cat Island to support any fishery at
all, and there has never been a fishery since. As Dr. Thornton concluded:
Sealaska Corporation Comments in Opposition to Proposals 159-61
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While the possibility that the herring ‘moved’ cannot be ruled out,
the state’s failure to investigate the causes of the event clearly reflects the
political-economic pressure on managers to ‘find fish’ for a commercial
fishery…
…From this example, it is easy to see how [local traditional
knowledge] bearers might view herring as going the way of the cod via
‘managed annihilation,’ with remnant fish populations continuing to
school at key spawning and massing sites, which are fished commercially
for roe until, finally, even with the scales reframed, minimum quotas for
harvest can no longer be met.
Id. at 170-71; emphasis added.
*****
At this point, the universal reply to all of this is that the rules are stricter now, and
we’ll all do better. That’s what folks invariably say after any man-made disaster. But
given the seriatim collapse of virtually every subsistence herring fishery in Southeast
Alaska other than Sitka (and on smaller scale, Craig), the Tlingit, Haida and Tsimshian of
the Archipelago can be forgiven their fear that the past may be prologue.
2. Proposals 159-160: Repealing the Board’s Protections for the Subsistence
Herring Roe Fishery and Shrinking the Core Subsistence Area
The Southeast Herring Conservation Alliance (the “Alliance), a trade group of
commercial herring sac roe purse seiners, proposes to:
 materially diminish one of the pillars of the Board’s effort to meet its
statutory duty of assuring a “reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses”

of Sitka herring roe (AS 16.05.258(b)(1)(A)) (Proposal 160); and
 flat out repeal the other pillar (Proposal 159).
For each of these reasons, the Board should reject both proposals:
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A. The Alliance’s proposals would strip ADF&G, and the Board itself, of one
of the principal defenses that ADF&G has relied upon in claiming that
the Board is meeting its statutory duties towards subsistence fishing
Proposal 159 would repeal 5 AAC 27.195, which requires ADF&G to disperse the
commercial sac roe fishery when necessary to protect subsistence, and to keep the quality
and quantity of subsistence-caught herring in mind when managing the commercial fishery.
For its part, Proposal 160 would repeal the Board’s 2018 expansion of Sitka’s core
subsistence waters that are closed to commercial harvest, reducing that core area by
roughly four square miles.
In so doing, the Board would be disabling (and one case removing altogether) the
two principal Sitka-specific protections that the Board has adopted to protect the Sound’s
subsistence fishery. And, based on ADF&G’s repeated representations to the court in the
Sitka herring litigation, these are precisely the two provisions that enabled the Board, and
ADF&G itself, to meet their statutory obligations under AS 16.05.258. 7/
Take, first, Proposal 160 (shrinking the core protected subsistence area). The area
targeted by the Alliance was added to the core area in 2018. According to ADF&G’s
representations to the court in the Sitka herring litigation, that addition enabled the Board
to find that it was resultantly providing a “reasonable opportunity” for subsistence use. As
ADF&G told the court: “At the [2018 Board] meeting, a third Board member (Alan Cain)
stated that, with the increased commercial closure area provided by Board’s adoption of

/ The “Sitka herring litigation” is: Sitka Tribe of Alaska v. State of Alaska et al., 1SI-18-212(CIV) (Alaska
Super.Ct., 1st Jud. Dst.).

7
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Proposal 106 [the four-square mile addition], he agreed that there is a reasonable
opportunity for subsistence uses.” 8/ ADF&G also quoted Board member Cain as saying:
I think we need to be equally diligent in ensuring that the subsistence
harvesters have a reasonable opportunity and I think this [the 4square mile addition] does this.
Id.; emphasis added.
ADF&G was even louder in its insistence that 5 AAC 27.195 (which the Alliance
proposes to repeal in Proposal 159) was a linchpin of the Board’s compliance with §258.
ADF&G’s foundational argument in the Sitka herring litigation was that there was a
“Board[] decision that management of the fisheries pursuant to 5 AAC 27.195 provides
a reasonable opportunity for subsistence harvest in Sitka Sound,” adding that:
[T]he Board has made an assessment of reasonable opportunity and
found that it is provided for within the regulatory regime that it has
promulgated.
Reply in Support of State of Alaska’s Motion for Summary Judgment: Count 1 (Jan. 20,
2020) at 10-11 (emphasis added). In another court memorandum, ADF&G insisted that:
In fact, for the Board to conclude that management pursuant to 5
AAC 27.195(a)(2) provides a reasonable opportunity for
subsistence, as it did during the January 2018 BOF meeting, it
necessarily factored in the requirement that the Department distribute
the commercial fishery by time and area if the ADF&G manager
determines that doing so is necessary to ensure that subsistence users
have a reasonable opportunity to harvest the amount herring spawn
necessary for subsistence uses.

/ Id., Memorandum in Support of State’s Motion for Summary Judgment: Count 1 (Nov. 27, 2019) at 13
(emphasis added).

8
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State of Alaska’s Opposition to Sitka Tribe of Alaska’s Motion for Summary Judgment
(Dec. 20, 2019) at 18 (emphasis added).
ADF&G staff has taken a “Neutral” position on Proposal 159, claiming that, even
if §195 is repealed, the agency would still follow the substance of the rule. 9/ An
unenforceable promise, however, is no substitute for a binding regulation, and Sealaska
has little doubt that courts would view skeptically any assertion that the degree of
protection afforded the Sitka subsistence fishery was unchanged, even though the
regulation touted by the agency as the source of that protection had been gutted.
In summary: as a cornerstone of its defense in the Sitka herring litigation, ADF&G
persistently sought refuge in the Board’s 2018 expansion of the subsistence core area and
5 AAC 27.195 in arguing that the State was providing a reasonable subsistence opportunity.
Pull that rug out from under the Board, and both the Board and ADF&G may find
themselves in trouble.

10

/

B. Neither the history of the past two decades, nor ADF&G’s forecasts,
provides any cause to relax the Board’s existing subsistence protections
For 2021, ADF&G forecasted an extraordinary return of 175,731 tons of mature, 5year-old herring to Sitka Sound.

11

/ While cohort spikes in herring returns are not

/ ADF&G, Staff Comments on Regulatory Proposals; Committee of the Whole—Groups 1-8; For the
Southeast and Yakutat Finfish and Shellfish Alaska Board of Fisheries Meeting, Regional Information
Report No. 1J21-15 at 173 (hereinafter “ADF&G Staff Comments”).
10
/ Bear in mind that all of the ADF&G statements made in this subsection are of recent origin, and they
post-date the earlier events that the Alliance claims in its proposal makes §195 “outdated.”
11
/ Dressel, 2021 herring forecast for Sitka (2/21/21) at 13 (hereinafter “2021 Forecast”).
9
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uncommon,

12

/ ADF&G scientists stress that year’s spike “remains considerably greater

than what could be considered ‘normal,’” introducing “unusually large uncertainty.” 13/
Looking both backward and forward, one year’s sample does not offset the troubled
nature of both the commercial and subsistence fisheries. For example:
 The Board has determined that 136,000 – 227,000 pounds represents the amount
of Sitka Sound herring eggs reasonably necessary to meet subsistence needs. 5
AAC 01.716(b). Subsistence harvests fell short (usually well short) of that
benchmark in 12 of the 19 years between 2002-2020 14/;
 The 2018 commercial fishery yielded only 2,926 tons—well short of the 11,128
ton guideline harvest level;

15

/

 Due to the absence of mature, fecund herring, there was no commercial fishery
at all in 2019 or 2020; and

16

/

 Looking forward, ADF&G forecasts a near-complete collapse of mature, 5-year
old herring recruitment in 2022, with a negligible 47 tons projected to return that

/ See Hebert, Southeast Alaska 2019 Herring Stock Assessment, Fishery Data Series 20-23 (Dec.,
2020) at Figure 45(hereinafter “2019 Herring Assessment”).
13
/ Dressel, Dec. 16, 2020 email to Trevor Branch, Attachment 1 hereto at 2.
14
/ ADF&G, Subsistence Harvest of Herring Eggs in Sitka Sound, 2021 Herring preseason meeting,
March 12, 2021 at 8, available at:
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/static/fishing/PDFs/commercial/southeast/meetings/herring/2019_2020_herr
ing_harvest_results.pdf
15
/ 2021 Herring Plan at Table 3.
16
/ ADF&G press release, Sitka Sound Sac Roe Fishery Announcement, May 17, 2019 at 1; ADF&G press
release, Sitka Sound Herring Fishery Announcement, April 30, 2020. While the failure of the 2020 fishery
was also plainly influenced by COVID-19, ADF&G concluded that the fishery failed because “[p]rocessors
indicated that herring of [this] small size would be below market requirements...” Id.
12
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year. 2021 Forecast at 13. 2023 appears nearly as bleak, with only 3876 tons of
what will then be 5-year-old fish predicted to return.

17

/

Thus, when viewed through a wide-angle lens, Sitka Sound does not seem a good
candidate for gutting the Board’s existing efforts to meet it statutory obligation to provide
a reasonable opportunity to meet subsistence needs.

C. There remains material uncertainty in any ADF&G forecast because of
the agency’s inability to implement admittedly-needed 2016 forecast
model revisions
To forecast Sitka Sound herring returns, ADF&G uses an age-structured assessment
model. One of the acknowledged shortcomings of that ASA model is its inability to
account for the wide range of uncertainties that can seriously skew any forecast. As
ADF&G’s forecaster explained to her University of Washington colleagues:
We aren’t currently using the Bayesian age-stuctured mode yet for SE herring (it
is so close to being ready, but we didn’t finish before Jane took her new position with
NOAA), so we don’t have estimated uncertainty with our forecasts…
Attachment 1 at 2.
There is no dispute that the ADF&G’s existing model needs revision. As ADF&G’s
Dr. Sherri Dressel put it in her Sitka herring litigation deposition:
We were hoping to implement the new model structure, which will
have error estimates as Greg—is it Ruggerone?—had asked for and
something we have been working on for a long time.

/ The 5-year-old cohort represents the first year of fully mature, fecund herring. ADF&G research has
shown that only 19% of 3-year-old Sitka Sound herring are considered mature, while even 4-year-olds are
only “partially mature.” 2021 Forecast at 6; 2019 Herring Assessment at 75.
17
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Deposition of Dr. Sherri Dressel, 10/29/2019 at 63. 18/ To that end, ADF&G contracted
with Dr. Steve Martell—“the same stock assessment scientist that developed one for
Canada.”

Dressel deposition at 62.

Dr. Martell delivered his final report and

recommendations to ADF&G on December 16, 2016.

19

/

In the intervening five years, ADF&G has been unable to implement Dr. Martell’s
model changes. On November 30, 2020, Sealaska petitioned ADF&G to continue to adopt
a conservative guideline harvest level for Sitka herring until the agency is able to
implement the Martell model. Attachment 3. The request appended a report by Dr. Merrill
Rudd that concluded:
It is my opinion that there are many additional uncertainties
associated with the ASA model and forecast that would be improved
when Dr. Martell’s proposed changes are implemented. Therefore,
ADF&G should continue to adopt a precautionary GHL at least until
it is able to implement the proposed changes by Dr. Martell. The
model structure proposed by Dr. Martell is currently being used by
British Columbia to forecast its herring returns, and it would address
many of the shortcomings that exist in ADF&G’s existing model and
forecast.
Attachment 4 at 1. According to an internal email, ADF&G “decided [that] no response is
needed to this request.” Attachment 5.
Compounding the problem is the admittedly-outdated “threshold” for allowing any
commercial sac roe harvest in Sitka. Currently, that number is 25,000 tons—a figure

/ As ADF&G staff advised the Board in October, 2019: “The department is in the process of upgrading
the model used to forecast herring biomass and, in the future, intends to use the new model to re-evaluate
the harvest strategy..in [the] Sound. However, the model and analysis are currently in development and
review and the results are not yet available.” ADF&G Staff Comments on ACR 4, quoted at Sitka Herring
litigation, Southeast Alaska Conservation Alliance Motion for Summary Judgment on Count II, 10/1/2020
at 8.
19
/ The executive summary of Dr. Martell report is appended as Attachment 2.
18
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calculated as a percentage of the estimated “unfished” biomass of Sitka Sound herring. 5
AAC 27.160(g); Sitka herring litigation, Affidavit of Kyle Hebert, 2/4/2019 at Ex. 2, p. 19.
That estimate was made in a 1998 report using data from 1971-1993.

20

/ This was an

“unproductive period of herring abundance…compared with more productive periods
during the 2000s and 1930s.” 21/ As Dr. Dressel explained in her deposition, the higher the
estimate of unfished biomass, the higher the threshold for allowing any harvest; and, “[i]f
we estimate a higher biomass, we almost certainly would propose to the Board of Fish that
we think that the threshold should go up.” Id. at 75.
However, while it is ADF&G’s “goal” to update the unfished biomass estimate, 22/
the agency has apparently decided to undertake the needed revisions only in conjunction
with the still-awaited implementation of the Martell recommendations.

See Dressel

deposition at 63.
It is not the intent of this narrative to fault ADF&G. It would seem that funding and
personnel challenges have prevented the agency from implementing Martell’s 2016
recommendations.

But as Dr. Dressel candidly put it to University of Washington

scientists, until that happens, ADF&G will continue to be forced to make “subjective”
judgments about the reliability of it forecasts. And that certainly does not engender the
kind of certitude one would think necessary before stripping away existing subsistence
protections.
20

/ Carlile, Estimation and Evaluation of a Harvest Threshold for Management of the Sitka Herring Sac
Roe Fishery Based on a Percentage of Average Unfished Biomass, DF&G Regional Informational Rpt.
1J98-f18 (July, 1998) at 13.
21
/ Sitka herring litigation, Affidavit of Gregory T. Ruggerone, 1/14/2019 at 7.
22
/ Sitka herring litigation, Deposition of Kyle Hebert, 10/29/20219 at 75.
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D. The closed area the Alliance seeks to access is important to providing a
reasonable opportunity for the subsistence harvest
There is no small measure of hubris in the Alliance’s proposal to retract the 2018
subsistence zone additions. That acreage, the Alliance argues, once “yielded substantial
portions of the [commercial] harvest,” and could presumably do so again if the commercial
fleet could get at it. Conversely, repurposing the area to the commercial fishery would
have “little or no effect” on the subsistence harvest. In other words: the same spawning
herring are important to us, but not to you.
Truth is, if relative importance were a litmus test, the scales would tip heavily
towards the subsistence user. The closed area (including the area at issue here) lies along
the Sitka road system and is hence accessible to those Sitka subsistence harvesters who
own only a skiff. Conversely, the purse seine vessels have the rougher waters of the entire
Sound at their disposal. Put another way: the Alliance is arguing that purse seiners’
convenience should trump subsistence harvesters’ necessity. 23/

/ To our knowledge, no one is contending that the two fisheries can co-exist within these confined
geographies over the same time span. Whether by industrial disruption of spawning activity or, most
directly, by harvesting the herring before they can spawn on any branches, the commercial fishery wellnigh obliterates any attempt at subsistence harvest in that same area. Indeed, ADF&G attempts to steer the
commercial fishery away from even the edges of the closed areas in order to avoid the obvious impact that
fishing on the closed area borders would have on the hemlock branch harvest. According to ADF&G’s
Eric Coonradt:
We try to have openings away from the commercial closed
area whenever we possibly can .... So if we have - if we
have opportunities close to the closed area or let's say we
have an opportunity right on the border of the closed area and
we also have an opportunity a mile away. We would,
everything being equal, we would choose the opportunity
further away.
23

Sitka herring litigation, Deposition of Eric Coonradt, July 30, 2019 at 51.
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According to ADF&G: “[o]ut of the 102.3 nmi of mapped herring pawn in Sitka
Sound, approximately 29.0 nmi of herring spawn was mapped with the regulatory close
waters.” ADF&G Press Release, Sitka Sound Herring Fishery Announcement, 4/30/2021
at 1. Moreover, substantial herring schooling and spawning was observed specifically
within the 2018 addition area.

24

/
***

For each of the reasons listed above, Sealaska respectfully requests the Board to
reject Proposals 159 and 160.
3. Proposal 161: Imposition of a Permit or Registration Requirement
The Alliance also proposes to “[r]equire a subsistence fishing permit” for Sitka’s
traditional subsistence fishery. One of the Alliance’s goals is to acquire better data on the
size of the subsistence harvest, and Sealaska shares that goal. However, ADF&G staff, in
its comments on Proposal 161, has concluded that “[r]easonably accurate harvest
information can be obtained through the current harvest monitoring program,” and “[a]
permit and reporting of harvest requirement would not result in more accurate harvest
data…” ADF&G Staff Comments at 180. Moreover, the Alliance’s recommended tool is
a meat ax—one chosen without the slightest apparent sensitivity to the harm to Alaska
Native culture that may well flow from applying an ill-suited solution to an acknowledged
challenge.
/ ADF&G noted a “large biomass of herring in the regulatory closed waters extending from Eliason
Harbor to Starrigavan Bay,” and as well in the closed-water vicinity of Old Sitka Rocks and along a line
extending from Lisianski Point to Watson Point—a line that intersects the 2018 closed water addition.
ADF&G Press Releases, Sitka Sound Herring Fishery Announcements [Updates], March 28, 29, 31 and
April 2, 2021.

24
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In a nutshell, the default paradigm for an ADF&G permit is as an individual
authorization coupled with the imposition of individual regulatory burdens (and the
Alliance proposes no variation from that paradigm).

The Sitka subsistence fishery,

conversely, is a communal fishery, in which the individual harvesters act on behalf of
Tlingit, Haida and Tsimshian Indians throughout the region, and, indeed, Alaska Natives
throughout the state.

A. The communal nature of the Sitka herring roe subsistence fishery
As noted ante, Dr. Stephen Langdon found that, between 2002-2018, only 13% of
the subsistence-caught Sitka herring roe was consumed by the harvesters themselves or
their households. The other 87% was distributed throughout the state. Langdon Study at
30. As anthropologist Dr. Thomas Thornton found, this sharing occurs through “rich and
resilient benefit flow networks” that “represent the triumph of communalism and
conviviality.”

25

/ As but one example of this “amazing distribution and sharing system,”

Thornton notes that:
A fishing boat from Hoonah routinely brings back from Sitka between
five thousand and twenty thousand pounds of herring eggs on
branches (and some on kelp)—sometimes with support for fuel costs
from the tribe and community—which are distributed to every
household that desires them.
Id. at 202. The sharing of Sitka herring roe reflects more than just a food distribution
system. To the contrary, roe distribution is of singular importance to the Alaska Native
community for “complex cultural, nutritional, culinary, and social reasons.” Langdon
/ T. Thornton and M. Moss, Herring and People of the North Pacific: Sustaining a Keystone Species,”
Univ. of Wash. Press (2021) (“Thornton Study”) at 176.

25
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Study at 30. “[T]he distribution, trade and exchange of herring eggs has an importance in
its own right. Both with and between communities, this movement of herring eggs appears
to provide an opportunity to fulfill social obligations and maintain cultural values” and is
accordingly often used in “potlatches, payoff parties, mortuary feasts, and other cultural
occasions.” 26/
This tradition of regional sharing is of extraordinary cultural importance for a number
of reasons, including these:
o For Alaska Natives that have left the village for urban centers, sharing provides a
continuing lifeline to their heritage. As one Juneau Tlingit told Dr. Langdon: “For
the Tlingits who’ve moved away from home, it’s our soul food, keeping us
connected to one another and to place. If you receive herring eggs from someone,
you know you are loved.” Id. at 31.
o “Herring eggs are special…[T]hey are the first ‘fruit’ of the season, heralding a new
year of fishing and gathering. People share them widely and eat them communally,
as part of this celebration.” Thornton Study at 202. As a Sitka elder recounted to
Dr. Thornton:
It would just be amazing when we’d arrive at [my aunt’s house each
spring] because people came from a lot of different places…to have a
feast. We’d arrive, and her table would be covered with layers of
newspaper [upon which to lay out herring eggs]…Then all the stories
would come out.
…[W]hen you believe that your food feeds your soul, all those people
who touched your food, that imbued their love and respect into that
food, it is one of the greatest gifts that we give to one another…
/ R. Schroder and M. Kookesh, The Subsistence Harvest of Herring Eggs in Sitka Sound, ADF&G
Technical Paper 173 (1990) at 52-53.
26
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Id.; and
o The herring itself sits at the apex of Southeast Natives’ cultural pantheon. As Sitka
elder Henry Kitka Sr. put, over the millenia:
Herring come—whale come—sea lion—seal—king
everything eat herring, come—big time.

salmon—

Thornton Study at 118. Or, as one fisherman succinctly stated, herring are “the key
to the ocean…It’s our buffalo.”

27

/ Given that so much flows from the herring, it

is unsurprising that herring (and herring egg) legends are so prominent in Tlingit,
Haida and Tsimshian lore. Most conspicuous is the Kiks.ádi clan (Sitka Tribe)
woman who immersed her hair in the waters below Sitka’s Herring Rock. Herring
began spawning on her hair, leading to today’s practice to collecting roe on
hemlock branches. Thornton Study at 119.
Parenthetically, Herring Rock remained hallowed ground for Sitka Tlingit, until
real estate developers blew it up. Id.

B. Sharing of subsistence resources is central to Alaska Native culture
The sharing of subsistence-caught resources is sinew that binds Alaska Native
culture together. “As a central value and practice characteristic of all Indigenous Alaskan
societies, sharing of subsistence resources was and is a foundation of Indigenous life and
livelihood. Sharing is both glue in binding extended families together and lubricant
promoting expansion of social ties.” Langdon Study at 1. Sharing guides Alaska Natives’

/ T. Thornton and J. Hebert, Neoliberal and neo-communal herring fisheries in Southeast Alaska:
Reframing sustainability in marine ecosystems, Marine Pol. 2014 at 5.
27
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ethical compass: it reflects a “deeply embedded cultural value” that “translates into moral
and ethical obligations for producers and those with resources to give to others particularly
if they are in need and without expecting a return.” Id. at 8, 10.
Sharing is also “at the center of a spiritual belief system recognizing the joint nature
of existence and necessary interdependence of humans, fish, birds and animals to
continuity.” Id. at 44.
Sharing is not simply inviting a friend to dinner.

Rather, it is an unwritten

constitutional code laid down by the village tribe, its elders and tradition:
Subsistence is more than a means of production, it is a system for
distribution and exchange of subsistence products. The system is not
random: it operates according to complex codes of participation,
partnership, and obligation. Traditional rules of distribution ensure
that subsistence products are available to every village household,
even those without hunters.
Id. at 8.

C. Disrupting a traditional sharing system threatens the foundations of
Alaska Native culture
It stands to reason that disruption of a practice so elemental to Alaska Native culture
will threaten that culture itself. And the Langdon Study bears that out. As we have already
seen, the ethical underpinning of sharing is the need to assure food security for the entire
village. “Sharing is one of the primary institutions through which the harvests of the high
producing ‘superhouseholds’ reach others, especially those in need.”

Id.

The

“superproducers”’ obligation becomes paramount when caring for village elders:
The sharing of traditional foods with Elders is especially important
as they are a necessity for feeling healthy and staying active and are
believed to contribute to longevity. It is believed by many Indigenous
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Alaskans that Elders … have developed physiological and possibly
psychological dependence on such foods.
Id. at 13. And, it seems that the most effective way to sabotage a community’s traditional
sharing system, and hence the community’s underlying culture, is to undermine the
community’s ability to rely on “superproviders” to meet the community’s needs. Id. at 41.
In an analysis performed on three villages (Kaktovik, Wainwright and Venetie), the
scientists’ hypothetical removal of “key social relations, meaning critical ‘superprovider’
nodes” caused a projected 70%-80% decline in sharing between households--more severe
than either a reduction in resource abundance or reduction in community households. Id.

D. A permit requirement imposed on the “superproviders” of Sitka herring
roe risks irreparable damage to Tlingit, Haida and Tsimshian culture
At the outset, forcing those who harvest herring roe in Sitka’s subsistence fishery
on behalf of the entire region to obtain an individual permit fundamentally alters the nature
and purpose of the harvest. The harvest becomes an individual, not a communal act, and
the harvested roe becomes associated with the permittee, not the community. That is a
bedrock cultural distinction that the Alliance proposal simply ignores. In a report on the
village of Venetie quoted by Dr. Langdon, the authors observed that:
…sharing and cooperation were described as cultural markers that
distinguish the indigenous user from other harvesters such as urban
hunters seeking trophy animals… Sharing sustains ongoing bonds and
creates new relationships thereby enhancing the emotional and
physical well-being of those who give and receive.…
Id. at 15 (internal cites omitted).

It is critical, Langdon concludes, that regulators

understand this very different paradigm and encourage a “regulatory environment
that…does not constrain sharing.” Id. at 48.
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There are also more earthy (but no less significant) threats posed by a permit
requirement. Some ADF&G herring and herring roe permit requirements include a harvest
limit—one usually calculated on the basis of individual or household consumption.

28

/

And while harvest limits do not necessarily flow from a permit requirement, crossing the
permit Rubicon is almost invariably just a first step in the imposition of harvest constraints
that simply would not fit the communal nature of the fishery.
Moreover, while 87% of the harvested roe is shared regionwide (and beyond), the
entire regulatory burden of a permit would fall unfairly on the individuals harvesting that
roe on behalf of the region. See 5 AAC 01.015(b). And the permittee would be the sole
target of any enforcement action, although the overwhelming majority of beneficiaries of
the harvest stretch (at least) from Metlakatla to Yakutat.

E. ADF&G should be tasked to work collaboratively with the region’s Alaska
Natives to cure any shortcoming in the existing subsistence harvest
monitoring program that has resulted in avoidable delays in publishing
subsistence harvest data
As noted ante, ADF&G staff have concluded that a permit requirement would not
result in the acquisition of more accurate or comprehensive harvest data. To the contrary,
if a permit system resulted in discontinuance of the existing Tribal/ADF&G harvest
monitoring program, the agency would lose access to “best available data important to this
[subsistence] fishery that would be difficult to accurately capture from returned permits,”

/ See, e.g., 5 AAC 01.730 (Southeast Alaska herring roe on kelp; Limit: 32 pounds individual, 158 pounds
household); 5 AAC 01.530 (Kodiak: 500 pounds herring/year).
28
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including data on “sharing of herring eggs and specific details about the harvest efforts.”
ADF&G Staff Comments at 180.
ADF&G does suggest that a permit program could result in quicker assimilation and
publication of subsistence harvest data, noting a 19-month delay in publishing data on the
2020 subsistence fishery. Id. Staff, however, does not explain the reason for the current
lag in publishing subsistence data, nor why a permit requirement would remove that
roadblock. It is equally plausible that any publication delay is due to staffing issues or
other practical concerns that can be addressed through means less drastic than a hamhanded permit requirement.
There are numerous subsistence herring fisheries in the state that do not require a
permit.

29

/ The Sitka fishery is no outlier in that regard. Moreover, Alaska law allows

this Board to regulate fisheries on a community basis. AS 16.05.330(c) authorizes the
Board to “adopt regulations providing for the issuance and expiration of subsistence
permits for areas, villages, communities, groups, or individuals as needed for authorizing,
regulating, and monitoring the subsistence harvest of fish and game.” To that end, for
example, 5 AAC 01.620(h) authorize a community permit in the Glenallen area “to a
village council…to operate fish wheels on behalf of members of its village…”

/ See, e.g., 5 AAC 01.130 (Arctic: no permit required for subsistence herring and roe fishery designated
in 5 AAC 01.136(1)); 5 AAC 01.180 (Norton Sound: no permit required for subsistence herring and roe
fishery designated in 5 AAC 01.186(a)(1)); 5 AAC 01.230 (Yukon: no permit required for subsistence
herring and roe fishery designated in 5 AAC 01.236(a)(3); 5 AAC 01.280 (Kuskokwim: no permit required
for the subsistence herring and roe fishery designated in 5 AAC 01.286(a)(4)); 5 AAC 01.330 (Bristol Bay:
no permit required for subsistence herring spawn on kelp fishery designated in 5 AAC 01.336(a)(2)); 5
AAC 01.580 (Cook Inlet: no permit required for the herring fishery designed in 5 AAC 01.566(a)(4)).

29
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Moreover, there is a history of collaboration between ADF&G and the Sitka Tribe
on data gathering. In 2002, ADF&G and the Tribe entered into a memorandum of
agreement (the “MOA”) providing, in part, for coordinated data gathering on the
subsistence fishery. ADF&G unilaterally terminated the MOA in 2009. That MOA,
however, was replaced with a collaborative Tribal/ADF&G monitoring program that
ADF&G staff believes produces both accurate and comprehensive harvest data.
There have indeed been bottlenecks in the ultimate publication of that data. But
there would seem nothing to prevent Native stakeholders and ADF&G from addressing
any impediment to timely publication of the data within the framework of the existing
collaborative effort. In that vein, Sealaska respectfully urges this Board to direct ADF&G’s
Subsistence Section to work with the Sitka Tribe and other beneficiaries of this communal
fishery to identify and resolve any such impediment.
***
It is emphatically not Sealaska’s position that no subsistence fishery is suitable for
an individual permit.

There are many subsistence fisheries in which the primary

beneficiaries are the harvester or his/her household. There is always, however, a need to
balance the regulatory benefits of a permit against the affected cultural values. And, when
the fishery is of such an intensely communal (and regional) nature, and when the benefits
of a permit program are so doubtful, those scales should tip towards protecting the region’s
Alaska Native culture that is so tightly interwoven with that fishery.
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To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dressel, Sherri C (DFG)
Bangs, Peter D (DFG)
FW: variability with large year class
Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:28:49 PM
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From: Dressel, Sherri C (DFG)
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Trevor A Branch <tbranch@uw.edu>
Cc: John Trochta (johnt23@uw.edu) <johnt23@uw.edu>; Miller, Sara E (DFG) <sara.miller@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: variability with large year class
Hi Trevor,
Many thanks for your quick reply and your suggestion. I see in Muradian et al. (2017) the additional error for the egg deposition survey was 4.0 and (as you
noted before) the additional error for acoustics was a median of 0.34. Were these values approximations based on expert judgement? I can certainly cite,
but thought I’d ask if there was additional information behind them since they seem somewhat specific.
Thanks again, I really appreciate it –
Sherri
From: Trevor A Branch <tbranch@uw.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Dressel, Sherri C (DFG) <sherri.dressel@alaska.gov>
Cc: John Trochta (johnt23@uw.edu) <johnt23@uw.edu>; Miller, Sara E (DFG) <sara.miller@alaska.gov>
Subject: Re: variability with large year class
Hi Sherri:
John is pretty swamped right now preparing for his PhD defense in early Feb 2021, with some work still needed on his last chapter and pulling it all
together. So he won't have much time to look at this before the dissertation is over.
My general suggestion is to base your decisions on the data for SE Alaska only. One option would be to look at the uncertainty in the eggs spawned in the
*survey* inflate that somewhat (as we do for additional variance in the PWS herring assessment), and then apply that uncertainty to the median estimates
from the ASA model.
e.g. in PWS herring the acoustic survey CV was 0.29 (lognormal sigma) and the estimated additional variance was CV = 0.34 (Table 3.11 and 3.13 in
Muradian et al. 2017). From Table 5.8 the total variance is therefore
sigma^2 = 0.29^2 + 0.34^2 ,and the total CV (sigma) is sqrt( 0.29^2 + 0.34^2 ) = 0.45.
So in this instance you would base catches on the estimated biomass with a CV of 0.45. Perhaps you could set catches at say the lower 70th percentile of a
lognormal with that CV. In R, the code for this would be
biomass <- 10000
reportedsurveyCV <- 0.30
additionalCV <- 0.34
finalCV <- sqrt(reportedsurveyCV^2+ additionalCV^2)
rnorms <- rnorm(n=100000, mean=0, sd=finalCV)
randoms <- biomass * exp(rnorms-0.5*finalCV^2) #the lognormal correction is -0.5*s^2
hist(randoms)
mean(randoms)
round(quantile(x=randoms, probs=seq(0.2,0.4,0.1)),0) #possible percentiles
#note: median of randoms is smaller than mean of randoms, which should be
#equal to biomass = 10000
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 1:56 PM Dressel, Sherri C (DFG) <sherri.dressel@alaska.gov> wrote:
John and Trevor,
Wondering if you can help me with something. For State management of southeast herring, we have a sliding scale harvest rate (max 20%) when the
population is above a fixed threshold. In years where we expect there is considerably greater uncertainty with the forecast than normal, managers have
decremented the harvest level (say a fixed tonnage decrement which is comparable to reducing the harvest rate). As you know with your own data, the
2019 age-3 recruit class was substantial across the GOA. In PWS it wasn’t as obvious because the magnitude of the population is low, but notably I think
the size of the population doubled. For Sitka and Craig, that were at medium population levels, the populations also doubled and the recruitment has
appeared even more impressive relative to past recruitments. From the 2020 forecast model for Sitka (and Craig was way more dramatic than Sitka):
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We aren’t currently using the Bayesian age-structured model yet for SE herring (it is so close to being ready, but we didn’t finish before Jane took her
new position with NOAA), so we don’t have estimated uncertainty with our forecasts (credibility or posterior predictive intervals). Similar to what is
done for federal stocks (North Pacific Fisheries Management Council), we only make decrements to the allowable harvest in relatively rare situations
when there is considerable uncertainty likely not accounted for in the assessment or harvest rate strategy (so if there is unusually large uncertainty in
the forecast due to a large incoming year-class or uncertainty in the maturity schedule that is not represented in the model, this qualifies). Although we
don’t have error estimates for our forecasts, due to the expected large uncertainty in the 2020 forecast with the magnitude of the exceptionally large
2019 year class, we did make a decrement to the harvest level last year. Since we don’t have estimates of error I’m wondering whether the level of
uncertainty that will propagate into the 2021 forecast now that we have seen the 2019 year class twice remains considerably greater than what could
be considered “normal”. This is a subjective determination and I fully realize that there is no normal, but I’m wondering if there is any information from
the PWS BASA model that could help inform us. For instance, how did the posterior predictive intervals for the 2018 and 2019 PWS forecasts (without
the 2019 year class) compare with your posterior predictive intervals for your 2020 and 2021 forecasts (with the 2019 year class)?
Any qualitative reasoning that you have regarding expected uncertainty would be welcome too. One of my concerns is that we know that the maturity
schedules for these populations aren’t particularly well known and with a large incoming year class, the impact of the maturity schedule is greater when
forecasting (for year classes that aren’t fully mature, like the age-3 class in 2019 and age-4 class in 2020).
Thanks for any thoughts,
Sherri

-Richard C. and Lois M. Worthington Endowed Professor in Fisheries Management, School of Aquatic and Fisheries Sciences, University of Washington
Twitter: @TrevorABranch @BlueWhaleNews; http://fish.washington.edu/people/branch/
Branch TA, Monnahan CC (2020) Sex ratios in blue whales from conception onward: effects of space, time, and body size. Marine Mammal Science doi:
10.1111/mms.12741
Trochta JT, Branch TA, Shelton AO, Hay DE (2020) The highs and lows of herring: A meta-analysis of patterns in herring collapse and recovery. Fish and
Fisheries 21:639-662
Monnahan CC, Branch TA, Thorson JT, Stewart IJ, Szuwalski CS (2019) Overcoming long Bayesian run times in integrated fisheries stock assessments. ICES
Journal of Marine Science 76:1477-1488
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Age-structured model for Alaska herring stocks
Steve Martell
December 16, 2016
Executive Summary
This document describes the proposed changes that have been made to the Agestructured assessment model for Alaska herring stocks.
The objective of this project was to review and modify the existing AD Model
Builder Code for the Age-structured model for Alaska herring stocks (version 0.1 Jan
2015). The overarching objective of the modifications are: to improve numerical stability, ease of use, general flexibility for alternative structural assumptions, and estimation
of observation and process error variance to better quantify uncertainty. The following
list of bullets summarizes the proposed changes that have been implemented to date:
• Modifications to the Input Data File. Users can now specify estimates of observation error for each annual observation for: catch, egg surveys, mile milt days,
and composition data.
• Modifications to the Control file. Changes to the control file now allow users to
estimate or fix parameters, change the phase of estimation, set initial parameter
values, apply informative priors of various statistical distributions, all without
having to recompile the code. This permits rapid exploration (even automated)
of alternative hypotheses and structural assumptions that are repeatable.
• Added controls for the addition of time varying natural mortality rates, blocks
of time-varying maturity, a flexible system from implementing a wide variety of
selectivity options including time-varying blocks, or continuous non-parametric
functions (i.e., cubic splines). The control file is also structured so it can expand
with new model features, or custom outputs, that develop in the future.
• Custom command line options were added to the code. Two options were added
to permit rapid simulation testing (-sim option), and automate the procedures
of conducting retrospective analysis without having to make any potentially dangerous modifications to input files (the -retro option).
• Many of the previous routines in the current version of the stock assessment
model have been broken down into smaller functions. This both reduces the
amount of redundant code that currently exists and makes the code easier to
read and understand by humans.
• The model has 5 major components:
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1. Inputs (includes data and controls that specifies model structure).
2. Population dynamics: a collection of sub-models that relate to the biology
(e.g., natural mortality, maturity, stock-recruitment).
3. Observation dynamics: a collection of sub-models that relate how fishing
mortality interacts with population model (e.g., fisheries selectivity, fishing
mortality, predicted egg abundance index, predicted composition data).
4. Statistical criterion: the objective function that relates estimated model parameters to differences between observed and predicted variables.
5. Outputs: including and not limited to parameter estimates, convergence
criterion, derived management quantities and residuals.
• There are a few structural differences being proposed in this model that relate
to how selectivity is modeled, the observation error assumed in the composition
data, and variance terms that relate to both process error and observation error.
– To avoid breaking the derivative chain in calculating the objective function
and its gradient, use of the max function to re-scale the selectivities should
be avoided. Often you can get away with it in very simple models where
selectivity is very well informed, but can soon become problematic when your
jointly estimating additional parameters that are confounded with selectivity
(e.g., time-varying natural mortality). To do so, the proposed change rescales
the selectivity vector for ages such that it has a mean of 1.
– The previous generation used a least-square estimator for the age-composition
proportions. The proposed changes implemented in this model assume the
age-proportion data are logistic-normal, and these data are weighted by the
conditional maximum likelihood estimate of the variance (i.e., objectively
weighted). Alternatives likelihood formulations are also easily implemented
in future iterations.
– Lastly, each catch and survey observation in the input data file also has an
associated log standard error associated with it (approximately the coefficient
of variation). In cases where it is possible to estimate a standard error in the
data using bootstrap procedures, the inter-annual variation in observation
error can now be specified. In addition, the process error term permits
recruitment variation around a stock-recruitment relationship. Currently the
Ricker model is implemented, with the option to implement the BevertonHolt model annotated in the code.
• Additional elements were also introduced in the objective function calculation
to improve the overall estimation robustness. These include penalties that are
only implemented in the initial phases to set up initial gradients that will get key
population parameters in the “ball park”. These penalties can then be relaxed
(or set = 0) in the terminal phases.
• Of significant difference is the use of informative prior distributions (or sometimes
less informative) for population parameters including: natural mortality, initial
recruitment, average recruitment, unfished recruitment, steepness of the stock
recruitment relationship, and the variance in the recruitment deviations (process
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error). The only option for including priors in the previous generation was to
fix a parameter value (which implies the variance is 0, or very informative). For
example, having the option to estimate natural mortality where the prior mean
is set at the original fixed value and assume some arbitrary CV can often reduce
model confounding in cases where there are one-way trips in the relative abundance data. Comparing the marginal posterior density and prior density will shed
light on how informative the data are about the parameters.
• Model selection criterion can also be evaluated using Deviance Information Criterion (DIC). This criterion is calculated using the posterior sample values generated from one of AD Model Builders built-in sampling routines (e.g., The
Metropolis Hastings Algorithm).
Lastly, a few R-scripts have been developed for the purposes of conducting simulationestimation experiments for self-testing to examine for potential bias in the estimators,
and exploring options for correcting any such bias.
An example assessment using the data for the 2015 Sitka herring stock is provided
in this document. This example is not meant to be used as a comparison with other
assessments for this stock. The intent of the example is to be illustrative. Finally, the
scope of this project focused on the aforementioned points above, and primarily focuses
on data weighting and estimation of uncertainty. There are many other graphical
methods that could be explored to further communicate levels of uncertainty to fisheries
managers, and I would refer you to the work of Dr. Ian Stewart at the Intl. Pacific
Halibut Commission on communicating uncertainty to decision makers.
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O NE S EALASKA P LAZA , S UITE 300  JUNEAU , A LASKA 99801
TELEPHONE: 907-586-1400  FAX: 907-586-3065

Sent by email to: samuel.rabung@alaska.gov; lowell.fair@alaska.gov; troy.thynes@alaska.gov
Mr. Samual Rabung
Director, Division of Commercial Fisheries
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 98111-5526
and
Mr. Lowell Fair
Southeast Regional Supervisor
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 98111-5526
and
Mr. Troy Thynes
Salmon/Herring Fisheries Management Coordinator
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 667
Petersburg, Alaska 99833-0667
Re: 2021 Guideline Harvest Level for Sitka Sac Roe Fishery
Dear Mssrs. Rabung, Fair and Thynes:
This firm represents Sealaska Corporation. Sealaska, through itself and its subsidiary
Sealaska Heritage Institute, has been and remains deeply concerned over the health of the herring
roe-on-branch subsistence fishery in Sitka Sound. That fishery is of singular economic and cultural
importance to our region, and it has been a fishery adversely affected by a competing commercial
sac roe fishery.
This month, the Department will be publishing the guideline harvest level (“GHL”) for the
2021 commercial fishery under 5 AAC 27.160(g). For the reasons set out in the enclosed report
by Dr. Merrill Rudd, Sealaska urges the Department to establish a precautionary GHL for the 2021
fishery at a level substantially below that suggested by application of the Department’s Age
Structure Assessment (or “ASA”) model.
Because of model uncertainties, the Department established just such a precautionary GHL
for the Sitka sac roe fishery for 2013 (25% below ASA indications) and 2020 (39% below).
Equally consequential uncertainties exist now. In 2016, the Department solicited and received
recommendations from Dr. Stephen Martell to address the limitations of the ASA model. As Dr.
Dressel explained in her deposition in the ongoing litigation over the Sitka sac roe fishery: “[W]e
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are moving towards a new model structure, which has been—designed by the same stock
assessment scientist that developed the one for Canada…[H]e has done that…I asked him to
review the [ASA] model that we had and to make necessary improvements, and he has done that.”
Dr. Rudd is a recognized expert in stock assessment modeling. As her report explains, the
Department’s inability to implement Dr. Martell’s recommendations in the intervening 4 years
significantly affects the reliability of ADF&G’s forecasts, on which the GHL is based. Let me
stress that Sealaska does not fault the Department’s professionals for their inability to as yet
implement the “necessary improvements” in the agency’s predictive modeling. We appreciate that
budgetary and personnel challenges have hamstrung staff’s ability to do so. However, we do
fervently ask that, until Department priorities allow staff to transition to the more reliable model
structure, it recognize the limits and risks in the old ASA model and reduce the GHL accordingly.
Thank for the consideration that I know you will give Sealaska’s concerns.

Sincerely,
SIMPSON, TILLINGHAST, SHEEHAN and ARAUJO
/s/ Jon K. Tillinghast
Jon K. Tillinghast

cc:

Dr. Sherri Dressel
sherri.dressel@alaska.gov

____________________________________

E. BUDD SIMPSON  JON K. TILLINGHAST (OF COUNSEL)  JAMES J. SHEEHAN
TODD J. ARAUJO  KRISTEN P. MILLER
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Considering stock assessment uncertainty for the 2021 Sitka herring
fishery guideline harvest limit
Dr. Merrill Rudd
Research scientist, Scaleability LLC
merrillrudd@gmail.com
1-201-207-0958
27 November 2020
Introduction
Sealaska Corporation has asked for my opinion on whether the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game (ADF&G) should employ a precautionary guideline harvest level (GHL) until it is able to
adopt and implement stock assessment modeling changes for the Sitka Sound herring population
recommended by Dr. Steven Martell to ADF&G in December 2016.
Because of uncertainties in the forecast using ADF&G’s existing age-structured analysis (ASA)
model, the Department established a precautionary GHL for the Sitka sac roe fishery for 2013
(25% below ASA indications) and 2020 (39% below). It is my opinion that there are many
additional uncertainties associated with the ASA model and forecast that would be improved
when Dr. Martell’s proposed changes are implemented. Therefore, ADF&G should continue to
adopt a precautionary GHL at least until it is able to implement the proposed changes by Dr.
Martell. The model structure proposed by Dr. Martell is currently being used by British
Columbia to forecast its herring returns, and it would address many of the shortcomings that
exist in ADF&G’s existing model and forecast.
I came to this conclusion after reviewing documents related to the ASA model, forecast
approach, setting the GHL, the technical report of Dr. Martell’s proposed model changes, expert
testimony, and a select number of scientific studies relating to herring roe fisheries. I am an
independent scientist with a doctoral degree from the School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences at
the University of Washington with an extensive background in stock assessment modeling. My
curriculum vitae is attached.
Areas of uncertainty that Dr. Martell’s updates would address
Based on the 2020 forecast, ADF&G reduced the GHL by 39% compared with the level
suggested based on the ASA model-predicted mature herring biomass, citing large uncertainty in
the 2020 forecast related to the estimated number of age-3 fish and their probability of becoming
mature age-4 herring the next year (ADF&G 2019). I think this decision and rationale are
reasonable based on their discussion of survey estimates and exploration of model structural
uncertainty (i.e. comparing different models to make sure their forecast of mature biomass is
robust). However, it is a shortcoming of the forecast that estimates or quantification of
uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals or standard errors) are absent from the reported survey
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observations (data inputs) and projected mature biomass.
My recommendation of a precautionary GHL until the model updates from Dr. Martell can be
implemented is largely due to the fact that the ASA forecast model does not directly account for
parameter or observation uncertainty. Dr. Martell recommended several important changes to the
model that would address these shortcomings. These updates may improve the accuracy of
predicting the coming year’s herring returns, but more importantly, will better characterise
uncertainty in the coming year’s herring returns. Currently, the ASA model forecast reports a
single value for the mature herring biomass. Due to the uncertain nature of ecological processes
and population dynamics, this single value is most certainly wrong, so it is important to
communicate uncertainty to understand how wrong that single value may be. With Dr. Martell’s
proposed changes, the forecast estimate of mature herring biomass is more reliable than those
from the ASA model because it will come with transparent and thorough accounting of
uncertainty (e.g. including probabilities of falling below threshold levels or meeting targets) so
managers can better understand how wrong the average forecast estimate may be when choosing
a harvest level.
The improvements that would be made by Dr. Martell’s recommendations include:
1. Update to a statistical catch-at-age (SCA) model
A key update proposed by Dr. Martell is the change in model structure to a statistical
catch-at-age (SCA) model from the more outdated virtual population analysis (VPA). In a VPA,
population abundance and biomass are back-calculated from recent observations of catch, egg
estimates, and other data inputs. Data inputs are generally assumed to be known without error. A
drawback of a VPA when forecasting forward in time is that the stock assessment model must
run twice. The first ASA model run estimates parameters through the final year of data. The
second step is to re-fit the ASA model over many iterations (e.g. 1,000) where the parameter
values are fixed at current estimates (or ideally, re-sampled from a distribution representing
parameter uncertainty) and the model is re-fit to re-sampled data. The underlying SCA model
included in Dr. Martell’s proposed changes (and adopted for Pacific herring stocks in British
Columbia, and generally more commonly used in stock assessments worldwide) uses a more
straightforward and transparent approach to forecast population dynamics. SCA models estimate
initial conditions of the population in the first year of the model and forward-calculate population
abundance and biomass in order to fit to recent estimates of catch and other data. In this case,
some observation error may be included in the data. Estimates of population parameters in the
final model year can then be used to project forward one (or more) extra years without re-fitting
the model to bootstrapped data. This approach better propagates estimation and recruitment
uncertainty into the forecast. A comparison of the two approaches is discussed in more detail in
Stewart and Martell (2015).
The update to an SCA model improves the characterisation of parameter uncertainty, observation
(i.e. measurement) error, and random variation (i.e. process error), which have direct effects on
the forecast.
2. Parameter uncertainty
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From the documents I reviewed, it seems that the current ASA model does not include parameter
uncertainty in the forecast. For example, the ASA model estimated the 2019 survival to be 0.67.
The current methods would then assume survival is 0.67 for the forecast year. The forecast
estimate of mature biomass is then predicated on a survival rate of 0.67, when in reality the true
survival rate could be closer to 0.60 (as a hypothetical example). If uncertainty in the estimated
value of 0.67 was included in the forecast, there would be a higher probability that the true
mature biomass is represented by the forecast. This issue also applies to other key population
parameters, such as average unfished recruitment (governing the size of the population),
parameters of the maturity schedule (governing the proportion of the population mature in each
age class), and gear selectivity (governing the proportion able to be harvested from the gear in
each age class). While the estimated values used in the forecast do have the highest likelihood
based on fits to the data, there are many confounding aspects of the model due to structural
uncertainty, observation error, and process error that make it possible, even likely, that parameter
estimates are not accurate. Using these single values in the forecast then propagates bias to the
forecast estimate of mature biomass.
This issue is improved by including parameter uncertainty in the forecast, and updates from the
proposed changes by Dr. Martell would make it much easier to do so. It is possible that
bootstrapping methods are used in the ASA model forecast approach, where the ASA model
would be re-fit over many iterations (e.g. 1,000) where the parameter values are re-sampled from
a distribution and the model is re-fit to re-sampled data. However, this approach is not mentioned
in the most recent ASA forecast report (ADF&G 2019), so I assume it is not used to account for
parameter uncertainty in the forecast.
The use of informative prior distributions are a key update proposed by Dr. Martell that would
improve the characterisation of parameter uncertainty in the forecast. Informative prior
distributions for population parameters could be used to admit some uncertainty in previously
fixed values in the stock assessment or provide additional information for estimation of the key
population parameters. Allowing previously fixed (i.e. assumed) values to have some uncertainty
often reduces confounding between model parameters (Martell 2016), allowing for more
accurate estimates of key population parameters which will lead to more accurate forecasts. In a
maximum likelihood context, using prior distributions (a key update in Dr. Martell’s
recommendations) are effectively a penalty on key population parameter estimates to help
constrain estimated parameters to reasonable values, often aiding in model convergence. In the
context of Bayesian inference, comparing the posterior and prior densities demonstrate how
informative the data are about parameters.
The posterior distribution would also be used to directly account for parameter uncertainty in the
model forecast, made much easier and more transparent by the SCA model proposed by Dr.
Martell. This forecast approach would project the current parameter estimates one year forward,
but instead of forecasting only the maximum likelihood estimate, would forecast each value from
the posterior distribution one year forward. This would result in a distribution of forecast mature
biomass rather than a single value. Managers could then consider the probability of the mature
biomass dropping below the harvest threshold and better understand the uncertainty surrounding
the median mature biomass estimate. With this proposed change by Dr. Martell, there would be
less of a need for ADF&G to set a precautionary GHL because the uncertainty of the forecast
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would be communicated to the managers directly.
3. Observation and process error
Dr. Martell’s proposed changes include the ability to specify observation (i.e. measurement)
error in data inputs. Observation error is difficult to include in a VPA model, such as the ASA.
Discussion of observation uncertainty is missing or rare in the stock assessment survey
documentation (Hebert 2019) and forecast (ADF&G 2019). It is mentioned that a bootstrapping
approach is used to consider uncertainty in eggs spawned (ADF&G 2019), however it is unclear
whether that uncertainty is propagated through to the forecast. The use of a single estimate of
eggs spawned propagates bias in a similar way to parameter uncertainty; the average estimated
number of eggs spawned is likely to be wrong due to uncertainty in ecological processes and
measurement error in cumulative spawning mileage, spawn area, and egg density. Where it is
possible to use bootstrap procedures to estimate standard error in the data, inter-annual variation
in observation error can be specified using Dr. Martell’s model changes. This observation
uncertainty would then be propagated forward in the forecast so that a distribution of possible
number of eggs would be considered, increasing the probability that the true number of eggs is
included in the forecast. Changes relating to observation error on datasets have been adopted for
British Columbia stocks and improved their estimation of the variance structure (DFO 2018).
Furthermore, it is unclear whether the ASA model forecast is including process error. Process
error is essentially random variation in the environment or other types of variation not accounted
for by uncertainty in population parameters or data inputs. Process error is included in Dr.
Martell’s proposed changes to the model through recruitment variability. Where parameter and
observation uncertainty are propagated forward in the projection model using the proposed
updates described above, uncertainty in next year’s recruitment could also be propagated
forward. The number of projected recruits would be randomly drawn from a distribution where
the mean is equal to the average number of recruits predicted by the stock-recruit function and
standard deviation either estimated or assumed to be a specific, reasonable value.
Conclusions
My recommendation is that ADF&G should take a precautionary approach to setting the GHL
until Dr. Martell’s proposed model changes can be adopted. The current ASA forecast does not
adequately characterise uncertainty, meaning that the forecast estimates are communicated as
being known essentially without error associated with uncertainties in estimated parameters,
observations, and random variability. While some types of parameter uncertainty are discussed in
ADF&G forecast reports, these values are not well quantified in the reports via confidence
intervals or standard errors in the forecast mature herring biomass and many types of
uncertainties are missing from their considerations. This means that it falls to ADF&G to
interpret how uncertain they think the estimates of mature herring biomass may be, requiring a
precautionary approach to setting the GHL. While some of the updates proposed by Dr. Martell
could lead to better accuracy in forecast predictions, the most important update is the ability to
characterise uncertainty and communicate that uncertainty to managers. For example, the
updated herring forecast using proposed model changes would output a posterior distribution of
mature herring biomass, which can be used to directly interpret the probability of mature herring
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biomass falling below the harvest threshold. When uncertainty is better characterised and
transparently communicated through Dr. Martell’s proposed model changes, the forecast may be
taken at face-value and interpreted by managers without the need for ADF&G to take
precautionary measures when setting the GHL.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dressel, Sherri C (DFG)
Bangs, Peter D (DFG)
FW: Sealaska Corporation Request to Adopt Precautionary GHL for Sitka Sac Roe Fishery
Thursday, February 25, 2021 12:26:58 PM

From: Dressel, Sherri C (DFG)
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 10:56 AM
To: Bowers, Forrest R (DFG) <forrest.bowers@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: Sealaska Corporation Request to Adopt Precautionary GHL for Sitka Sac Roe Fishery
Thanks Forrest –
Sherri
From: Bowers, Forrest R (DFG) <forrest.bowers@alaska.gov>
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 10:55 AM
To: Dressel, Sherri C (DFG) <sherri.dressel@alaska.gov>; Dupuis, Aaron W (DFG)
<aaron.dupuis@alaska.gov>
Cc: Thynes, Troy S (DFG) <troy.thynes@alaska.gov>; Hebert, Kyle P (DFG) <kyle.hebert@alaska.gov>;
Miller, Sara E (DFG) <sara.miller@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: Sealaska Corporation Request to Adopt Precautionary GHL for Sitka Sac Roe Fishery
Sam and I chatted about this and decided no response is needed to this request.
Thanks.
Forrest
From: Dressel, Sherri C (DFG) <sherri.dressel@alaska.gov>
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 10:53 AM
To: Bowers, Forrest R (DFG) <forrest.bowers@alaska.gov>; Dupuis, Aaron W (DFG)
<aaron.dupuis@alaska.gov>
Cc: Thynes, Troy S (DFG) <troy.thynes@alaska.gov>; Hebert, Kyle P (DFG) <kyle.hebert@alaska.gov>;
Miller, Sara E (DFG) <sara.miller@alaska.gov>
Subject: FW: Sealaska Corporation Request to Adopt Precautionary GHL for Sitka Sac Roe Fishery
Ugh, sorry Bo and Aaron. I thought I had forwarded this to you as well. This is the communication I
was referring to.
From: Dressel, Sherri C (DFG)
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2020 3:37 PM
To: Hebert, Kyle P (DFG) <kyle.hebert@alaska.gov>; Miller, Sara E (DFG) <sara.miller@alaska.gov>
Subject: FW: Sealaska Corporation Request to Adopt Precautionary GHL for Sitka Sac Roe Fishery
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From: Jon K. Tillinghast <jon@stsl.com>
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2020 1:42 PM
To: Rabung, Samuel H (DFG) <samuel.rabung@alaska.gov>; Fair, Lowell F (DFG)
<lowell.fair@alaska.gov>; Thynes, Troy S (DFG) <troy.thynes@alaska.gov>
Cc: Dressel, Sherri C (DFG) <sherri.dressel@alaska.gov>
Subject: Sealaska Corporation Request to Adopt Precautionary GHL for Sitka Sac Roe Fishery
Dear Mssrs. Rabung, Fair and Thynes:
Please find enclosed:
(i)
Sealaska Corporation’s request that ADF&G establish a precautionary guideline harvest
level for the Sitka Sound herring sac roe fishery until it is able to implement the new
stock assessment model recommended to the Department by Dr. Steven Martell in
December, 2016;
(ii)
The report of Dr. Merrill Rudd describing the forecasting uncertainties perpetuated by
the Department’s inability to implement Dr. Martell’s recommendations; and
(iii)
Dr. Rudd’s curriculum vitae.
Thank you for the consideration that I know you will give to Sealaska’s request.
Jon K. Tillinghast
Simpson, Tillinghast, Sheehan & Araujo, P.C.
One Sealaska Plaza, Suite 300
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(907) 321-3405 (cell)
(907) 586-3065 (fax)
Email: jon@stsl.com
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Submitted On
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I am a student researcher that travels to Alaska to look at food insecurity. Herrings are essential for the Tlingit culture as well as the
economy. I support proposals 156, 157, & 158. I oppose proposals 159,160,161,163,164,165. Thank you.

Submitted By
Seth Bone
Submitted On
12/22/2021 3:38:32 PM
Affiliation
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Phone
9077476136
Email
sethbone@yahoo.com
Address
PO Box 1781
Sitka, Alaska 99835
Re: King salmon management proposal 83
Chair Carlson-Van Dort and members of the Board,
I’m a lifelong Alaska resident, and have operated a fishing charter lodge in Sitka for the past twenty six years. Our company provides a full
season of bookings to sixteen local charter boat owner/operators, and employs several dozen people seasonally, along with a handful
of year around employees. King salmon are one of just a few species that really attract anglers to Alaska, and are critically important to our
ability to market trips and keep our local operators busy each season.
I support proposal 83, because it’s a fair proposal that prioritizes resident angler access, provides conservative but stable opportunity for
guided operations, and aims to maintain the historical allocation split between troll and sport averaged over time.
Proposal 83 aims to return sport king salmon management to the way it was managed from the late 1990’s through 2018, before the latest
Pacific Salmon Treaty annex. For decades, the sport fishery was managed to target 20% of Alaska's share of wild chinook harvest ON
AVERAGE over time, because this was the most effective and workable way to manage a sport fishery. Indeed, objective 1 of the current
management plan still states "manage the sport fishery to attain an average harvest of 20 percent...". However, since the latest treaty
annex, the department has started managing the sport fishery to an EXACT NUMBER of chinook each year.
Managing a sport fishery to an exact number of fish leads to in-season closures some years, then sudden and unexpected liberalizing of
bag limits in others. For those of us marketing fishing trips to prospective clients months in advance of the season, such unpredictability is
very damaging. It’s also unnecessary.
Prop 83 proposes a structured management plan, similar to the one used prior to 2019, which protects resident access at all levels of
abundance. It also specifies lower and very conservative limits for non-resident anglers at all abundance tiers, even when abundance is
high. In lower abundance years, sport harvest may surpass 20% by a modest amount, and in high abundance years, the sport harvest
would undershoot the 20% target. The troll fleet, which is better equipped to target a specific number of fish with precision, would realize
an average harvest of 80% over time, with small variations year to year.
The goal and probable result of adopting this plan, based on historical data provided by ADF&G, is to keep the sport fishery's harvest
near its historical share over time, while protecting resident access and maximizing the value of Alaska's king salmon resource. I
encourage the board to adopt a management approach similar to the one envisioned by proposal 83.
Thank you,
Seth Bone

Submitted By
Shawaan Jackson-Gamble
Submitted On
12/22/2021 9:30:22 PM
Affiliation
Lingit
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Phone
9075180869
Email
sjacksongamble@gmail.com
Address
529 Gunnuck Ave
Kake , Alaska 99830
Gunalcheesh Alaska Board of Fish for accepting my public comment and I hope to give my public comment in person next month. I am
writing this comment so that my future kids, grandchildren and next generations can have sustainable access to harvest herring eggs. I
grew up harvesting herring eggs with my father Tom Gamble and in my 24 years of being on this earth I have seen a tremendous decline in
not only the herring abundance in Sitka sound but the quality and amount of herring eggs we are blessed with each year. Nearly all of
Southeast gets a taste of Sitka Herring eggs each year and is something that has been traded among our villages for time immemorial,
Southeast Communities historically had herring spawns each year until it was over harvested from commercial herring fishing. Recently the
State of Alaska lost the first round of litigation against Sitka Tribe of Alaska making sure that subsistence needs are met and in my eyes
the State of Alaska prioritizes making money over subsistence, but you can’t eat money. Once the herring are over fished you will see a
direct correlation with the entire ecosystem because herring are a forage fish and a keystone species for everything including salmon,
seal, sea lions, sea otters, humans, most birds, whales and the list goes on. My father’s people the Kiks.adi have been in Sitka for over
10,000 years and have stories and songs that validate our ties to Sheetka Kwaan (Sitka).

I am writing today in support of proposals 156, 157, and 158.

I am opposed to proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165, 166.

Proposal 156 should be supported because fishing pressure on herring has never been higher than it is right now and the high Guideline
Harvest Levels of recent years leave this fishery vulnerable. The Harvest Control Rule in Sitka Sound currently allows for more aggressive
herring harvest at low abundance than was administered prior to herring population collapses at Auke Bay, Kah Shakes, and Prince
William Sound, among other locales. This harvest control rule would make herring population collapse less likely by lowering the Sitka
Sound Guideline Harvest Level at times of low abundance.

Proposal 157 and 158 should be supported because of the growing consensus of the vast importance of older fish for population
resilience. The Sitka Sound Sac Roe herring fishery is designed to select for older herring and the population age structure is precarious
and vulnerable as a result. These proposals would avoid over-harvesting big fish in years where smaller fish are particularly dominant in
the population.

Proposals 156, 157, and 158 would lead to safer management of the commercial herring fishery in Sitka Sound by better protecting
population resilience.

Proposal 159, 160, and 161 are offensive, baseless, bad faith proposals brought by an industry gear group (called “Southeast Herring
Conservation Alliance”) against indigenous people. These proposals should be withdrawn by the SHCA or otherwise swiftly rejected.
ADFG data demonstrates that access conditions for roe-on-branch harvesters have deteriorated considerably in the last 20 years. Each of
these proposals would further harm subsistence users.

If I am required to get a permit to harvest herring eggs like proposal 161 proposes than I propose that everyone that goes to church gets a
permit to go to church. The State of Alaska might as well make me fill out a permit to traditional dance and sing our songs. Proposal 161 is
a direct attack on subsistence users brought forward by the commercial fishing industry and Alaska should not create more barriers to a
sustainable cultural and subsistence practice. It is also going against the American Indian Religious Freedoms Act of 1978 which protects

the rights of Native Americans to exercise their traditional regions by ensuring access to sites, use and possession of sacred objects, and
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of Alaska be given a priority for subsistence uses of fish and wildlife.

I am opposed to Proposal 163 and 164, which would institute a quota system, liberalizing the sac roe seine fishery and expanding the
entitlements of permit holders in addition to the obligations of ADFG to the fishery. Under these proposals, more high grading is sure to
occur across a wider region, leaving more dead, injured, and stressed out fish in the water while severely disrupting the herring spawning
event throughout the entire Sitka Sound area. These two proposals are out of scale with the safety problem they purport to address.

I am opposed to both Proposal 165 and Proposal 166, which should not even be considered, given that they represent permit creep of a
sort that has no precedent and has been discouraged by the CFEC in recent years. I am opposed to both of these measures to expand
the scope of the G01A (Herring Roe, Purse Seine, Southeast) permits.

Proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, and 165, and 166 lack good scientific justification, disrespect subsistence users and modern and
traditional Tlingit knowledge, and run the risk of further damaging and reducing herring populations.
Still, I believe that none of these proposals goes far enough to advance respectful stewardship and protect wild abundance for generations
to come. Please listen to what the original stewards of these lands and waters have to say, we have been advocating for protection of
herring for how many decades now. Think about how this will affect the next generations and the entire ecosystem.

Submitted By
Sherri Blankenship
Submitted On
12/22/2021 8:55:43 PM
Affiliation
Self
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Phone
9078307677
Email
sherri@elementbodysystems.com
Address
4120 Halibut point road
Sitka , Alaska 99835

Dear Madam chair and Board of Fisheries members,
I am in opposition of proposals 156,157 and 158.
As a Sitka resident, I see no biological reason to change the management plan for the Sitka Sound herring stock. These proposals look to
change the management of the herring stock until it becomes no longer viable for commercial harvest. Commercial harvest of herring
stock supports my household and the households of the crewmen and women that work in the industry. My children are STA members and
the economic health of their future depends on commercial fishing. Commercial harvest benefits several boats within our extended family.
Respectfully,
Sherri Blankenship

Submitted By
Shireen Nickel
Submitted On
12/16/2021 12:56:15 PM
Affiliation
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Phone
408-888-8821
Email
shireenann@icloud.com
Address
342 E Lake St.
Weed , California 96094
To whom it may concern, I'm writing to urge you to support herring Proposals 156, 157 and 158! Please oppose Proposals 159,
160,161,163,164,165,& 166. The health and sustainability of Sitka Sound is pivotal on so many levels! Your decision must address the
well-being of The indigenous peoples that have been caretakers of the Sitka Sound long before your participation. Under their stewardship
this area has thrived! I would encourage you to try to achieve something close to that and you're on the right track. Thanks for reading my
comments! Most Sincerely, Mrs. Shireen Nickel

Submitted By
Sidney
Submitted On
12/22/2021 4:30:45 PM
Affiliation
Permit Holder/Tribal Citizen
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Chairman and members of Board of Fish,

My name is Sidney Kinney, I am an Alaska Native and third generation commercial fisherman as well as a Sitka Tribe citizen. I reside in
Sitka, born and raised; own a small business and am a permit hold in the Sitka Sound Sac Roe fishery, Chatham Sablefish, and Northern
Southeast Roe on Kelp.
My Dad participated in the first Roe on Kelp harvest in the 60's and my stepdad has been fishing Sitka Sac Roe for over 42 years. I
started out corking when I was 14 and from there crewing at 16 and have been hands on ever since. Acquiring my permit at 24, I now fish
Sitka Sac Roe with my husband abroad our fishing vessel. Commercial fishing is in my blood, it's a way of life and that of my families. It's
not just a way to make ends meet, it's engrained in us. We have three daughters of our own now and very much plan on putting them on
the back deck when the time comes. Teaching them about sustainability, about our way of life both on and off the boat. Teaching them the
importance of being good stewards of the ocean and land. About our native heritage and way of life and that everything is linked and we
must show respect for everyones feelings.

I do not support proposals 156,157,158

I do support proposals – 159, 160, 162,163,164

I believe in science based and data driven fisheries. The Sitka Sound herring stock is at an all-time high well exceeding 100 nautical
miles of spawn in 2021.

Over the past 40 years Alaska Department of Fish & Game has observed, recorded, and analyzed this fishery more than any other stock
in the state of Alaska and I’m thankful that my community and family have been able to benefit from this over the decades. We need to
continue supporting their efforts and work in managing this resource for not only subsistence, but commercial harvesters as well.

Thank you for your time,

Sidney Kinney
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December 22, 2021

Alaska Board of Fisheries
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811
Submitted via email: dfg.bof.comments@alaska.gov
RE: Comments on Southeast BOF Proposals
Dear Alaska Board of Fisheries Members:
Silver Bay Seafoods is a fisherman-owned, Alaska seafood processing company founded by
local fishermen in Sitka in 2007. We operate six processing facilities in coastal Alaska
communities which provide a competitive market to our fishermen owners, critical economic
benefits to our community partners, and hundreds of Alaska seafood processing jobs. Our
Southeast facilities in Sitka and Craig support independent harvesters participating in Southeast
salmon and herring purse seine fisheries. We offer the following comments on proposals under
consideration by the Alaska Board of Fisheries at your January 2022 regulatory meeting.
Silver Bay Seafoods Opposes Proposals 101, 103, 156, 157, and 158
Proposals 101 - 5 AAC 33.375. District 13: Silver Bay (Medvejie Creek Hatchery)
Salmon Management Plan. Proposal 103 - 5 AAC 33.363. Management guidelines
for allocating Southeast Alaska pink, chum and sockeye salmon between
commercial net fisheries.
The Alaska Salmon Hatchery Program has set an extremely high bar for conservative and
sustainable management of salmon enhancement in Alaska. Protection of wild salmon
stocks has been at the forefront of the program since inception. Wild and hatchery stocks
are producing salmon returns that offer critical food and economic opportunities for
remote Alaska communities that need it most. The Alaska Hatchery Program is an
effective and celebrated success. There is no scientific evidence of harm to wild Alaska
stocks. To be certain, ADF&G and industry leaders have funded a comprehensive, multiyear research project to collect additional, targeted information about the relationship
between hatchery and wild salmon stocks in Alaska. This project is ongoing, but in the
meantime and since inception, Alaska has adhered to strong, conservative policies for
sustainable management of our wild and enhanced salmon stocks.
Enacting overly burdensome policies or regulations (such as those outlined in proposals
101 and 103) without supporting scientific data would be extremely harmful to Alaskans.
Sitka ✦ Craig ✦ Valdez ✦ Naknek ✦ False Pass ✦ Kodiak
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Very similar proposals were considered and unanimously rejected by the Board at a
recent regulatory meeting in Cordova. We appreciate the board’s comments during
deliberations at this meeting and ask that you to continue to reject the unsubstantiated
rhetoric and attacks on Alaska’s hatchery program.
PROPOSALS 156 - 158 – 5 AAC 27.160. Quotas and guideline harvest levels for
Southeastern Alaska Area. As indicated by ADF&G in their staff comments on these
proposals, the current harvest rate strategy is based on the best scientific information
available and contains conservation provisions that are beneficial to herring populations
and the ecosystem. This current strategy has been time-tested and is a great example of
Alaska’s commitment to sustainable fisheries management.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Respectfully,

Abby Fredrick
Director of Communications

Sitka ✦ Craig ✦ Valdez ✦ Naknek ✦ False Pass ✦ Kodiak

Submitted By
Simon Jacobi
Submitted On
12/22/2021 8:56:44 AM
Affiliation
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My name is Simon Jacobi, I have been guiding for the last 24 seasons in Sitka ,Ak. Much had changed in that time. I'm in support of
proposal 83 because we as guides need a more stable management plan which allows for less in season king salmon closures. Charter
being lumped into the same category as sport and now the unguided charter sectors growth doesn't seem to be working and causing in
season closures for all. In recent years patterns and ocean conditions have "seemed" to have changed pushing runs later into the season
in which we are closed. I know this proposal has nothing to do with limited entry but it seems like the charter fleet is getting punished for
being lumped into the rapid progression in access for locals and the unguided growth! King salmon management is very important for all
fisheries. Thank you for your time.

Submitted By
Andrew Thoms, Executive Director
Submitted On
12/22/2021 2:44:45 PM
Affiliation
Sitka Conservation Society
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Phone
907-747-7509
Email
andrew@sitkawild.org
Address
201 Lincoln Street Room #4
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Support: 80, 85, 86, 156, 157, 158
Oppose: 159, 160, 161, 164, 165
The Sitka Conservation Society is the oldest conservation organization in Alaska and was founded in 1967. Our grassroots work is based
in Sitka, Alaska on the west coast of Baranof Island, where we are completely surrounded by the Tongass National Forest. Our mission is
to protect the natural environment of the Tongass National Forest while developing ecologically, socially, and economically sustainable
communities within Southeast Alaska. We work collaboratively with local community members, tribal governments, municipalities, Alaska
Native corporations, the private sector, and non-profit organizations from rural communities throughout the region to create on-the-ground
solutions for rural development that utilize our natural setting and resource-rich surroundings in a resilient and sustainable manner.
Sitka Conservation Society recognizes the social, ecological and economic importance of the species up for discussion at the 2022
Southeast and Yakutat Finfish and Shellfish meeting and knows that the Board’s work in January will have lasting impacts for communities
on the Tongass. Given our organizational scope, we offer the following comments on salmon, herring, climate change and ADFG
resources for your consideration.

SALMON
Salmon are the lifeblood of the Tongass National Forest. The Tongass boasts over 15,000 miles of salmon rivers and streams and over
123,000 acres of lakes and ponds that support salmon. Salmon are a treasured food source in Southeast Alaska. Across rural Southeast
Alaska, residents use an average of 75 pounds of salmon per person each year. Nearly 90% of rural households here use salmon. For
Southeast Alaskans, salmon represent more than food: they represent a way of life that is tied to the land. This is true for none more than
the Indigenous peoples of the region, the Lingít, the Haida, and the Tsimshian, who have stewarded salmon runs since time immemorial.
Salmon are a traditional food that supports cultural renewal. Salmon are invaluable here, and they deserve utmost protection.
The community of Sitka is very concerned about the impacts of climate change on our community and our state. Specifically, we have
concerns for our sport, commercial, and subsistence fisheries because of how ocean acidification and warming water temperatures will
affect the ocean ecosystems. At the 2018 Board of Fisheries meeting in Sitka, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game repeatedly
stated that the dire situation that they were seeing in king salmon returns was because of ocean productivity and ocean conditions.
Given the importance of the salmon, the growing consequences of climate change, and the concerning trends that we have seen in
Southeast in recent years, we urge the Board of Fisheries to continue supporting conservative management of salmon species and to
support equitable and sustainable access to salmon for cultural, subsistence, commercial and recreational use within the region.
In particular, we support Proposal #80, which allows for discussion of how to most appropriately assign harvest ceiling overages in
consideration of the fishery or fisheries that exceeded annual allocation, Proposal #85, which would amend the Southeast Alaska King
Salmon Management Plan to expand the Department’s ability to manage for a resident priority in the instance that the king salmon sport
allocation is going to be exceeded, and Proposal #86, which would amend the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan to
manage for a resident priority by providing avenues to adjust nonresident seasons and bag limits to avoid closures for residents. These
proposals were all supported by the Sitka ADFG Advisory Committee, and each attempts to provide more tools to achieve balanced and
thoughtful management of salmon. Proposals 85 and 86 offer tools to protect resident sport fishing access, the sport fishery being very
important for Southeast households to meet their subsistence needs.

HERRING
The herring are a keystone species; a critical part of the ecosystem, sustaining the diverse forms of life, from salmon to whales to birds,
that make the Tongass and its surrounding waters globally remarkable and that support our regional economy. Sustainably harvested
herring eggs have been a staple food for the Lingít people since time immemorial, feeding people all up and down the coast and into the
interior. The herring are invaluable and irreplaceable to the Lingít culture.
Sitka is home to the only remaining commercial sac-roe herring fishery in Southeast Alaska, following the collapse or closure of several
other fisheries in the region in recent decades. There is still uncertainty on the cause of some of these collapses, and none of those
fisheries have recovered; a devastating outcome, especially given the broader context of a global decline in herring. When a species

population shrinks, it is reasonable to expect that it may become more vulnerable, due to possible losses in protective factors like genetic
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The economic sustainability of the current sac-roe fishery concerns us, given the high percentage of biomass by weight that is “bycatch” to
the targeted product, the roe, and that is used for non-human consumption. Similar to how the remaining old growth trees on the Tongass
generally have the most value when left standing to support the broader ecosystem and connected social and economic activities, we
believe that the remaining herring are most impactful for our communities when they are left in the water versus being processed into fish
meal.
Climate change, as previously spoken to, is a growing concern that increases uncertainty in all fisheries management, including herring
management.
In short, the Sitka Sound herring population, as a last stronghold for herring eggs in the region, is under enormous pressure to continue
meeting social, ecological and economic needs for Sitka and communities across Alaska. The stakes for management decisions for this
species are very high, and there is not a clear path for recovery if missteps are made.
It is for these reasons that the Sitka Conservation Society supports conservation of the herring. We ask the Board of Fisheries to do
everything in their power to ensure the health and abundance of the herring population for future generations.
Given the specific proposals available to comment on this meeting cycle, Sitka Conservation Society supports proposals 156, 157 and
158 submitted by the Sitka Tribe of Alaska, which intend to make stock management more conservative and to provide new protections
for older fish. If the Board of Fisheries has alternative or additional conservative measures they would be interested in applying, we would
be happy to hear this discussion.
We oppose proposals 159, 160 and 161 which are unnecessary and would hurt access or create more barriers to the subsistence harvest
of eggs on branches, a sustainable practice that has been practiced for thousands of years. We also oppose proposals 164 and 165,
which based on our reading, risk increasing the commercial pressure on the herring.

CLIMATE CHANGE
We ask the Board of Fisheries to take proactive steps to account for climate change in all fisheries management decisions made by the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

ADFG RESOURCES
Lastly, we would request that the BOF make specific recommendations and requests to the State of Alaska legislature and governor's
office to ensure that the department has the necessary resources to manage and invest in our fish and game resources in the State. A
number of Advisory Committees across the state have made specific requests for resources-- including the Sitka AC, which is sending a
letter to the governor and Sitka's representatives requesting funding for Southeast region herring management to do a major survey to
acquire a current population estimate of unfished biomass of herring (not updated since 1998) and a revaluation of the whole overall
“Herring harvest strategy” among other needs, and another requesting support for improved Brown Bear management on Baranof Island.
In each of these Sitka cases, resource managers are using outdated data, are making decisions with a clear lack of data, and are lacking
the capacity to do the work that is needed to effectively manage these important resources.
Thank you for your public service and for your consideration of these comments.

Submitted By
Gerry Hope
Submitted On
12/22/2021 8:03:38 PM
Affiliation
Sitka T&H Community Council
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Phone
9077383377
Email
ghopeone@gmail.com
Address
Comment on Herring Proposals
Sitka, Alaska 99835
Sitka Tlingit & Haida Community Council
(mailing address here)
Sitka, Alaska 99835

December 22, 2021

Alaska Board of Fisheries
Board Support
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526

RE: Comment for Board of Fisheries meeting scheduled in Ketchikan, AK on January 4 – 15, 2022

Dear Members of the Board,

The Sitka Tlingit & Haida Community Council (T&H Community Council) strongly supports Proposal 156.
In support of Proposal 156, this proposal is an effort to ensure a reasonable opportunity for subsistence harvesters, while also works to
ensure sustainability for the vital resource for the future.

However, Sitka T&H Community Council strongly opposes Proposals 159, 160, 161 and 165.
In opposition to Proposals 159 and 160, 159 would repeal 5 AAC 27.195. 5 AAC 27.195 was adopted in order to distribute the
commercial fishery by time and area in the Sitka Sound , and to consider the quantity and quality of herring spawn on branches when
making management decisions that impact both the commercial fishery and subsistence harvesters. 5 AAC 27.195 is critically important
and must not be repealed. Proposal 160 would repeal part of the closed areas to commercial fisheries, which would eliminate 6.1 square
miles of protected area which would take away a very important area that provides a reasonable opportunity for subsistence harvesters for
traditional use of herring eggs. In opposition to Proposal 161, which would require subsistence harvesters to get permits – this is
offensive and simply not necessary. In opposition to Proposal 165, which would allow the unharvested sac roe quota to be harvested to a
food and bait fishery, furthering the negative impact to both and herring subsistence harvesters to have a reasonable opportunity, and
to the herring as a sustainable resource.

The Sitka T&H Community Council implores you to Support Proposal 156, and Oppose Proposals 159, 160, 161 and 165.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me via email; pata6088@gmail.com

We wish you a safe and Happy Holidays, thank you for taking public comment.

Gerry Hope, Vice President
Sitka T&H Community Council
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Sitka Tribe of Alaska
Tribal Government for Sitka, Alaska

December 22, 2021
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Board Support
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Members of the Board of Fisheries:
The Sitka Tribe of Alaska (STA) is a federally recognized tribal government
for over 4,000 tribal citizens located in Sitka, Alaska. STA is responsible for
preserving the health, welfare, safety, and culture of its citizens. STA submits the
following comments on proposals for the Board’s 2022 Southeast/Yakutat Finfish
and Shellfish meeting.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• STA strongly SUPPORTS Proposal 156
• STA strongly OPPOSES Proposals 159, 160, 161, and 165
STA strongly supports Proposal 156, which would make the Sitka Sound
herring harvest control rule more conservative to address unmet subsistence
needs and scientific uncertainties in the Alaska Department of Fish & Game’s
(ADF&G) biological modeling. Proposal 156 would reduce the commercial sac roe
fishery harvest rate in years when the forecasted spawning biomass is less than
120,000 tons. Under the current harvest control rule, the commercial fishery is
allowed to harvest up to 20% of the forecasted biomass when the returning
biomass exceeds 45,000 tons, or 1.8 times the harvest threshold—a uniquely
aggressive management approach in Southeast Alaska. Proposal 156 would
implement a modest change, resulting in a slight reduction in the commercial
harvest rate when the biomass is less than 120,000 tons, which occurs in most
• 204 Siginaka Way, Suite A • Sitka, Alaska 99835 • Phone: (907) 747- 3207 • Fax: (907) 747- 4915 •
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years. But there would be no change to the harvest rate in years when the biomass
exceeds 120,000 tons, such as in 2020 and 2021.
Proposal 156 is necessary to ensure a reasonable opportunity for subsistence
harvesters. The Board considers the harvest control rule to be an important way of
meeting its legal obligation to ensure a reasonable opportunity for subsistence. The
existing regulations do not meet that standard. The low range of the amount
necessary for subsistence (“ANS”) has been met only once in the last 10 years and
only 7 times in the last 20 years (2002, 2003, 2004, 2009, 2010, and 2014). Particularly
in years when the biomass is less than 120,000 tons, subsistence harvesters have
been unable to meet their needs due to the disruption to spawning and aggressive
harvest by the commercial fishery. A more conservative harvest control rule is
necessary to ensure that subsistence harvesters have a reasonable opportunity to
meet their needs.
STA also strongly opposes Proposals 159 and 160. Proposal 159 would
repeal 5 AAC 27.195—a regulation adopted by the Board in 2002 based on a
compromise among STA, ADF&G, and the commercial fishing industry. There is
no conceivable justification for repealing this important regulation. The Board
adopted 5 AAC 27.195 to ensure a reasonable opportunity for subsistence by
requiring ADF&G to distribute the commercial fishery by time and area
throughout Sitka Sound, and to consider the quality and quantity of herring
spawn on branches when making management decisions regarding the
commercial and subsistence fisheries. STA defended that regulation in court, and
the superior court agreed with STA that ADF&G had unlawfully interpreted and
implemented 5 AAC 27.195 prior to the 2021 season.
Similarly, Proposal 160 would unjustifiably repeal part of the “closed areas”
in Sitka Sound that the Board created to ensure a reasonable opportunity for
subsistence. Proposal 160 would eliminate the additional 6.1 square miles of closed
areas that the Board adopted in 2018 to provide additional protections for
subsistence harvests in critical locations near Sitka. The area in question is home
to some of the most important and productive subsistence harvest sites, according
to data from ADF&G. There is no conceivable justification for repealing this
important protection for subsistence harvesters.

STA Comments on 2022 Board Proposals
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STA strongly opposes Proposal 161, which would require permits for the
subsistence harvest of herring spawn on branches. Permits are an unnecessary and
culturally inappropriate barrier to subsistence harvests. Currently, ADF&G
conducts annual subsistence harvest surveys in conjunction with STA. ADF&G
has stated that the ongoing surveys provide accurate, reliable information
regarding the harvest, including important qualitative information about the
quality of the harvest. If the Board adopted the permit requirement in Proposal
161, ADF&G would receive less data and information than it does currently. The
permit requirement would also likely to lead to decreased participation from
traditional harvesters who are take pride in the self-regulated customs and
traditions of the herring spawn fishery.
Finally, STA strongly opposes Proposal 165, which would allow
unharvested sac roe quota to be harvested in a food and bait fishery. There is no
need to start another consumptive herring fishery when subsistence harvesters are
unable to meet their needs.

INTRODUCTION
Herring (yaaw) are a culturally and ecologically important fish in Southeast
Alaska. Herring have been an integral part of Alaska Native culture in Southeast
Alaska for thousands of years (Thornton et al. 2010; Moss et al. 2016; Thornton and
Moss 2021). Herring eggs are a celebrated traditional food; they are often shared
as gifts across Alaska and eaten at gatherings such as potlatches (Schroeder and
Kookesh 1990; Thornton 2019).
Sitka Sound is the last herring population in Alaska that consistently
provides a subsistence herring egg harvest and is the primary source of all
subsistence herring eggs eaten in Alaska. Other Southeast Alaskan herring
populations have been mismanaged and/or overfished to the point where they are
severely depressed or extirpated and are unable to provide a reliable subsistence
harvest (Thornton et al. 2010). Thus, Sitka Sound is the primary location in Alaska
where subsistence users can gather herring roe. The subsistence harvest of Sitka
herring eggs must be protected to prevent the loss of a vital part of Alaska Native
culture.

STA Comments on 2022 Board Proposals
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Herring are also the lynchpin of Southeast Alaska’s marine ecosystem,
transferring energy to other culturally, ecologically, and economically important
species. Herring constitute 60% of the biomass of a king salmon’s diet (Fresh et al.
1981). Herring are also important prey for Coho salmon and halibut, accounting
58% and 53% of their diets, respectively (Environment Canada 1998). STA’s
positions on Board proposals are rooted in preserving Native culture and marine
ecosystems, which are critical to both subsistence users and commercial fishermen.
The Board must address the fact that subsistence harvesters’ needs are not
being met. According to ADF&G’s data, the low range of ANS has only been met
once in the last 10 years (Sill and Lemon 2020). Traditional ecological knowledge
describes a large contraction in herring spawn, including the acreage and duration
of herring spawn, over the last several decades (Gmelch and Gmelch 1985;
Thornton et al. 2010). Spawning events are shorter, less predictable, and rarely last
the three consecutive days of spawn in suitable habitat elders say is necessary for
good quality spawn (Thornton et al. 2010).
STA urges the Board to listen to traditional knowledge holders and protect
Sitka Sound herring. As a general rule, the Board should apply the Precautionary
Principle to all of its decisions. The Precautionary Principle directs that when there
are doubts or uncertainties about management approaches, the Board should err
on the side of conservation and caution. Restrictions on the commercial fishery can
be loosened in the future as more information resolves current uncertainties. But
the harms caused by overfishing and mismanagement may take generations to
undo.

STA COMMENTS ON HERRING PROPOSALS
Proposal 156:

Modify the harvest control rule for pre-season forecasts less
than 120,000 tons.

STA strongly supports Proposal 156, which would modify Sitka herring
management to slightly lower the commercial harvest rate in seasons when the
forecasted biomass is less than 120,000 tons. Proposal 156 would improve
subsistence harvesters’ opportunity to harvest the amount of herring spawn
necessary for subsistence uses each year. Proposal 156 would be a more
STA Comments on 2022 Board Proposals
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conservative approach than the current harvest control rule (“HCR”), which is
important because ADF&G has acknowledged that there are significant scientific
uncertainties in the current biological models that it uses to forecast the returning
spawning biomass and the threshold amount, which is the minimum returning
biomass required to open the commercial fishery.
Proposal 156 would amend the current harvest control rule provided in
5 AAC 27.160(g). The current harvest control rule authorizes a commercial fishery
when the forecasted herring biomass exceeds the threshold of 25,000 tons. The
commercial harvest rate is adjusted according to sliding scale between 12 and 20%
based on the forecasted biomass. Under the current formula, when the forecasted
biomass exceeds 45,000 tons, the commercial fishery is allowed to harvest at the
maximum rate of 20%. 5 AAC 27.160(g) provides:
𝑷𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝑯𝒂𝒓𝒗𝒆𝒔𝒕 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 = 𝟐 + 𝟖 ∗ [

𝑭𝒐𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒕 𝑺𝒑𝒂𝒘𝒏𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑷𝒐𝒑𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑺𝒊𝒛𝒆
]
𝟐𝟎, 𝟎𝟎𝟎

Proposal 156 would decrease the commercial harvest rate to require the
forecasted biomass to exceed 120,000 tons before the maximum rate of 20% is
reached. The low end of the sliding scale harvest rate would be decreased from
12% to 10.5%, but the threshold would remain the same (25,000 tons). The new
formula under Proposal 156 would provide:
𝑷𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝑯𝒂𝒓𝒗𝒆𝒔𝒕 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 = 𝟖 + 𝟐 ∗ [

𝑭𝒐𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒕 𝑺𝒑𝒂𝒘𝒏𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑷𝒐𝒑𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑺𝒊𝒛𝒆
]
𝟐𝟎, 𝟎𝟎𝟎

Proposal 156 is a compromise between the current, aggressive Sitka Sound
harvest rule and the more conservative harvest control rule that applies to the rest
of southeast Alaska (the “SEAK HCR”). (Dupuis, 2021 at 4). For comparison, if the
SEAK HCR were applied in Sitka, the maximum rate of 20% would not be reached
until the forecasted biomass exceeds 150,000 tons. Figure 1, below, demonstrates
the allowable harvest rates based on forecasted biomasses under Proposal 156
compared to the existing Sitka HCR and the SEAK HCR.
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Figure 1. Guideline harvest rates under Proposal 156, the
existing Sitka HCR, and SEAK HCR.

• Proposal 156 Is Necessary to Ensure a Reasonable Opportunity for
Subsistence Users and Address Subsistence Harvesters’ Unmet Needs.
The Board has always considered the harvest control rule to be an important
way of ensuring a reasonable opportunity for subsistence. In 1998, the Board
adopted the first version of the Sitka harvest control rule, which established the
sliding scale harvest rate with a threshold of 20,000 tons—the amount biologically
required to sustain the population. The Board specifically increased the threshold
to 20,000 tons—above ADF&G’s recommended amount of 16,800 tons—to ensure
a reasonable opportunity for subsistence harvesters. According to ADF&G,
“[s]etting the threshold in regulation at levels beyond those recommended by the
department was done by the Board of Fisheries for allocative reasons in order to
provide a greater assurance that subsistence needs would always be met.” Exhibit
1 (February 27, 1997 Letter from ADF&G to STA).
In 2009, the Board again modified the harvest control rule primarily to
ensure a reasonable opportunity for subsistence. The Board increased the
allowable commercial harvest rate range from 10-20% to 12-20% and increased the
STA Comments on 2022 Board Proposals
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threshold from 20,000 to 25,000 tons, specifically to ensure a sufficient amount of
herring would be available for subsistence. The Board raised the threshold despite
ADF&G’s assurances that the 20,000-ton threshold was already “conservative and
appropriate for long-term productivity.” Exhibit 2 (2009 ADF&G Staff Comments
on Proposal 203). According to ADF&G, the “Board has established a more
conservative threshold than recommended by biological analysis to provide
reasonable opportunity for subsistence on Sitka Sound herring.” Exhibit 3 (2012
ADF&G Staff Comments on Proposal 232).
Thus, the Board has a history of modifying the commercial harvest control
rule solely to protect subsistence harvests. Proposal 156 is consistent with the
Board’s approach to ensuring a reasonable opportunity for subsistence by
adopting incrementally more conservative commercial harvest strategies.
Currently, Sitka herring subsistence harvesters’ needs are going unmet, and
the Board’s existing regulations do not provide a reasonable opportunity for
subsistence uses. A “reasonable opportunity” means “an opportunity, as
determined by the appropriate board, that allows a subsistence user to participate
in a subsistence hunt or fishery that provides a normally diligent participant with
a reasonable expectation of success of taking fish or game.” AS 16.05.258(f).
The Board should consider all the available evidence when deciding
whether the current regulations provide a reasonable opportunity for subsistence
uses. Importantly, the ANS provides a key indicator of reasonable opportunity.
The Department of Law (“DOL”) has advised the Board that “consistent failure to
harvest within the range identified as the amount necessary for subsistence may
indicate a need to revisit” the current regulations to provide additional
opportunity for subsistence. Exhibit 4 (February 17, 2009 DOL Memo).
In 2009, the Board set the ANS range at 136,000 to 227,000 pounds, revising
the Board’s 1989 ANS range of 105,000 to 158,000 pounds. “This finding was based
on the best available harvest data, including results from a 1996 household harvest
survey and a 1989 harvest estimate range (Schroeder and Kookesh 1990).” (Sill &
Cunningham 2021). There is no evidence that the Board’s ANS findings should be
revisited or that there has been a decrease in the amount necessary for subsistence.
Reliance on Sitka herring from throughout the region has only increased because
other southeast Alaska herring stocks have collapsed since the Board determined
STA Comments on 2022 Board Proposals
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the Sitka ANS. The ANS remains the best indicator of whether subsistence
harvesters are meeting their needs for herring spawn. (Sill & Cunningham 2021).
Subsistence harvests have consistently failed to meet the range identified as
the ANS for Sitka Sound herring for the past 10 years. ADF&G acknowledges that
the low range of ANS “has been achieved only once since 2010.” (Sill &
Cunningham 2021). The low range of the ANS has been met only seven times in
the last 20 years.
Although ADF&G's staff comments point out that there are other factors
that contribute to subsistence harvest success, the consistent failure to meet even
the low range of the ANS over the last 20 years—despite varying environmental
and biological conditions—suggests that subsistence harvesters’ unmet needs
must be addressed through amended regulations.
It is simply not true that subsistence harvesters’ consistent failure to meet
the ANS is due to lack of effort. Data collected by ADF&G’s Subsistence Division
and STA through annual subsistence harvest surveys indicate that subsistence
catch-per-unit-effort (“CPUE”) has been declining. Exhibit 5 (Affidavit of Dr. Greg
Ruggerone). CPUE is a widely recognized metric for determining the effort
required to successfully harvest (efficiency). Because the CPUE for subsistence
harvesters is declining, there is expected to be a corresponding decline in
participation, which is indicative of a lack of accessible, high-quality herring
spawn, and not a lack of effort. Efficiency plays a strong role in patterns of
subsistence harvest (Wolfe 2004) and participants drop from the herring egg
fishery as efficiency declines. Thus, especially in years when the quality of herring
eggs is poor, smaller, less efficient harvesters will simply not attempt to harvest.
In the past, Board members have relied on the subsistence harvest “success
rates” to determine reasonable opportunity. But the reported success rates are
misleading because they do not account for the quality and quantity of herring
spawn actually harvested. For example, ADF&G’s data would indicate that a
subsistence harvester who collected 1 pound of poor-quality herring eggs
achieved a “successful” harvest. That metric simply does not account for the
quantity and quality of the harvest, which this Board has consistently recognized
as an important consideration in providing a reasonable opportunity for
subsistence uses.
STA Comments on 2022 Board Proposals
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The evidence is overwhelming that current regulations do not provide a
reasonable opportunity for subsistence: the ANS has consistently not been met;
CPUE is declining, leading to a corresponding decline in participation; and
subsistence harvesters have consistently reported declines in the quality of herring
eggs collected.
Thus, to meet its statutory obligation to ensure that the priority use of Sitka
herring is for subsistence, the Board should amend the harvest control rule as
described in Proposal 156. The Board should reduce the commercial harvest rates
on herring when the forecasted biomass is less than 120,000 tons to provide
increased opportunity for subsistence harvesters.
The scientific literature supports adopting Proposal 156 as a measure to
provide additional subsistence opportunity. The National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) has determined that commercial sac roe fisheries adversely affect
herring population dynamics and subsistence herring egg harvests. (Shelton et al.
2014). And a different study found that reducing the harvest rate on herring to
10% led to reduced risk, increased subsistence harvest, increased herring biomass,
improved age structure, greater commercial harvest stability, and more frequent
commercial openings. (Okamoto et al. 2020).
Although a large herring biomass alone is not sufficient to ensure a
reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses and large biomasses are not correlated
with subsistence success, (Sill and Lemons 2020) decreasing commercial harvest
rates especially in years with low biomass forecasts will likely ensure that more
herring are able to spawn and provide eggs for subsistence harvesters. The
reduced harvest rate will reduce stress and mortality on spawning herring, leading
to more abundant and higher quality spawn and a greater likelihood of ensuring
a reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses.
• Proposal 156 Is Necessary to Address Scientific Uncertainties in ADF&G’s
Biological Modeling and Forecasts.
ADF&G represents that it provides the Board with the “best scientific
information.” However, there are important scientific considerations that ADF&G
does not discuss in its staff comments or reports to the Board. There are
STA Comments on 2022 Board Proposals
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uncertainties in ADF&G’s biological modeling and annual biomass forecasts that
affect the amount of herring available for subsistence uses.
First, ADF&G’s annual herring biomass forecasts have high degrees of
uncertainty that have not been previously disclosed to the Board. The annual
biomass forecast is a critical calculation because it determines the guideline
harvest level (“GHL”)—the amount of herring the commercial fishery is
authorized to harvest. Unreported uncertainties in ADF&G’s annual forecasts are
cause for alarm, indicating that the current harvest control rule as provided in
regulation is not conservative enough.
For example, in 2021, ADF&G deviated from the regulatory formula that the
Board established for calculating the GHL. Under the regulatory formula, the GHL
would have been 42,091 tons. Exhibit 6 (2021 Herring Forecast for Sitka). But
ADF&G applied an arbitrary 21% reduction to the GHL, reducing the final 2021
GHL to 33,304 tons. Exhibit 7 (January 11, 2021 Sitka Sound Herring Fishery
Announcement).
According to ADF&G, the deviation from the statutory formula was
necessary because there was too much uncertainty in the forecast model. “The
uncertainty in the estimated abundance, survival, and increased maturity of the
2020 age-4 cohort is justification for taking conservative management action, if
chosen by management.” Exhibit 6 at 6. In other words, ADF&G’s forecast model
does not achieve the level of confidence that ADF&G’s own scientists believe is
necessary for management. ADF&G is forced to reduce the GHL to account for
that uncertainty. But ADF&G’s determinations to reduce the GHL and decisionmaking takes place behind closed doors. The public is not given the opportunity
to comment or participate in the process until a final decision has already been
made.
ADF&G took similar measures to arbitrarily reduce the GHL in 2020. Under
the regulatory formula, the 2020 GHL would have been 42,466 tons. But ADF&G
reduced the formula’s results by 39% resulting in a final 2020 GHL of 25,824 tons
(still a record high). According to ADF&G, the uncertainty in the forecast model
was necessary due to the high number of age-4 fish. ADF&G concluded: “until
additional data can be collected in future years to improve estimation of the 2016
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year class, the survival and overall magnitude of this year class remains highly
uncertain.” Exhibit 8 at p. 2 (2020 Herring Forecast for Sitka).
ADF&G’s forecast model is clearly not working and ADF&G has not
acknowledged publicly that it already has the information necessary to improve
the forecast model. In 2016, ADF&G received a final report from an independent
consultant, Dr. Steve Martell. Exhibit 9. The Martell Report provided
recommendations for updating ADF&G’s forecasting model, including equations
and computer codes specifically designed to address and improve the certainty in
the annual herring forecasts. Although ADF&G has had the ability to implement
the Martell Report’s recommendations and improve the forecasting model for over
five years now, it has not done so.1
If ADF&G believes that it is necessary to deviate from the established
regulation in order to achieve conservative herring management, then the Board
must revisit the current regulation to address the underlying issue and provide a
more conservative harvest control rule.
Second, there is an urgent need to adopt a more conservative commercial
harvest control rule because ADF&G has failed to update the calculation of
average unfished biomass (“AUB”) for Sitka herring. The AUB is a measure of the
“pristine” biomass, which ADF&G relies on to manage the fishery for sustained
yield. ADF&G’s estimate of the AUB is 67,036 tons; however, ADF&G has not
updated that estimate with new data since 1997. (Carlile, 1998). Data collected by
ADF&G over the last 20 years and traditional ecological knowledge suggest that
the AUB should be significantly higher than the current amount, which would
have important implications for the commercial and subsistence fisheries.

On November 27, 2020, Sealaska submitted to ADF&G a report authored by Dr.
Merrill Rudd entitled “Considering stock assessment uncertainty for the 2021 Sitka
herring fishery guideline harvest limit.” Exhibit 10. Dr. Rudd pointed out that if ADF&G
adopted the recommendations in the Martell Report, “the forecast may be taken at facevalue and interpreted by managers without the need for ADF&G to take precautionary
measures when setting the GHL.” Dr. Rudd further explained that “there are many
additional uncertainties associated with the ASA model and forecast that would be
improved when Dr. Martell’s proposed changes are implemented.”
1
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Traditional ecological knowledge of Sitka herring clearly describes a
relatively recent and large decline in the abundance and spatiotemporal
distribution of herring spawn in Sitka Sound. (Gmelch and Gmelch 1985;
Schroeder and Kookesh 1990; Thornton et al. 2020). Spawn that once filled every
beach and bay for weeks at a time and piled eggs “two feet high” (Schroeder and
Kookesh 1990) no longer occurs in Sitka Sound. Herring no longer spawn in
predictable, traditional locations, and spawning patterns have changed
dramatically.
Although undoubtedly the recent herring returns have been high, there is
still a need to adopt a more conservative management approach because ADF&G
has acknowledged that the high spawning biomasses in 2020 and 2021 were
unexpected under ADF&G’s current scientific paradigm. In 2019, ADF&G’s chief
herring scientist, Dr. Sherri Dressel, testified that a returning herring biomass that
is double the AUB was “unlikely to ever happen.” It has happened in both of the
last two seasons (2020 and 2021).
There is a significant risk that allowing ADF&G to continue managing the
Sitka herring fishery under its current, faulty assumptions will perpetuate
artificially low returning herring biomasses. Shifting baseline syndrome occurs
when populations are managed at levels below their natural (pristine) abundance.
(Pauly 1995). If ADF&G continues to manage the Sitka herring population for a
pristine abundance at 67,036 tons, despite evidence that the actual pristine
abundance is much higher, then it is likely that overharvests during years with
low biomasses will prove catastrophic for the entire population and ecosystem.
Although the current high biomass may suggest that additional
conservation measures are unnecessary, it is important to understand the context
for what is considered a “high” biomass. ADF&G has shifted the goalposts before.
In the 1980s, ADF&G claimed that Sitka herring biomasses of approximately
30,000 tons were healthy and on the high end. Similar erroneous claims were made
regarding other Southeast Alaska herring populations, which are notably no
longer productive for commercial or subsistence harvesters. Thus, importantly,
there is no certainty that Sitka herring abundance will continue at its current levels
into the future.
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The Board should adopt Proposal 156 as an additional conservation
measure until ADF&G updates the AUB. The original analysis conducted by
Carlile (1998) acknowledged the AUB calculation was not robust and would need
to be updated as new data became available. ADF&G has inexplicably refused to
update the AUB with new information that it already collects.
Proposal 157:

Limit the commercial harvest rate of old herring to 20%.

STA supports Proposal 157, which would limit the harvest rate of older
herring to 20%. The Sitka commercial sac roe fishery consistently targets the oldest,
largest, most fecund fish in the population. Harvest and spawning biomass data
provided by ADF&G to STA demonstrate that the average harvest rate on older
herring (age 5+) is twice the average harvest rate on young herring (age 3 and age
4) in recent years. Regulations currently allow the harvest rate on specific age
components of Sitka Sound herring to exceed 20% (i.e., high-grading) as long as
the overall harvest rate is 20% or less. Theoretically, under current regulations, the
entire guideline harvest level (GHL), or even 100% of the older population, could
be taken with the largest most fecund herring leaving few large fish to spawn, if
the fishery was more efficient when selectively harvesting large herring.
Proposals 157 and 158 aim to protect the oldest fish in the population, which
are the most important fish in the population. Traditional Ecological Knowledge
(TEK) and theoretical models indicate that older fish lead younger, relatively
inexperienced fish to appropriate spawning grounds (MacCall et al. 2018).
Currently, all sites within the Sitka Sound sac roe management area are assumed
to be equally productive; this is unlikely to be true. Modeling studies found that
in the absence of localized spatially-explicit recruitment and productivity data,
managers should assume behavior follows the Go With Older Fish model and
reduce harvest rates to reduce the risk of losing spawning habitat (Voss et al. 2018).
Repeatedly harvesting more than 20% of the oldest, most fecund fish will
have compounding effects on the age structure and productivity of the population.
Old, large fish have a higher fecundity and larger, more well-provisioned eggs that
are more likely to survive; older fish contribute disproportionately to future
generations (Hixon et al. 2014; Barneche et al. 2018). A population of older, larger
fish will have much greater reproductive success than an equivalent biomass of
younger, smaller fish (Venturelli et al. 2009). Size-selective fishing, such as in Sitka
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Sound, can lead to reduced size and a truncated age structure (Barnett et al. 2017).
Truncated age and size structure increases variability in recruitment and reduces
resiliency in the face of other stressors, including climate change (NFMS 2014).
Climate change and ocean acidification have been documented to have negative
impacts on Atlantic herring (Frommel et al. 2014). NMFS (2014) summed up the
importance of older herring in their status review of Southeast Alaska herring:
"In many fish species as well as Pacific herring, older spawning females tend
to produce larger eggs and subsequently larger larvae than do younger,
smaller adults (Hay 1985; Chambers and Leggett 1996). In British
Columbia, fecundity was found to be almost directly proportional to body
weight with a larger female producing up to 180% more than a recruit
spawner and the maximum reproductive value occurring between the ages of
9 and 10 (Ware 1985). These older fish may play a pivotal role in replenishing
stocks, with larvae from older fish surviving starvation longer and growing
faster on the same diet which is then reflected in subsequent recruitment
(Berkeley et al. 2004). The percentage of dead and abnormal spawners in the
progeny of probable first time spawners (4 -5 year old parent fish) has been
found to be higher than the offspring of 6 – 9 year old fish (Ojaveer 2006).
Populations composed of small and younger individuals will therefore have
reduced reproductive potential (Scott et al. 1999) and potentially increased
variance in offspring survival (Hutchings and Myers 1993). Furthermore, a
stock with a higher proportion of older and larger fish should produce more
eggs providing a higher probability of recruitment success (Schweigert et al.
2007). A clupeoid collapse can be due to heavy fishing mortality which
reduces the mean age of the population and forces the very young fish to
sustain the reproductive load with a decreased age at first reproduction
(Ware 1985). [references provided in NMFS 2014].
Consistently harvesting the oldest, largest, and most fecund fish from a
population is a strategy that maximizes short-term economic interests and
sacrifices the long-term biological health of the population and ecological
wellbeing of the marine system. There was no sac roe fishery in 2019 or 2020
because there were not enough of the largest, oldest fish in the population to meet
market demands.
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Proposal 157 seeks to address the current selectivity and high-grading of
older fish in the Sitka Sound sac roe fishery. Proposal 157’s goal is to limit the
harvest rate on older herring (age 5+) to 20% or less to help maintain future
production. This goal is consistent with the current regulatory strategy to limit the
overall harvest rate on herring to 20% or less. However, the current goal does not
consider the selectivity of the fishery on older herring, in which the current harvest
rate is twice that on younger herring according to ADF&G data. In order to limit
the harvest rate on older herring to 20% or less, the overall guideline harvest level
must be reduced to account for selectivity for older herring in the commercial
fishery. This proposal does not seek to create two separate GHLs to be managed
by ADF&G, but to introduce a correction factor for selectivity in order to limit the
potential for overexploitation of the oldest, most important fish in the population.
STA recognizes that ADF&G managers would be required to sample the
herring fishery immediately prior to the first opening and determine whether the
age composition (and biomass) differs from the preseason forecast. Importantly,
the recommended formulae are more conservative (protective) of the herring
population than the status quo harvest control rule. In-season refinement of age
composition could be used to make the fishery more protective if the percentage
of old fish were to decrease from the preseason forecast. In-season adjustments
could also be used to increase harvests up to the maximum 20% harvest rate if the
percentage of old fish were to increase from the preseason forecast.
Proposal 158:

Close the commercial sac roe fishery when the proportion of
old fish is very low.

STA supports Proposal 158, which would protect older fish by closing the
fishery when there are relatively few older fish in the population. Closing the
fishery when there are insufficient older fish will prevent the population from
suffering from undue harvest pressure and allow older fish to fulfill their
important ecological role. Older fish help ensure more herring spawn in optimal
locations and that more larval herring survive and are recruited to the spawning
population.
Currently, ADF&G does not adequately consider spatiotemporal
distribution of spawn when managing the commercial fishery. ADF&G considers
the total number of older fish and not the proportion of older fish. However,
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traditional knowledge holds that both the abundance and proportion of older fish
are important. In some recent years, few herring have spawned in the “Core Area”
and the herring population included relatively few older herring, with 2019 being
a prime example. The biomass was high by contemporary standards (130,000 tons)
with a relatively large biomass of older fish. However, young fish made up 89% of
the population in 2019 and there was effectively no spawn in the Core Area,
resulting in one of the worst subsistence harvests of Sitka Sound herring ever,
despite a large biomass (Sill and Lemons 2021). The results of 2019 and other years
support the Go With Older Fish theory, rooted in traditional knowledge and
independently verified by the most up-to-date fisheries science (MacCall et al.
2018).

Proposal 159:

Repeal 5 AAC 27.195.

5 AAC 27.195. Sitka Sound commercial sac roe fishery.
(a)

In managing the commercial sac roe herring fishery in Section 13-B north
of the latitude of Aspid Cape (Sitka Sound), the department shall
(1) manage the fishery consistent with the applicable provisions
of 5 AAC 27.160(g) and 5 AAC 27.190;
(2) distribute the commercial harvest by fishing time and area if the
department determines that it is necessary to ensure that
subsistence users have a reasonable opportunity to harvest the
amount of herring spawn necessary for subsistence uses specified
in 5 AAC 01.716(b).

(b)

In addition to the provisions of (a) of this section, the department shall
consider the quality and quantity of herring spawn on branches, kelp, and
seaweed, and herring sac roe when making management decisions
regarding the subsistence herring spawn and commercial sac roe fisheries
in Section 13-B north of the latitude of Aspid Cape.

STA strongly opposes Proposal 159, which would repeal 5 AAC 27.195. If
the Board repeals 5 AAC 27.195, the remaining regulations would not meet the
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Board’s statutory obligation to ensure a reasonable opportunity for subsistence
uses of herring spawn in Sitka Sound.
5 AAC 27.195 resulted from a compromise among ADF&G, STA, and the
commercial fishing industry. In 2001, STA requested the Board adopt new
regulations requiring ADF&G to disperse the commercial fishery throughout Sitka
Sound to minimize the impacts to subsistence harvesters. Exhibit 11 (Memo from
Jude Pate to Board). ADF&G and the commercial industry initially opposed the
dispersal plan, but the Board negotiated a compromise. The resulting regulation,
5 AAC 27.195, delegates authority to ADF&G’s in-season manager to ensure a
reasonable opportunity for subsistence by distributing the commercial fishery by
“time and area” throughout Sitka Sound. The Board specifically required ADF&G
to consider the “quality and quantity” of herring spawn available to subsistence
harvesters when making management decisions regarding the commercial fishery.
This important regulation was the subject of STA’s recent lawsuit against
ADF&G. After the catastrophic 2018 season, which was among the worst
subsistence harvests ever, STA requested that ADF&G consider using its
management authority to delay the commercial fishery until after the first spawn
and moving the commercial fishery further away from important subsistence
areas. ADF&G not only refused to consider STA’s suggestions, but it also
disclaimed any authority to take the management actions STA requested. ADF&G
erroneously explained that it did not have the authority to delay the commercial
fishery solely to provide a reasonable opportunity for subsistence. And ADF&G
falsely believed that it could not distribute the commercial fishery away from
important subsistence harvest areas because the Board’s closed area regulations
“mostly” addressed subsistence harvesters’ concerns. ADF&G made it clear that it
was not implementing 5 AAC 27.195 as the Board intended.
STA’s lawsuit sought to enforce the Board’s regulation and dispel ADF&G’s
erroneous interpretation and implementation of 5 AAC 27.195. Ultimately, STA
prevailed on two summary judgment decisions issued by Superior Court Judge
Daniel Schally. ADF&G decided not to appeal the decisions.
On March 31, 2020, the court issued its decision on the first part of the
regulation, 5 AAC 27.195(a)(2), agreeing with STA. Exhibit 12. The court explicitly
rejected ADF&G’s interpretation of the regulation, calling it a “hodgepodge” and
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ADF&G’s arguments for not implementing the regulation “arbitrary and
capricious.” The court made it clear that ADF&G has authority and the duty to
ensure a reasonable opportunity for subsistence.
“ADF&G is required to (1) determine whether
subsistence users have a reasonable opportunity to
harvest the amount of herring spawn necessary for
subsistence uses in Sitka Sound as a whole, which is
136,000-227,000 pounds; and (2) if ADF&G determines
that a reasonable opportunity does not exist, distribute
the commercial harvest by fishing time and area to the
extent and in a way necessary to ensure a reasonable
opportunity does exist in Sitka Sound as a whole. ADFG
must make these determinations before permitting a
commercial harvest in the Sitka Sound.”
Importantly, the court recognized that the authority vested in ADF&G to
ensure a reasonable opportunity for subsistence is critical. “5 AAC 27.195(a)
determinations are important; they have the potential of directly altering the
allocation of the fishery between the subsistence and commercial harvests.”
(emphasis added).
Then on November 27, 2020, the court issued its second decision, agreeing
with STA’s interpretation of 5 AAC 27.195(b). Exhibit 13. The court agreed with
STA that section 195(b) requires ADF&G to consider the “quality and quantity” of
herring spawn on branches, kelp, and seaweed. The court rejected ADF&G’s and
the Southeast Herring Conservation Alliance’s arguments that section 195(b) was
unenforceable. The court concluded that there was doubt that ADF&G had failed
to consider the quality of herring spawn when making management decisions.
“There is therefore no genuine dispute of material fact as to whether ADF&G is
unlawfully implementing 5 AAC 27.195(b) by failing to consider quality of herring
spawn ‘on branches, kelp, and seaweed, and herring sac roe’ before making
required management decisions under 5 AAC 27.195(a)(2).”
Going forward, the court instructed ADF&G to consider the “quality and
quantity” of herring spawn available for subsistence uses when making
management decisions regarding the commercial fishery. “In other words,
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ADF&G must demonstrate in the record that it, and how it, in some meaningful
way, considered the quality of herring spawn in making management
determinations under 5 AAC 27.195(a)(2).”
After the court decisions and prior to the 2021 season, STA provided
ADF&G with a report entitled “Subsistence Management Recommendations and
Guidance for Implementing 5 AAC 27.195.” Exhibit 14. STA offered
recommendations for how ADF&G can make the required determinations as to
whether subsistence harvesters have a reasonable opportunity, and guidance for
considering the quality and quantity of herring spawn during the season.
ADF&G assured STA that the in-season manager would implement
5 AAC 27.195 during the 2021 season and would better document ADF&G’s
decision-making. ADF&G also accepted STA’s offer to improve communication
between ADF&G and STA during the season. Exhibit 15 (Letter from
Commissioner Vincent-Lang to STA). Thus, there is no question that ADF&G can
implement 5 AAC 27.195 and must continue to do so consistent with the court’s
orders.
Proposal 159, which would repeal 5 AAC 27.195, lacks any conceivable
justification. As the court in STA v. ADF&G recognized, ADF&G’s in-season
determinations are “important” to ensuring a reasonable opportunity for
subsistence uses. If the Board repealed 5 AAC 27.195, the Board would be in
violation of its statutory obligation to provide a subsistence priority. See
AS 16.05.258. ADF&G’s Division of Subsistence has reported that biomass alone is
not strongly correlated with subsistence success (Sill and Lemons 2020, p. 22).
ADF&G’s staff comments on Proposal 159 indicate that if the Board repealed
5 AAC 27.195, ADF&G would continue to distribute the commercial fishery by
time and area, and continue to consider the quality and quantity of herring spawn
on branches, kelp, and seaweed. However, ADF&G fails to cite any other legal
authority for taking such management actions. ADF&G’s hollow assurances are
insufficient. Without the legal obligation imposed by 5 AAC 27.195, subsistence
harvesters would have no legal protections ensuring a reasonable opportunity for
subsistence.
Thus, STA strongly encourages the Board to reject Proposal 159.
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Proposal 160:

Repeal 6.1 mi.2 of the “Closed Areas” in Sitka Sound.

STA strongly opposes Proposal 160, which would reduce the regulatory
closed waters in Sitka Sound by 6.1 square miles. The closed areas were adopted
by the Board to protect the core subsistence harvest areas. In 2018, the Board
expanded the regulatory closed areas by 6.1 square miles. Proposal 160 would
reverse that decision after only one Board regulatory cycle. There is no rationale
justification for reducing the regulatory closed areas, which were designed to
provide a reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses.
ADF&G herring egg harvester surveys began collecting data on harvest
locations in 2006 and have consistently indicated the areas around Middle, Crow,
and Kasiana Islands as the most important and productive for subsistence
harvesters, especially those without large vessels able to access more distant
spawn (Holen et al. 2011; Sill and Lemons 2020). The reliability and sustainability
of these areas for quantity and quality of herring spawn is also well documented
prior to the advent of the sac roe fishery (Thornton and Kitka 2015).
The closed area represents an infinitesimal fraction of the Sitka Sound Sac
Roe Herring Fishery management area and helps to distribute the commercial
fishery in space rather than concentrating it in core spawning areas. The closed
waters have a negligible impact on the commercial sac roe fishery and a potentially
large benefit for subsistence users and for successful herring reproduction. A 58foot seiner can fish anywhere between Point Kakul and Aspid Cape; a 14-foot skiff
with a 20HP motor cannot reach many places beyond the current Closed Area.
Closing this tiny area reduces the chances for disruption from commercial fishing
activities, making it more likely fish will successfully spawn in optimal habitat for
both future herring abundance and subsistence users. The closed area was just
expanded in 2018, but anomalous spatiotemporal spawning patterns in 2018 and
2019 and the lack of a competitive commercial fishery since 2017 means that the
impacts of this area have not even been properly vetted yet. Given that Sitka Sound
is the last consistently viable subsistence herring stock in the North Pacific, it is
imperative to protect the Core Area.
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Figure 2. Map of indigenous herring system, Tlingit herring toponyms,
precontact harvest areas, contemporary harvest areas reported in Schroeder
and Kookesh (1990), and current closed area (purple hatching). Map from
Thornton and Kitka (2015).
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Proposal 161:

Require subsistence herring egg on branches harvest
permits.

STA strongly opposes Proposal 161, which would require individual
subsistence harvest permits. Individual subsistence permits are culturally
inappropriate for the Sitka herring spawn on branches fishery because it is a
traditionally communal fishery. Nearly 90% of the harvest is shared with other
households (Langdon 2021). The harvest is shared throughout the entire state of
Alaska and beyond (Thornton 2019). The subsistence herring egg fishery is selfregulated by custom and tradition and would be undermined by the imposition
of a permit system. The Amount Necessary for Subsistence has been met once in
the past ten years (Sill and Cunningham 2021); there is no need for additional
barriers that will only prevent people from enjoying a treasured traditional food.
Herring eggs are the second-most widely consumed traditional food by Tribal
Citizens in Sitka, trailing only salmon (McDowell Group 2017).
Subsistence harvest permits are unwarranted and redundant. Data collected
by ADFG’s Division of Subsistence and STA are already much more detailed and
informative than standard subsistence fishery permit data. The interview format
allows for discussion of traditional knowledge and has often shed light on areas
for further study, such as data about harvest location or catch-per-unit-effort.
Subsistence permit reports are designed to collect data on a small number of
parameters associated with the harvest of a resource, while the subsistence survey
collects a much larger and wider variety of qualitative and quantitative data at a
more refined level. Staff conducting surveys can clarify the meaning or intent of a
question for harvesters, eliminating confusion and increasing accuracy. Permit
reports will give managers a 10,000-foot view of the fishery, while the depth and
detail garnered from the current subsistence survey puts managers “in the boat”
with harvesters and provides greater insight into the variables that affect the
fishery.
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The Board will almost certainly hear testimony that subsistence harvest
issues are a result of too few participants in the fishery and “people not trying hard
enough”. Data collected through the ADF&G and STA surveys allow for
development of catch-per-unit effort (CPUE) analyses. This analysis was
completed in early 2020, prior to published survey results from 2019 and beyond.
Note that COVID-19 certainly depressed participation in 2020 and 2021. The CPUE
for all harvester groups has been steadily declining over recent years. Efficiency
plays a strong role in patterns of subsistence harvest (Wolfe 2004) and participants
drop from the herring egg fishery as efficiency declines.

Figure 3. Catch-per-unit-effort for subsistence harvesters and total subsistence harvest.
The Small, High, and Community labels refer to different strata of harvesters based on
ADF&G methods to describe typical harvest volume of a given harvester.
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Declines in participation are indicative of a lack of accessible high-quality
spawn, a failure to manage for reasonable opportunity, and not a lack of effort.
The CPUE of the largest harvesters is correlated to participation, lending credence
to the idea of subsistence herring eggs as a communal fishery. The largest
harvesters, the “super-households”, drive the overall harvest (Wolfe et al. 2010).
These harvesters spend the most time on the water and survey the greatest area.
They report back on conditions to the community at large. When harvest is poor,
the smallest, least efficient harvesters will drop out of the fishery.
The main rationale for subsistence permits appears to be that permit data
will result in the ADF&G Division of Subsistence producing annual reports more
quickly. But the bottleneck in reporting appears to be staff time, and not data
collection and reporting. The data collected through the survey is turned over to
the Division of Subsistence by the end of June every year. The limited amount of
data collected through a permit reporting system would be available to ADF&G
in roughly the same timeframe. Although the survey collects a larger volume of
data, either method requires staff time to conduct statistical analyses of the data
and write the final report that accurately reflect the dynamics of the subsistence
fishery. Simply instituting a permit requirement does not address the root of the
problem. However, the annual reports would become much less information and
much less useful to all parties.
Proposal 162:

Increase permit limit for subsistence herring spawn-on-kelp.

STA supports Proposal 162, which would increase the possession limit for
subsistence spawn-on-kelp harvest. STA supports any proposal that allows
subsistence harvesters to increase their harvest of herring eggs so long as resources
are properly managed and protected. There is currently no conservation concern
with kelp beds.
Proposal 163:

Equal quota shares for the commercial sac roe fishery.

STA does not support Proposal 163 as written. Although STA is generally
supportive of “controlled fisheries,” STA has significant concerns regarding the
effects of an equal quota shares commercial sac roe fishery on subsistence
harvesters and the environment. If amendments are offered to address the
following concerns (at a minimum) STA could consider supporting the proposal:
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o Provide additional details on how the commercial fishery would be
prosecuted and managed;
o Adopt regulatory provisions to minimize the commercial fishery’s
effects on herring, including avoiding disturbance to herring spawning
patterns (noise, dispersal, etc.);2
o Adopt regulatory provisions limiting the number of commercial fishing
boats that may participate in each opening;
o Adopt regulatory provisions limiting the number and duration of test
sets; and
o Adopt regulatory provisions prohibiting the release of sets held for
longer than 10 minutes.

Studies have found mortalities greater than 50% in herring held in a net for as little
as 10 minutes in crowded conditions. (Tenningen et al. 2012). It should be noted that
herring suffered little mortality in non-crowded conditions. Thus, test sets must be set on
the smallest number of herring possible and held as loosely as possible. The same study
also concluded that stress indicators (e.g., cortisol) increased significantly and glucose
levels dropped significantly, indicating herring are near exhaustion and likely vulnerable
to predators after being release from a set. The Tennigen (2012) study was conducted on
Norwegian herring, which are generally much larger than Sitka herring, suggesting an
even higher mortality rate in Sitka due to high-grading and test sets. In 2008, STA hired
divers to examine the seafloor following a commercial opener where they found
thousands of dead herring.

2
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Figure 4. Photo of dead herring and scales on seafloor after unknown
sac roe opener, 2008.

Proposal 164:

Equal quota shares for sac roe fishery with 10% overage
clause.

STA strongly opposes Proposal 164, which is similar to Proposal 163, but
would allow the commercial fishery to harvest based on a 10% overage clause.
Proposal 165:

Allow unharvested sac roe quota to be used in food and bait
fishery.

STA strongly opposes Proposal 165, which would allow unharvested quota
from the commercial sac roe fishery to be used for a food and bait fishery.
Subsistence herring harvests are struggling; there is no reason to add a new fishery
to remove more adults from the population and make subsistence harvests even
more challenging.
As the sac roe market declines, it appears that permit holders are searching
for another market. STA worries that Proposal 165 is simply a fishmeal fishery in
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disguise. STA is strongly opposed to a fishmeal fishery that will “rob Peter to pay
Paul” by turning herring that feed valuable Alaskan fisheries like king salmon and
halibut into fishmeal that will subsidize farmed salmon that will directly compete
with Alaskan fisheries.
Additionally, there concerns about how well a bait fishery can be managed.
Bait quality is best in the fall and winter months (Hebert 2021). However, the
spatiotemporal distribution of herring outside of spawning season is not well
understood. There is evidence that herring from different Southeast Alaska
populations mix in the summer; however, there are no population-level data on
winter distribution of herring in Southeast Alaska outside of one small study in
Lynn Canal (Carls et al. 2008). STA does not want a return to the days of the
reduction fishery with indiscriminate harvest of herring from unknown
populations. Population-level Southeast Alaska herring distribution and
migration are currently insufficient to know what populations are being
harvested.
Proposal 166:

Add open pound spawn-on-kelp fishery to G01A sac roe
permits

STA opposes Proposal 166, which would allow a commercial pound spawnon-kelp fishery in Sitka Sound. An open pound spawn-on-kelp fishery is
preferable to a sac roe fishery, as adult herring are not killed by the fishery.
However, STA opposes both a sac roe fishery and a spawn-on-kelp fishery in Sitka
Sound. Having both a sac roe fishery and a spawn-on-kelp fishery will only
marginally reduce the impacts of the sac roe fishery on subsistence users and the
herring while adding competition for space between subsistence users and the
open pound spawn-on-kelp fishery.

Proposals 168 / 169:

Close Revilla Channel and West Behm Canal sac roe
fisheries.

STA supports Proposals 168 and 169 to remove the Revilla Channel (Kah
Shakes) and West Behm Canal herring fisheries from the regulations. Neither of
these populations has been able to provide subsistence or commercial harvest in
recent years. Kah Shakes was formerly one of the crown jewels of herring
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abundance in Southeast Alaska (Hebert 2011). Subsistence users and forage fish
advocates are saddened to see a once vibrant population reduced to its current
state. STA notes that the management strategy used for these populations is less
aggressive than the current Sitka Sound management strategy.

STA COMMENTS ON OTHER PROPOSALS
Chinook Proposals
Chinook salmon do not have a saltwater Customary and Traditional (C&T) Use
designation under either State or Federal subsistence regulations. Unfortunately,
that means that the subsistence harvest of Chinook salmon in saltwater is
regulated under sport fishing regulations. STA supports Chinook proposals that
that prioritize resident sport harvest over the non-resident sector and believes the
resident sport harvest should never be closed due to allocation restrictions.
Proposal 80 and 82 (Oppose as Written)
Although these proposals have merit, STA is opposed to them as written.
Wording in these proposals could close resident sport fishery. Removal of the
wording “the department shall prohibit resident king salmon retention or close
the resident sport king salmon fishery only if nonresident angler closures are
insufficient to remain within the sport fishery allocation” under proposal 82 would
prevent the closure or the resident sport fishery.
Proposal 81 (Oppose)
This proposal would reallocate unused sport Chinook allocation to the
commercial troll fleet and eliminate the resident sport fishery.
Proposal 83 (Oppose)
This proposal prioritizes the non-resident resident sport fishery at the
expense of other users.
Proposals 84, 85, 86, 93, 94, and 95 (Support)
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STA supports the resident priority expressed in these proposals and their
intent of never closing the resident sport fishery for Chinook.

Sport Proposals
Proposals 144 and 277 (Support)
Subsistence halibut are harvested in the Sitka area under federal subsistence
regulations. Access to this resource can be impeded by large harvests from other
user groups. The number of non-resident (unguided) sport halibut harvesters
renting boats instead of using charter services has increased over the years. This
has allowed these harvesters to increase their take of halibut, which has had a
direct effect on the ability of subsistence harvesters to meet their needs. These
proposals would bring non-resident sport halibut fishers in line with guide sport
fishing regulations.
Proposal 145 (Support)
Non-resident annual possession limits for the harvest of salmon in
freshwater can exceed annual subsistence harvest limits for the same systems. This
proposal would reinforce subsistence priority over non-resident harvesters.

Subsistence Proposals
Proposal 131 (Support)
This proposal was submitted by STA to amend the Redoubt Bay and Lake
Sockeye Salmon Fisheries Management Plan. The current harvest boundary is
almost a mile away from Redout Lake Falls where sockeye salmon school up
before making their way into the lake. This amendment would allow STA to fish
its Community Harvest Permit further up the bay and have greater access to an
underutilized resource.
Proposal 132 (Support)
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STA has heard from numerous tribal citizens who dipnet subsistence
sockeye at Redoubt Lake falls about their frustration with spear fishermen
spooking salmon and disrupting their normal movement to directly interfering
with their attempts to dipnet salmon. Multiple users have also reported close calls
with boats nearly hitting unmarked spear fishermen. This conflict will continue to
escalate unless the issue is addressed.
Proposal 133 (Support)
The Redoubt Lake sockeye salmon system has been producing exceptional
returns that have been going underutilized due to limited access by subsistence
harvesters. This has traditionally been a dipnet fishery with limited access for
harvesters due to the limited number of locations that are conducive to dip netting.
This proposal would allow for additional types of harvest gear to be used, increase
access to the resource, and spread the subsistence harvest out over a larger area.

Shrimp and Miscellaneous Shellfish Proposals
Proposal 185 (Support)
Due to climate change Southeast Alaska waters are seeing a higher
prevalence of market squid showing up in significant numbers during the fall and
winter seasons. A number of local harvesters have taken advantage of these
occurrences to harvest squid for food and bait with rod and real. The use of
artificial light would aid in the harvest of this underutilized resource.
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Direct Dial: 907.868.9233

December 22, 2021
Alaska Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Via Email: dfg.bof.comments@alaska.gov
Re:

Sitka Tribe of Alaska’s Exhibits to On-time Public Comments

Dear Alaska Board of Fisheries,
I represent the Sitka Tribe of Alaska, which submitted on-time public comments
regarding proposals for the Board’s 2022 Southeast/Yakutat Finfish and Shellfish meeting. On
December 22, 2021, the Board Support staff notified me by email that STA’s comment letter
and exhibits would not be accepted because the Board’s commenting guidelines limit public
comments to 100 pages. STA’s comment letter was 38 pages and its exhibits totaled 168 pages.
The Board is required to follow the Alaska Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), AS
44.62, when adopting regulations. See AS 16.05.251. The APA provides that agencies “shall
consider all factual, substantive, and other relevant matter presented to it before adopting,
amending, or repealing a regulation.” AS 44.62.210(a) (emphasis added). By rejecting STA’s
exhibits, which contain information that is relevant to the Board’s consideration of the proposals,
the Board may be violating the APA and STA’s right to due process. It is also important to note
that the Alaska Department of Fish & Game has already submitted comments and reports that
far exceed the 100-page limit.
STA requests that the Board reverse the Board Support staff’s decision to reject STA’s
exhibits. The Board should accept and consider the 168 pages of relevant information that STA
has compiled as exhibits to its comment letter.
Very truly yours,
LANDYE BENNETT BLUMSTEIN LLP
/s/ Andy Erickson
Andy Erickson
Alaska: 701 West Eighth Avenue, Suite 1100 · Anchorage, Alaska 99501 · Tel: 907.276.5152 · Fax: 907.276.8433
Oregon: 1300 Southwest Fifth Avenue, Suite 3600 · Portland, Oregon 97201 · Tel: 503.224.4100 · Fax: 503.224.4133
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December 21, 2021
Alaska Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Submitted via email to:
dfg.bof.comments@alaska.gov
Subject: Proposals 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165, and 166, for the 2021/2022
Board of Fisheries meeting cycle
Based in Juneau, Alaska (Tlingit/Aak’w Ḵwáan lands), Southeast Alaska Conservation Council
(SEACC) is a regional grassroots organization with more than 6,000 supporters. For over 50
years, SEACC has been bringing together diverse Alaskans from our region’s communities to
protect the natural resources of Southeast Alaska, ensure sound stewardship of the lands and
waters of the region, and protect subsistence resources and traditional ways of life side-by-side
with commercial fishing, tourism, and recreation.
SEACC believes that conservation of herring across our region, and specifically in Sitka Sound, is
of urgent importance. Herring are a keystone forage fish species and critical food for salmon,
especially king salmon, as well as for other economically and culturally important species such
as humpback whales, harbor seals, and sea lions. In light of shrinking king salmon sizes and
runs, SEACC believes the Board of Fish should take a conservative approach to manage critical
forage fish such as herring.
Unfortunately, in the same time frame that king salmon are decreasing in size and number, 11
out of 13 Southeast Alaska herring populations have collapsed under the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game’s (ADF&G) management and have not rebounded to former levels even after
decades without commercial fishing pressure. The history of management of Southeast Alaska’s
herring is one of stock after stock being overfished and unable to rebound.
Herring are important to Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian ways of life. Herring eggs, sustainably
harvested from hemlock branches at sites across Southeast Alaska, were, until recently,
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consistently available across the region. Now only Sitka Sound produces an occasionally reliable
subsistence harvest adequate to meet the need for herring eggs across the region, and even in
Sitka Sound, the defined amount reasonably necessary for subsistence (ANS) is infrequently
met.1 Given the subsistence, cultural, and spiritual importance of herring and herring eggs to
Indigenous peoples across the state, SEACC urges the Board of Fish to take every measure to
ensure the conservation of the critical Sitka Sound herring population, as well as the restoration
of herring populations across their historic range.
Board of Fisheries Proposals
SEACC supports the three proposals submitted by the Sitka Tribe of Alaska. These proposals
would result in more herring being left in the water to fulfill their crucial ecosystem and cultural
roles in Sitka Sound, especially older, more fecund females which are important to herring
spawning behavior.
SEACC supports Proposal 156, which seeks to improve the herring management formula by
making it more conservative in years of low biomass. While this proposal would have no impact
on sac roe seine harvest in years of high abundance, it would conserve herring for subsistence
and ecosystem uses in lean years of low abundance when herring conservation is most
essential. This proposal decreases the risk to this critical herring stock and promotes long-term
abundance across the multiple uses of herring.
SEACC supports Proposal 157 and Proposal 158, which are closely related. These proposals
recognize the behaviorally significant difference between herring age 3 to 4 and herring age 5
and above. Females aged 5 and above play a significant role in guiding schools to appropriate
spawning grounds and provide spatial and temporal stability to spawning behavior across years.
Females aged 3 to 4 are younger and have less established spawning behaviors that are
vulnerable to disruption. Because of their higher fecundity, the older females are over-selected
by the sac roe seine fishery.
SEACC supports Proposal 157 because it seeks to limit the harvest of older herring age 5 and
older to no more than 20% of their age-class biomass and prevent overharvest of the larger,
more biologically productive component of the herring population. SEACC also supports
Proposal 158, which approaches the same problem from the other direction, by seeking to
prevent sac roe seine exploitation if more than 80% of the herring population is age 3 to 4, i.e.,
not behaviorally mature.
1

Alaska Department of Fish and Game Technical Paper No. 480, p. 32,
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/techpap/TP480.pdf
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Together Proposals 156, 157, and 158 would ensure that the most fecund females are
protected from overexploitation and that large age classes reach full sexual and behavioral
maturity. Together they contribute to future sustained abundance for multiple users.
SEACC opposes Proposal 159, which seeks to remove ADF&G’s responsibility to ensure
subsistence users have reasonable opportunities to harvest herring eggs. ADF&G has not always
been able to consistently ensure reasonable opportunity for subsistence harvest and removing
reference to this responsibility sends the wrong message. ADF&G should do more to ensure
reasonable opportunity for subsistence harvest, not less.
SEACC opposes Proposal 160, which seeks to shrink a protected area encompassing the prime
subsistence harvest areas in protected waters closest to Sitka’s road system. Reversing course
on the protected area is unnecessary and may result in the depression of already poor
subsistence harvests, as well as diminishing opportunity for subsistence harvest by lowerincome, near-road system harvesters.
SEACC opposes Proposal 161, which seeks to require a subsistence permit to harvest eggs on
branches. SEACC opposes the addition of bureaucratic barriers to subsistence harvest and
opposes efforts by the sac roe seine permit holders that would increase burdens on subsistence
herring egg harvesters.
SEACC opposes Proposal 163, which seeks to allow multiple sac roe permits to be used by a
single vessel under an equal quota catch share system for commercial permit holders. This
proposal would allow a few permit holders to consolidate control over the fishery.
SEACC opposes Proposal 164, which seeks to allow under or overutilization of quota to be
carried over to future years. This proposal implies that overutilization would be permitted, an
unacceptable scenario that could have serious negative impacts on the ecosystem, subsistence
harvesters, and the herring population itself. Likewise, sac roe seiners could accrue significant
carry-over quota from years of low sac roe seine utilization, such as in 2019 and 2020, which
could ultimately result in dangerous overexploitation in years of relatively high abundance such
as 2021.
SEACC opposes Proposal 165, which seeks to expand the seine harvest of herring across both
space and time in ways that are not adequately defined. SEACC opposes the expansion of this
fishery, especially if expansion includes uses that are not clearly defined. Expanding the
geographic range of the herring seine fishery likewise reduces the likelihood the Sitka Sound
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herring may eventually repopulate areas that have already lost their herring populations due to
overfishing.
SEACC opposes Proposal 166, which seeks to expand the rights of sac roe seine permit holders
to harvest spawn-on-kelp as an alternative to sac roe seining. While SEACC has no comment on
spawn-on-kelp fisheries at this time, we oppose expanding the scope of the Sitka sac roe seine
permits.
Thank you for your consideration of our comments.
Sincerely,

Meredith Trainor,
Executive Director
Southeast Alaska Conservation Council
meredith@seacc.org
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1008 Fish Creek Rd
Juneau, AK 99801
Email: kathy@seafa.org
Cell Phone: 907-465-7666
Fax: 907-917-5470

Website: http://www.seafa.org

December 22, 2021
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Board Support Sec on
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re: Southeast Board of Fish Cycle

Dear Chair Carlson-Van Dort and Board of Fisheries members,
Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance (SEAFA) is a mul -gear, mul -species commercial ﬁshing
organiza on represen ng our approx. 330+ members mainly involved in the salmon, crab,
shrimp and longline ﬁsheries of Southeast Alaska. We have members involved in salmon
gillne ng, trolling and seining, all of the SE crab ﬁsheries, pot shrimp and halibut and sableﬁsh
ﬁsheries throughout the State as well as SE region speciﬁc longline ﬁsheries as well as many
other ﬁsheries such as herring and dive ﬁsheries and some Prince William Sound gillnet. In
addi on, our members mostly hold sport ﬁsh licenses and are involved in sport, personal use
and where eligible subsistence ﬁsheries.
The gillnet ﬂeet and the seine ﬂeet (in separate mee ngs) meet annually in a task force mee ng
with the Dept in the fall, reviewing the past season and outlooks for the next season. These
documents from our mee ng this December could be very informa ve to Board of Fish
members and an addi onal resource with preliminary 2021 data to the reports provided by
ADF&G. These are posted online HERE 1.
STOCKS OF CONCERN: First, we would like to comment on the stocks of concern/ac on plans
submi ed by the Dept. We will be submi ng addi onal comments later. SEAFA is very
concerned about the status of many our stocks, par cularly Chinook salmon.

1

h p://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=commercialbyareasoutheast.salmon_mee ngs
SEAFA Session One
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The Paciﬁc Salmon Treaty chinook stocks (Taku & S kine) under considera on of being listed as
stocks of concern originate in Canada where we have no control over the habitat for spawning
or as they emerge, no control over the harvest that occurs a er crossing the border. The Paciﬁc
Salmon Treaty is very complex, but it also has more conserva on and coopera ve management
imbedded in it then a non-par cipant is aware of. The catch and escapement of the Taku and
S kine are reviewed annually between Canada and AK with annual management plans on how
each Country is to manage their ﬁsheries based on the forecast and in-season assessments,
basically an ac on plan built into the treaty reviewed yearly.
When the Taku and S kine return meets the management target, there will be a Total Allowed
Catch (TAC) that can be calculated and will result in an Allowable Catch (AC) for each country. If
the Board of Fish adopts an ac on plan with speciﬁc iden ﬁed ac ons, it will keep US ﬁshermen
from direct and indirect increases in harvest while Canada will be allowed to harvest within the
current PSC nego ated agreement. If the Taku ac on plan is adopted with speciﬁc ac ons
prescribed in regula on, conserva on concerns and ac ons for Chinook will likely con nue
during a directed Sockeye ﬁshery with a stock that has been exceeding its upper bound of the
escapement goal and unable to harvest our allocated share of the sockeye return. While
Canada will be able to remove or reduce conserva on ac ons taken for Chinook conserva on
harves ng both Chinook and sockeye. This will likely result in Canada harves ng some por on
of the US AC for Taku Sockeye.
SEAFA’s recommenda on would be to adopt the objec ve under Commercial Fisheries
“Con nue to manage per the Paciﬁc Salmon Treaty and take management ac ons that reduces
commercial harvest of S kine River/Andrew Creek king salmon” without lis ng speciﬁc ac ons
and the same ac on for the Taku.
The Chilkat River Chinook met the requirement to be considered for delis ng based on the
2018 Ac on Plan. According to the presenta on at the 2021 Gillnet and Seine task force
mee ngs2, the Chilkat River met its escapement in 2019, 2020, and 2021, three consecu ve
years. While ADF&G considers the escapement numbers for 2020 and 2021 preliminary, the
escapement is enough above the lower bound escapement level to be able to state that the
escapement was met. The Chilkat Chinook stock should be delisted or relax some of the ac ons
taken in 2018 for District 15.

2

h p://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sta c/ﬁshing/PDFs/commercial/southeast/mee ngs/gillnet/2021_se_salmon_escape
ments.pdf page 21
SEAFA Session One
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We would point out that if you take language from the 2018 King Salmon River ac on plan,
there was an inconsistency in direc ons regarding sec on 11-C. District 11-C is mainly opened
in the end of July or August on returning pink salmon abundance. The conﬂic ng statement are:



Using emergency order authority, Do not open sec on 11-C to dri gillne ng
Using emergency order authority, impose night closures between 10:00 pm and 4:00 am
in sub-district 111-31 and Sec on 11-C if open.

If using language from the 2018 ac on plan, we would recommend that these two sec ons
are reconciled by sta ng that Sec on 11- C will not open before July 20th. The King Salmon
River Chinook should be past Sec on 11-C by this date based on the ﬁshing experience in
the area and the data that was presented.
SEAFA appreciates the ac ons taken by the Board of Fish last cycle to provide ﬂexibility within
the ac on plans, allowing the Dept to choose more restric ve measures suggested in other
op ons if they felt they were needed and pu ng the gear groups on no ce that addi onal
management measures could be implemented rather than prescribed to start with. Ac on
planned on being taken were listed in the annual management plans provided pre-season every
year and in discussion at the salmon task force mee ngs.

SESSION ONE
Comments on proposals are in the order presented in ADF&G’s staﬀ comments RC2
KING SALMON – GROUP 1
Proposal #80: SUPPORT
SEAFA agrees with ADF&G that Chinook alloca on issues need to be addressed based on the
new treaty language. We would like added to the current alloca on, a provision that allows the
Dept to transfer unused all gear catch to the troll ﬂeet so the Alaska’s harvest share can be
maximized (see proposal #81). For the issue of overages and how to allocate them, we would
suggest that the payback provisions be taken oﬀ the top. If a gear group, exceeds their
alloca on in consecu ve years, the alloca on would come from their share. For example,
gillne ers generally contributes extra ﬁsh to the troll ﬂeet every year but 4 mes in the 20
years, they went over their quota, one of those years payback would have been necessary
because the overall quota was exceeded. The amount of Chinook the troll ﬂeet would have
received over me from the gillnet ﬂeet of unused quota far exceeds the li le bit that they
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occasionally exceeded in their alloca on3. We would note the gillnet harvest of Chinook is
considered dead and therefore kept, the seine ﬂeet is mostly on periods of non-reten on right
now in mes of low chinook abundance generally providing the troll ﬂeet with extra ﬁsh in
September to maximize the harvest. In-season management of the sport ﬁsh sector is
necessary with payback provisions involved to prevent overages with considera on given to a
resident priority.
Proposal #81: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports a provision to allow the troll ﬂeet to harvest unused Chinook salmon from
other gear groups a er September 1st. This proposal addresses one of the issues raised by
ADF&G above in proposal #80.
Proposal #82: SUPPORT/AMEND
SEAFA supports ADF&G proposal to clarify sport ﬁsh regula ons and to bring the current
regula ons into line with the new treaty provisions. We believe that it is very important that
the resident sport ﬁshermen always has the priority and opportunity to ﬁsh before a nonresident. Our suggested amendment is in sec on
(g) (2) when wild stocks management measures are unnecessary: (A) a resident bag limit of
one king salmon [except from July 1 through July 31 resident anglers may not retain king
salmon].
We are suppor ng this amendment because if there are no wild stock management measures
necessary, resident opportunity should not be restricted.
We would also note in the proposal the Dept highlights that under sec on (b)(1) the sport
ﬁshery is to be managed on average for its alloca on but under sec ons (f), (g), and (h) the dept
is to use in season management to stay within the sport alloca on of the plan. SEAFA
recommends that the Board of Fish make the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management
Plan consistent with sec ons (f), (g), and (h) where the Dept manages the ﬁshery in‐season to
stay within the sport alloca on of the plan based on the payback overage provisions of the
Paciﬁc Salmon Treaty.
Proposal #83: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal that tries to achieve a 20% sport/80% troll alloca on over me
inten onally allowing the sport harvest sector to overharvest in years of low abundance. In
trying to minimize the eﬀect of a changing resource and provide stability to the charter sector,
instability is passed on to the troll sector.
3

See RC 2 Staﬀ Comments, page 4 Table 80-1 – 80-3
SEAFA Session One
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Proposal #85: NO ACTION
SEAFA suggests no ac on be taken on this proposal based on ac ons that will be taken on
ADF&G’s proposal #83. We support the concept within the proposal that provides resident
spor ish a priority and making it clear that if in-season ac on is necessary to stay within the
quota, the non-resident season and bag limit would be adjusted. It does appear that in
proposal #83 the Dept is removing this exact language. We don’t believe this language restricts
department’s ﬂexibility but depends on the ac ons taken in proposals #80-83.

ENHANCEMENT AND SPECIAL HARVEST AREAS – GROUP 2
When reviewing enhancement and special harvest area proposals for Southeast Alaska,
considera on of the SE Enhanced Alloca on Plan (5AAC 33.364) and the Board of Fish Finding
(94-148 BF) needs to be considered as well as the cumula ve eﬀect of any changes to the status
quo will have on the individual gear groups alloca ons. Please remember SEAFA represents
gillnet, seine and troll members and our comments try to balance the needs of all groups and in
considera on of the Enhanced Alloca on Plan status. See ADF&G report to the Board RC 3, tab
2 to see graphs showing the current status of the alloca on plan for those years with ﬁnal data.
NSRAA at the gillnet & seine task force mee ngs will provide a best guess es mate of the
current years data4, showing 5-year rolling averages for 2016-20 and 2017-21. When looking at
this more current data, keep in mind that the seine ﬂeet will be losing a low year in the next 5year rolling average and the gillnet ﬂeet will be losing a high year.

Proposal #96: SUPPORT/AMEND
SEAFA supports the expansion of the District 1 Herring Bay Terminal Harvest Area July 1 – July
31, the me period ADF&G is comfortable with and has no concerns of wild king salmon
intercep on. The troll ﬂeet is below their alloca on of hatchery produced salmon and this
would help adjust them upwards.
Proposal #97: OPPOSE
SEAFA would point out that in ADF&G staﬀ comments (RC 2) on this proposal, Figure 97-1 does
not show the closed areas for crab gear in the month of June. A map of these closed areas can
be seen in the news release dated April 16, 20215. In addi on, Southern Southeast Regional
Aquaculture Associa on (SSRAA) closed the THA for cost recovery July 13 – August 9, 2021. It is
our expecta on that this closure will also occur in the upcoming years. Under this proposal, the
4
5

h ps://www.nsraa.org/_pdfs/TaskForce/NSRAA_2021_GN_task_force.pdf pages 26-29
h p://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sta c/applica ons/dcfnewsrelease/1258277085.pdf
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gillnet ﬂeet and seine ﬂeet will lose access to the THA four or ﬁve days in the month of June
each, dependent upon the way stat weeks fall. All of the ﬂeets are losing me and area due to
conserva on measures for wild stocks, par cularly stocks of concern, the loss of this area as
well as possible other closures in SSRAA THA’s will impact the ﬂeets and will have an impact on
the SE Enhanced Salmon Alloca ons in diﬀerent way for diﬀerent ﬂeets.
Proposal #98: AMEND
SEAFA opposes this proposal as presented but believes that based on the SE Enhanced
Alloca on plan and current status of the gear groups including the current trajectory of each
gear group that the rota on in Anita Bay should stay at the 2018-2020 ra o of 1:1 gillnet to
seine. During this me frame the seine ﬂeet has entered within their range and the gillnet ﬂeet
while s ll above is below the high they had reached. Flipping over completely to a 2:1 ra o
seine to gillnet provides too big of a swing in the alloca on balance.
Proposal #99 & 100: NO ACTION
SEAFA does not believe that the dri gillnet should be taken out of the Southeast Cove
Terminal Harvest Area Management Plan. While the gillnet ﬂeet has not yet had an
opportunity to ﬁsh in this area based on the current status of the Enhanced Salmon Alloca on
Plan but having them listed as a gear group, acts as a marker for the Associa on, Board of Fish
and par cipants, that in the future this is an area that could be used to adjust the gillnet ﬂeet
upwards if necessary. The current arrangement of seine and troll opportuni es could be
con nued in collabora on between the hatchery associa on and ADF&G.
Proposal #101: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal to modify the Silver Bay Salmon Management Plan to a ack the
hatchery program in Southeast Alaska. The permi ng process is a very public process with
many opportuni es to comment. Straying is a natural trait of salmon. Otherwise, we would
not have salmon establishing themselves where the glaciers were long ago. Alaska has the best
protec ons for salmon enhancement through our gene cs policy, statutes and regula on
framework, as well as the public process. SEAFA supports ADF&G’s staﬀ comments to oppose
this an -hatchery proposal.
Proposal #102: AMEND
SEAFA opposes this proposal as wri en to modify the ra o of seine to gillnet openings in Deep
Inlet. As with proposal #98 and based on the SE Enhanced Alloca on plan and current status of
the gear groups including the current trajectory of each gear group that the rota on in Deep
Inlet should stay at the 2018-2020 ra o of 1:1 gillnet to seine. During this me frame the seine
ﬂeet has entered within their range and the gillnet ﬂeet while s ll above is below the high they
SEAFA Session One
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had reached. Flipping over completely to a 2:1 ra o seine to gillnet provides too big of a swing
in the alloca on balance. Ac ons being considered on proposal #98 and #102 must be
considered in rela on to each other and the overall change would have on the SE Enhanced
Salmon Alloca on Plan. If the Board was to adopt proposal #99, then considera on of opposing
this proposal should be given serious considera on.
Proposal #103: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal to modify the Management guideline for alloca ng Southeast AK
pink, chum and sockeye salmon between commercial net ﬁsheries. This is the wrong avenue to
try and address an -hatchery sen ments. Eleva ng statutes and the sustainable salmon
ﬁsheries policy is also unnecessary to bring these to the a en on of the public. Processes are
available for ADF&G to review the hatchery projects on a case-by-case basis when new
informa on becomes available or the Dept has concerns the hatchery project is impac ng wild
stocks. The guideline reques ng to be changed in this proposal was meant to be a snapshot in
me of the harvest between net ﬁsheries when necessary to help guide the Board of Fish in the
event a major change in the ﬁsheries occur due to the Paciﬁc Salmon Treaty or other
considera ons. It is not meant to be a way to make changes in the SE enhanced salmon
programs.
Proposal #104: SUPPORT/AMEND
SEAFA supports SSRAA’s proposal to develop a Burne Inlet Terminal Harvest Area Salmon
Management Plan. This proposal could be amended to address one of the Dept’s concerns by
adding into the regula on a statement that A gillnet or seine can not operate in such a manner
that it cuts oﬀ the inlet or prevents safe naviga on for other vessel transi ng Burne Inlet.
There are other THA’s in Southeast Alaska that a common property ﬁshery currently exists that
has similar issues to Burne Inlet.
Proposal #105: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports SSRAA’s proposal to create a management plan and associated terminal
harvest areas for Port St Nicholas. This hatchery return currently does not have an associated
THA or management plan to provide opportunity when available to harvest salmon in excess of
broodstock and cost recovery needs and this helps prevent straying.
Proposal #106: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports this proposal to add dri gillnet as a legal gear type for cost recovery in the
Special Harvest Area (SHA). This just provides SSRAA addi onal ﬂexibility in mee ng their
obliga ons to clean up excess salmon in the Special Harvest Area and to use the gear that is
most eﬀec ve in the circumstances.
SEAFA Session One
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Proposal # 107: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports the development of a management plan and THA in Port Asumcion. This
hatchery return currently does not have an associated THA or management plan to provide
opportunity when available to harvest salmon in excess of broodstock and cost recovery needs
and this helps prevent straying.
Proposal #108: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports this proposal that creates a special harvest area for Port Asumcion. The ﬁrst
returns to this site were in 2019. This puts in regula on the area the Dept has been authorizing
by EO authority. The plan for Port Asumcion when developed by the SSRAA Board of Directors
was that Port Asumcion would mostly be a cost recovery site crea ng the necessity of having an
area established. Proposal #107 develops the THA for clean-up of any chum salmon in excess of
broodstock and cost recovery, a condi on of the permit and also helps prevent any straying.
Proposal #109: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports the crea on of a SHA in Carroll Inlet with the s pula ons suggested by the
Dept to open the area by EO to minimize the harvest of returning wild chum salmon.

COMMERCIAL SALMON – GROUP 3
Proposal #110: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal to require mandatory repor ng of a net lost or a por on of a net
and the associated marking requirements that would become necessary. First the Dept is
correct in the staﬀ comments (RC2) that the cost of a net generally makes a ﬁshermen try to
recover all parts of the net possible just due to the expense, par cularly the leadline and
corklines. Second, in Southeast Alaska there is a lot of selling of used nets and corklines, the
necessary marking such as Bristol Bay has would make the selling of a net with a corkline on it
or a used corkline very undesirable in trying to take oﬀ the iden ﬁca on of the person selling
and put on your iden ﬁca on informa on. In 36 years of ﬁshing, I personally have only heard
of one full net being lost and then the one that generated this proposal. If the Department
wants voluntary repor ng of lost nets or por on of a net, that could be requested through the
gillnet task force mee ng and the annual management plan as well as ﬁshing associa ons
pu ng the word out.
Proposal #111: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports this proposal we submi ed to change the maximum size gillnet mesh to 6-1/4”.
The Dept summarizes the issue very well, But, you generally cannot buy a standard 6” net oﬀ
SEAFA Session One
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the shelf and have it work for both ﬁsheries. If you are very knowledgeable, you can manage to
buy a net that would work for both ﬁsheries. While there have only been a couple of cita ons
to date, surprising when on the dock talking to ﬁshermen, we ﬁnd many that are ﬁshing there
6” net when the maximum 6” net restric on is in place and we suggest they measure their net
and they are surprised to see that the net most likely measures more than 6-1/8”. A 6” net is
ﬁshed in District 11 & 15 at the beginning of the season by ﬁshermen targe ng the hatchery
chum salmon. The early por on of the run are the larger 5-year-old ﬁsh. We would be willing
to discuss this proposal with board members.
Proposal #112: SUPPORT/AMEND
SEAFA supports the use of deeper gillnets in District 11 by EO at the Departments discre on in
sub-district 111-32 to help harvest our share of Taku treaty coho that have been very elusive to
the gillnet ﬂeet in recent years but have had good escapements.
Proposal #113: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal to put a range in place for maximum gillnet mesh sizes as a person
could not be prepared with what size net might be required, promp ng ﬁshermen to have
more nets on hand at a cost of approximately $7,000 or more each. Current regula on allows
the Dept to have ﬂexibility to require the appropriate size net for conserva ons concerns in the
area necessary.
Proposal #115: SUPPORT/POSSIBLE AMENDMENT
SEAFA supports ATA’s proposal to change the winter troll ﬁshery start date from October 11 to
the start (ﬁrst day) of Stat week 41 so a consistent me frame is used going forward. That said
this support is because of the new District 13 CPUE data assessment being used which uses the
me frame of Stat week 41-48. Using a date within a Stat week creates a diﬀerent number of
days within the assessment period every year, some me more and some mes less. Our
concern that could be addressed with an amendment is that the District 13 CPUE assessment is
set to be reviewed periodically within the treaty arena. An amendment could be added to this
change that the ﬁshery would go back to an October 11 start date if the District 13 CPUE data
assessment isn’t being used or put a sunset date on the change so it can be reviewed next cycle
a er the Paciﬁc salmon treaty review occurs.
Proposal #116: OPPOSE
SEAFA agrees with the comments by Staﬀ that this proposal asking to use a judgement call on
whether a salmon could survive creates an unenforceable regula on.
Proposal #117: SUPPORT/AMEND
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SEAFA supports the intent of this proposal to allow the use of two addi onal ﬁshing lines in the
troll ﬁshery in hatchery THAs during the month of August. SEAFA recommends that in addi on
to amending language in 5AAC 29.120 Gear and vessel Speciﬁca ons and Registra on amend
5AAC 29.112 Management of chum salmon troll ﬁshery. This could be accomplished something
like:
5AAC 29.120 Gear and vessel Speciﬁca ons and Registra on
(a) Salmon may be taken by hand troll gear and power troll gear only in the Southeastern
Alaska-Yakutat Area.
(b) The maximum number of trolling lines that may be operate from a salmon troll vessel is
as follows:
(1) From a power troll vessel:
(A) No more than six lines may be operated in the exclusive economic zone
north of the la tude of the southernmost p of Cape Spencer; or as
provided for by Emergency Order under 5AAC 29.112 Management of
chum salmon troll ﬁshery;
And add a new sec on at the end of 5AAC 29.112 Management of chum salmon troll ﬁshery
(e) The Department may open between August 1 and September 20th in the waters of Sitka
Sound, Eastern Channel, Crawﬁsh Inlet and West Crawﬁsh Inlet, the liberaliza on of gear
when par cipa ng in a directed ﬁshery for enhanced chum salmon.
(1) from a power troll vessel: six lines
(2) from a hand troll vessel: four lines
(3) Coho and Chinook salmon may not be kept, sold or onboard a vessel par cipa ng in the
directed chum salmon ﬁshery with the addi onal lines.
We support this modiﬁca on as a means to help increase the trollers harvest of enhanced ﬁsh
as it would not aﬀect wild stocks and the troll ﬂeet has been below their alloca on range since
incep on of the Southeast Enhanced Salmon Alloca on Plan.
Proposal #118: OPPOSE
SEAFA understands the desire and beneﬁt to moving the District 6 and 8 boundary line to the
gillnet ﬂeet. We understand and support the Dept’s opposi on to this proposal. Changing
district lines has implica ons to other ﬁsheries than just the gillnet ﬂeet.
Proposal #119: SUPPORT/POSSIBLY AMEND
SEAFA supports clarifying the sec on 6D regula ons between the gillnet and seine ﬁshing
opportuni es. Allowing gillne ng in this area will provide a li le more harvest to the gillnet
SEAFA Session One
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ﬂeet which is cumula vely below their historical range6 for pink salmon as speciﬁed in 5AAC
33.363.
Proposal #121: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal to close historical gillne ng waters near Coﬀman Cove. There has
not been an increase of gillnets deployed in this area, but it is an important area to the small
ﬂeet of vessels (approx. 15) that tradi onally ﬁsh within this area. To our knowledge, there
have been no oﬃcial complaints or incidents reported to any oﬃcial agency that we could
document of a safety to naviga on. As the department states this is more an educa onal issue
if vessels are having diﬃculty in naviga ng through the ﬂeet. It appears that they are using the
idea of safety as a way to try and move the gillnet ﬂeet out of their way.
Proposal #122, 123 & 124: COMMENT
SEAFA agrees that removing the sunset date is important in keeping the Northern Southeast
seine salmon management plan in regula on. The main diﬀerence between the three proposals
is the date used for accoun ng of sockeye. This management plan was developed a er much
intense conﬂict at Board of Fish mee ngs repeatedly as a way to allocate sockeye between the
two ﬂeets and share in the burden of conserva on and has been in place since the 1989 Board
of Fish mee ng. Pt Marsden shoreline is a very mixed stock ﬁshery with all species of salmon
going both northbound and southbound. In 2018 an agreement between the gillnet and seine
ﬂeets changed this regula on from the month of July to July 22 with a sunset date. We oppose
proposal #123 to move the date even earlier to July 15. The dri gillnet ﬂeet in District 15 and
District 11 feel the eﬀects in reduced availability of all salmon species following openings in this
area, while this management plan allows the seiners opportunity on north migra ng pink
salmon when available. The peak of pink salmon migra on is in the month of August, a er this
plan is no longer in eﬀect.

SUBSISTENCE, PERSONAL USE, and SPORT SALMON AND OTHER NON GROUNDFISH FINFISH –
GROUP 4
Proposal #136 – NO ACTION
It is already illegal for a commercial ﬁshing vessel with commercially caught salmon onboard to
possess personal use taken or sport ﬁsh taken salmon onboard at the same me.

6

h p://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sta c/ﬁshing/PDFs/commercial/southeast/mee ngs/gillnet/120121_gtnf_handouts.p
df
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Proposals #138‐141: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes the expansion of personal use sockeye ﬁshing in the marine waters of District
11 (or por on thereof). In the early years of the Sweetheart lake sockeye personal use ﬁshery,
the marine waters of Gilbert Bay were open for the use of dri gillnet gear. This ﬁshery was
later closed a er many subsistence nets were unable to be retrieved due to the number of
pinks in the net and unable to be hauled or the dead pinks were released in viola on of wanton
waste laws while trying to target sockeye. If for some reason, considera on of allowing a
personal use marine ﬁshery were to occur, it would be important that non-species speciﬁc
possession limits and annual limits be implemented and also consider a smaller length net with
a season start date a er June 30 to protect Taku and King Salmon River Chinook salmon.
Fishery to occur only when the commercial ﬁshery is closed.
HERRING – GROUP 5
Proposals #156, 157, & 158 OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes proposals 156, 157 & 158 to reduce the harvest of herring in the Sitka Sac Roe
ﬁshery. The current herring management is based on best scien ﬁc informa on available, the
ASA herring model has been peer reviewed and the ﬁshery has conserva on principals built in
the management strategy looking at both the herring popula on and the ecosystem.
Proposal #166: OPPOSE
SEAFA con nues to oppose this proposal to convert Sitka Sound sac roe permits to a pound
ﬁshery. CFEC has held a hearing on this issue previously and determined at that me that they
had not made a mistake in designa ng the areas under limited entry for the Sitka Sound Sac
Roe ﬁshery and the L21A herring pound permit. Without this change the Board does not have
the regulatory authority to adopt this proposal.

SESSION TWO
COMMERCIAL, SUBSISTENCE, SPORT, PERSONAL USE GROUNDFISH – GROUP 6
Proposal #217 SUPPORT
SEAFA supports changing the alloca on for lingcod from the jig ﬁshery to the troll ﬁshery.
Based on RC 2 staﬀ comments, the jig ﬁshery has had very minimal harvest since 2001 and the
troll ﬁshery is closed most seasons before the end of the year. This suggested alloca on change
s ll leaves lingcod alloca on available for the jig ﬁshery.
SEAFA Session One
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We do have a comment about the current regula on that the Board may want to clarify if they
adopt and take ac on on this proposal. 5AAC 28.165 sec on (4) Central Southeast Outside
Sector and sec on (5) Southern Southeast Outside Sector both have the same issue. Wouldn’t
hand troll gear in (E) also be included in sec on (D) under salmon troll ﬁshery. We no ced in
the Dept’s comments they discussed the troll ﬁshery and the jig ﬁshery. Looking at the
language below maybe sec on E should be amended as shown below
(D) seven percent to bycatch in the commercial salmon troll fishery;
(E) four percent to bycatch in the commercial groundfish fishery using [HAND TROLL GEAR AND]
mechanical jigging machines;
Proposal #218 SUPPORT
SEAFA supports this proposal to require registra on for the directed Paciﬁc Cod ﬁshery.
Proposal #219 SUPPORT
SEAFA supports ADF&G’s proposal to allow rockﬁsh to be taken and sold as bycatch based on
allowances in pot gear.
Proposal #221 SUPPORT
SEAFA supports this proposal submi ed by ADF&G to reduce the escape ring size down to 33/4” based on their research during the ADF&G surveys as the best ﬁt for protec ng immature
ﬁsh and harves ng sableﬁsh. This proposal while it lowers the minimum size it does not require
ﬁshermen to change their larger escape rings if they don’t want to.
Proposal #222: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports ADF&G’s proposal to require full reten on of all rockﬁsh in groundﬁsh and
halibut ﬁsheries in the Eastern Gulf of Alaska area mirroring federal requirements.
Proposal #223: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports ADF&G proposal to require escape rings and clarify gear speciﬁca on for the
personal use and subsistence ﬁsheries for sableﬁsh.
Proposal #225: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal to change sableﬁsh bag and possession limits for sport ﬁsh. This is
a one-way abundance based proposal to increase the alloca on but does not have mechanisms
to reduce the bag limit when the abundance declines. It is also star ng the abundance changes
at a baseline for the commercial sector that is below what it was when the bag and possession
limits were originally set between the two sectors.
Proposal #229: OPPOSE
SEAFA Session One
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SEAFA opposes this proposal to increase the non-resident lingcod slot limit for spor ishing in
the Central Southeast Outside Waters. It does not make sense to change the slot limit
knowingly if it causes the harvest to exceed the alloca on and the resource is fully allocated.
Lingcod alloca ons were developed by a stakeholder commi ee and thru advisory commi ee
recommenda ons to the Board of Fish and have been established for some me.

COMMERCIAL AND SPORT FISH CRAB PROPOSALS – GROUP 7
Proposal #190 & #191: SUPPORT/COMMENT
While PVOA and SEAFA submi ed these proposals, we are holding oﬀ on providing comments
at this me but agree with PVOA’s assessment of these two proposals. We are in discussions
with ADF&G on a possible revised management and harvest strategy for red king crab.
Proposal #192: SUPPORT
This is another joint proposal where PVOA & SEAFA were trying to ﬁnd a way to provide a
minimum amount of data for the Golden King Crab ﬁshery as it is very data poor, depending
solely on the informa on provided by the ﬁshermen. ADF&G last year provided the King and
Tanner task force a golden king crab harvest strategy but was unable to provide any feedback
on industry’s proposal un l December 2021. ADF&G golden king crab harvest strategy does
provide more transparency to their decision-making process but industry s ll has some major
concerns over por ons of the policy and would like more me to work with the Dept before it
becomes a regula on.
Proposal #193: SUPPORT
SEAFA was a co-author on this proposal to increase the size of the golden king crab Southern
Management area. There is depth and substrate suitable for golden king crab and redeﬁning
this area provides ﬁshermen an opportunity to explore and possibly ﬁnd suitable crab ﬁshing
grounds.
Proposal #194: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports this housekeeping proposal to remove Glacier Bay from the list of blue king
crab ﬁshing areas.
Proposal #195 & #197: SUPPORT/AMEND
SEAFA supports this proposal that would extend ﬁshing me for the tanner crab ﬁshery in the
exploratory areas and redeﬁne an exploratory area. At the December King and Tanner task
force mee ng, industry agreed to amend these proposals to read (Dates in the individual
proposal) to April 1st whichever comes ﬁrst.
SEAFA Session One
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Proposal #196: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes reducing the pot limit for the golden king crab ﬁshery in Southeast Alaska to 80
pots. Fishermen can currently haul 100 pots in a day. With a reduc on in pots, some gear
would be double hauled, increasing handling of small crab as they will have less me to escape
from the pot. In addi on, the new harvest strategy uses CPUE as one of the factors in the
management, changing the metric from 100 pots to 80 pots will make all past metrics unusable.
Proposal #198: AMEND
The author of this proposal is a SEAFA member and we discussed his intent with this proposal
following the King and Tanner crab task force mee ng. First, it was never his intent to not have
the tanner and golden king crab ﬁshery start at the same me. (Board of Fish proposal
instruc ons say to only reference one regula on per proposal making it diﬃcult for ﬁshermen
to understand how to reference connec ng regula ons.) A compromise for the smaller vessels
in the ﬂeet might be star ng the ﬁshery on the appropriate de between the 15th of Feb and
the end of the month.
Proposal #200: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal to close commercial and non-resident sport ﬁshing to the taking of
Dungeness crab. SEAFA opposes addi onal closures of any commercial ﬁshing grounds where
there is not a conserva on concern. The number of commercial ﬁshermen that ﬁsh in this area
is less than 3 since the data is conﬁden al. All areas where there are crab is becoming
increasingly important as crabbers are ge ng squeezed by communi es wan ng closed areas
around their community to the eﬀect of ever expanding sea o ers. We also oppose the size of
the area being requested, but do appreciate that the closure was for both non-resident sport
and commercial trying to truly provide a closure for community use only. In the staﬀ comments
RC 2 page 277 the Dept provides the commercial harvest in pounds and the sport harvest in
number of crab, a more comparable comparison is the commercial catch was 2,647 crab at a
2lb average to the sport harvest of 3,994 crab for sport ﬁsh indica ng more pressure from the
sport ﬁshery than the commercial.
Proposal #201: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes expanding the closed waters of the Sitka Sound Special Use Area to commercial
Dungeness crab ﬁshing. SEAFA opposes addi onal closures of any commercial ﬁshing grounds
where there is not a conserva on concern. The area currently provided in the Sitka Sound
special use area provides enough opportunity for the community to harvest crab in the summer
with no compe on from the commercial crab ﬂeet. Based on the Dept’s informa on on the
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sport harvest in the area in ﬁgure 201-2 RC 2 Staﬀ comments page 284 there is no jus ﬁca on
in the request for addi onal area.
Proposal #202: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports reducing the size of the Tenakee Inlet waters closed to commercial Dungeness
crab ﬁshing. The area is larger than needed for a community of 150 residents and with no
conserva on concern. The area le closed is the more tradi onal community area to harvest
crab.
Proposal #203: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports reopening the Port Althorp Dungeness crab closure to commercial ﬁshermen.
There is not a conserva on concern of Dungeness crab in Southeast Alaska. The current
popula on based on the most recent census is 134 residents but is a community that increases
substan ally in the summer months with sport ﬁshermen, lodge customers and both guided
and unguided ﬁshing clients.
Proposal #205: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes closing waters to commercial crabbers in Coﬀman Cove to the taking of
Dungeness crab. SEAFA opposes addi onal closures of any commercial ﬁshing grounds where
there is not a conserva on concern. Every me more area is closed even for only a handful of
boats, other grounds get more congested causing concern from another community.
Proposal #207: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes closing waters to commercial crabbers in the Whale Pass area. This area is
already closed during the summer crab season to reduce conﬂicts and is only open during the
Oct 1 – Nov 30th fall ﬁshery. Again, there is minimal number of commercial crab ﬁshermen
working in sta s cal area 106-35 as the data is conﬁden al. Addi onal closed areas just create
more conges on somewhere else and an increased poten al for localized deple on.
Proposal #208: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes establishing closed waters in Kassan Bay to commercial Dungeness crab ﬁshing.
We are par cularly opposed to closing an area only to commercial ﬁshing. If an area needs a
closure to provide for local resident use it needs to be a small area where the majority of the
community harvest takes place and be closed to sport as well as commercial ﬁshing. Generally,
when these communi es get the commercial closure, they are disappointed that there really
isn’t the decrease in pots they expect. This area is already closed during the summer months
when locals would most likely be crabbing as the commercial season is only open during the
fall/winter season or Oct 1 – Feb 28th.
SEAFA Session One
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Proposal #210: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes establishing a new closed water area in Natzuhini Bay and Sukkwan Strait to
commercial Dungeness crab ﬁshermen for all the same reasons in previous proposals. Sea
O ers are aﬀec ng all users who harvest Dungeness crab. If sea o er ra s have moved into
the area, the crab are going to be gone whether there is a commercial ﬁshery or not.
Proposal #211: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports rever ng the Sitka Sound Special Use Area back to a fall/winter season of Oct 1Feb 28th. This would extend the season from Nov 30th to Feb 28th, an addi onal three months.
SEAFA was at the mee ng where an individual who serves on the Sitka AC implied they spoke
for all of the Sitka AC and convinced the board to shorten the season. There is not a Dungeness
crab conserva on concern in the Sitka Sound Special Use Area or in Southeast Alaska.
Proposal #212: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports extending the me Dungeness crab pots can be stored in the water from 72
hours to seven days or at least to ﬁve days as is in regula on for tanner crab. This will allow
more me to safely retrieve pots if poor weather or icing in the winter season becomes an
obstacle.
Proposal #213: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes deﬁning a Dungeness crab pot as circular only. The deﬁni on is that a pot has
an outside diameter that is not more than 50 inches and is not more than 18 inches high. You
put the tape measure along the topside ring whether it is circular or a square pot for the less
than 50 inches and the 18 inches high tends to imply that the sides are straight, otherwise a
por on of the outside diameter would be larger. We understand that there are a few square
pots in use in the ﬁshery. Adop ng with proposal would require those ﬁshermen to replace
their pots if a circular pot becomes mandatory.

SUBSISTENCE SHELLFISH, COMMERCIAL AND SPORT SHRIMP, OTHER MISC SHELLFISH –
GROUP 8
Proposal #171, 172, & 173 – COMMENT
SEAFA has members on both sides of this issue, some wan ng a spring ﬁshery so it doesn’t
cause them to choose whether they are going to go shrimping or Dungeness crab ﬁshing as
both seasons start on October 1st. Some want the spring ﬁshery in order to sell shrimp without
eggs. We have members who have shrimped when the ﬁshery was s ll open all year long to
commercial harvest. These members point out that harves ng shrimp in the spring and
SEAFA Session One
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summer months is a much slower paced ﬁshery than in the fall where the shrimp are faster to
the pot. The shrimp freezer burn more o en in the summer ﬁshery than shrimp harvested in
the fall. When the Prince William Sound ﬁshery re-opened to a spring/summer ﬁshery, we
heard from several buyers that they would never buy shrimp from Prince William Sound again
because the shrimp are not as ﬁrm as the fall ﬁshery in SE. For many ﬁshermen changing to a
spring/summer ﬁshery will impact other ﬁsheries they par cipate in such as herring, and
longline, and if you go into the summer far enough Dungeness crab and salmon.
SEAFA ques ons the Dept’s conclusions that a spring ﬁshery would provide increased GHL’s.
There would only be the beneﬁt in the one year that you change from a fall ﬁshery to a spring
ﬁshery, where the ﬁshery doesn’t take place in the fall. A er that you will s ll have the amount
of harvest taken out of the water based on the GHL set; and you will s ll have the high
mortality period of mol ng, ma ng, egg development and extrusion. Whether you catch the
female in the fall with eggs or catch the female before it extrudes eggs you are s ll taking that
female out of the ﬁshery. This reasoning does not make sense with what the long me shrimp
ﬁshermen understand about the stock.
In some areas of Southeast, the Dept uses an in-season management model that compares the
current years CPUE and size mix of shrimp with past seasons. This data is used to adjust the
target catch level in each area that is ac vely managed. If the season date is changed so that
the ﬁshery happens during a diﬀerent life stage of the shrimp, the baseline data on ﬁshery
performance will not be valid and a new baseline will need to be used to evaluate ﬁshery
performance. This will slow down adop on of an ac ve management model for this ﬁshery if
the season of harvest is changed.
Proposal #174: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes moving District 2 & 6 to a spring ﬁshery and retaining all other districts to a
diﬀerent schedule. This would create overcrowding and conﬂict among permit holders with of
shrimp ﬁshermen trying to ﬁsh the District 2 & 6 ﬁshery and then ﬁshing the fall season in other
districts.
Proposal #175: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes this proposal that has been heard several mes before to limit the number of
shrimp pots on a string. Limi ng the number of pots on a string does not provide for gear
standardiza on between large and small boats, a small boat can put more pots on a string as
easily as a large boat, they may not be able to haul as many pots out to the grounds as a large
boat, but it doesn’t prevent them from se ng the appropriate number of pots for the
area/ledge they are ﬁshing. Again, limi ng the number of pots on a string does not reduce the
capture of small shrimp as implied in the proposal.
SEAFA Session One
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Proposal #176: OPPOSE
SEAFA opposes reducing the number of shrimp pots. The Dept is able to eﬀec vely manage the
ﬁshery as it is now conﬁgured and with less pots, the pots will be double-picked within a day
being less eﬀec ve in allowing the mesh to sort out the smaller shrimp.
Proposal #177: OPPOSE
SEAFA is opposed to closing a por on of Sec on 3A around the town of Hydaburg to
commercial pot shrimp ﬁshing. If a ﬁshery closure is warranted for the commercial ﬁshery then
it should be closed to the sport ﬁshery concurrently. The proposed closed waters is an
important district to the commercial ﬁshery and closure of this area will just make other shrimp
ﬁshery areas become more congested and even faster paced in taking the GHL in an area
causing a closure.
Proposal #178: OPPOSE
SEAFA is opposed to expanding the closed water of Kassan Bay to commercial pot shrimp
ﬁshing. If a ﬁshery closure is warranted for the commercial ﬁshery, then it should be closed to
the sport ﬁshery concurrently. Closure of this area will just make other shrimp ﬁshery areas
become more congested and even faster paced in taking the GHL in an area and causing a
closure.
Proposal #179: OPPOSE
SEAFA is opposed to expanding the waters closed to commercial pot shrimp ﬁshing in TwelveMile Arm. If a ﬁshery closure is warranted for the commercial ﬁshery, then it should be closed
to the sport ﬁshery concurrently. Closure of this area will just make other shrimp ﬁshery areas
become more congested and even faster paced in taking the GHL in an area and causing a
closure.
Proposal #182: SUPPORT
SEAFA supports ADF&G’s proposal to sub-divide District 15 into two separate areas and spli ng
the GHL between the two sec ons. This ac on would help prevent overﬁshing of the most
lucra ve shrimp area and allowing a harvest to occur in other parts of the district.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these Board of Fish proposals and please feel
free to call me (907-465-7666) any me or email for addi onal informa on on our posi ons for
the comments we submi ed. We tried to keep our comments as concise and short as possible
but is not all the informa on or knowledge we have on these issues. We will be reaching out to
contact you for addi onal discussions, par cularly on stock of concern ac on plans as we
SEAFA Session One
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monitor the COVID situa on. Condi ons will have to improve greatly before I can risk a ending
the mee ng, although I am registered to a end and tes fy. I take my responsibility to
represent our members seriously but need to weigh out personal health factors also. I hope
that you will work with those not present that are generally ac ve at Board of Fish mee ngs. I
have been par cipa ng since 1988 but will likely not be a ending based on health concerns in
today’s current COVID status.
Sincerely,

Kathy Hansen
Execu ve Director
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Marit Carlson-Van Dort, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries
1255 W. 8th Street
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Re: SEAGO comments on Southeast proposals.

Madam Chair and members of the Alaska Board of Fisheries,
Southeast Alaska Guides Organization (SEAGO) is a regional non-profit trade association
working to sustain a healthy guided marine sport fishery in Southeast Alaska. There are roughly
300 businesses in the fishery that contribute to local and regional economies, community tax
bases, and create meaningful jobs and livelihoods for Alaskans.
We’d like to comment on several Southeast proposals with summary support/opposition listed
first, followed up with detailed comments.
Proposal 82- Oppose without amendments to troll/sport allocation
Proposal 83- Support with bag and annual limits as amended by RC and detailed below
Proposal 85- Support in conjunction with an amended Proposal 82
(85 not needed in conjunction with Proposal 83 which incorporates resident protections)
Proposal 226- Support
Nature of the Southeast Sport Fishery
The Southeast sport fishery plays both a consumptive and recreational role for both residents
and non-residents. It’s a definite means of food access for locals, and funnels tens of millions of
outside dollars annually into the Southeast economy from those willing to pay a premium for
the recreational and consumptive opportunity of harvesting their own Alaska seafood.
The sport fishery has a steadier harvest dynamic than other fisheries, not as capable of
expanding to capture surplus in high abundance, and less tolerant of loss of opportunity in low
abundance. The guided sport industry has the added dynamic of building a clientele base and
keeping customer momentum which is susceptible to bouts of poor regulation.
Past management constructs recognized these dynamics, and we encourage the board to keep
the nature of the sport fishery in view as it navigates through the current proposals.
King Salmon Management

Southeast Alaska Guides Organization 1600 Tongass Avenue, Ketchikan, AK 99901
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SEAGO opposes Proposal 82 without amending the troll-sport allocation.
Proposal 82 is a fundamental departure from previous principles of sport management that
mitigated swings in regulation from year to year and eliminated inseason management for
allocative reasons.
It perpetuates a 2019 withdraw from core objectives when the department drafted a sport
proposal out of cycle to address a new payback provision in the Pacific Salmon Treaty. The
work was meant as a quick patch until the board could thoroughly flesh out the implications of
the new provision and provide clear direction to the department on how to integrate it.
The mechanics of the department’s previous proposal and current proposal are in conflict with
three of the four core sport management objectives adopted by the board in 2003.
Specifically, they conflict with objectives (1), (2), and (4) of the four core objectives guiding
sport fishery management which are to:
(1) manage the sport fishery to attain an average harvest of 20% of the annual
harvest limit specified by the CTC after subtracting the commercial net harvest,
(2) allow uninterrupted sport fishing in salt waters for king salmon while not
exceeding the sport fishery harvest ceiling, (3) minimize regulatory restrictions on
resident anglers, and (4) provide stability to the sport fishery by eliminating
inseason regulatory changes except those needed for conservation.
(ADFG Report to the BOF pg. 13)

The result is loss of important sport harvest opportunity in low abundance, a potential inability
to harvest allocation at high abundance, and challenging and often inaccurate inseason
management that destabilizes the fishery.
Objective (1) applied in pre-2019 sport management was meant to temper swings in regulation
between abundance tiers. It prescribes bag and annual sport limits that overharvest the
average sport target to a degree in low abundance and underharvest it to a degree in high
abundance to produce interannual stability while achieving an average harvest target of 20%.
For the 2009-2018 treaty cycle, the realized annual sport percentages were 23.8%, 21.6%,
19.8%, 15.3%, 26.7%, 18.2%, 29.8%, 18.1%, 22.8%, and 16.0%. The final average for the full
cycle was 21.2%. (ADFG Report to the BOF Table 3, pg. 9)

Bag and annual limits prescribed in Proposal 82 constrain sport harvest to a hard annual limit
rather than applying management consistent with Objective (1).
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The bag and annual limit schedule from Proposal 82 below illustrates the effect of switching to
a hard annual target on non-resident sport opportunity in low abundance.
Traditionally 1 fish bag limit,
3 fish annual (1/3) because of
lack of other species options
in June.

Traditionally 1/2 or 1/1 until
silvers start showing in mid-July.

In tiers 2-4 ten of twenty years 2001-2020

With regulations subject to inseason adjustments, there are also no guarantees of opportunity
as the season progresses. Resident anglers should get protections from closure, but unknown
opportunity makes it difficult for non-residents to plan or for businesses that cater to nonresident anglers to market fishing trips.
If the department relies on Proposal 82 as a basis for sport management, we support a sport
adjustment from 20% to 25% of the combined troll/sport allocation in tiers (h), (g), and (f), and
support incorporating resident protections outlined in Proposal 85.

SEAGO supports Proposal 83 with the following amendments to bag and annual limits:
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Proposal 83 works to keep sport management in compliance with the core objectives set forth
by the board since 2003 and provide stable and predictable opportunity to the fishery.
The proposal uses bag and annual limits targeted to attain an average harvest of 20% of the
combined troll/sport allocation (objective 1). Managing on average facilitates uninterrupted
sport fishing and eliminates inseason management, satisfying core objectives (2) and (4).
The proposal provides protection to resident anglers since there are no closures prescribed or
inseason management mechanisms, except those for conservation purposes. It raises the
resident bag limits from one fish to two fish in tiers (h) and (g) for the balance of the year where
wild stock closures reopen and prescribes a 2-fish resident bag limit in tier (f) where proposal
82 prescribes a 1-fish bag limit.
The same bag and annual limits for non-residents across abundance tiers facilitates expanding
resident access as abundance grows while still reducing total sport harvest percentage to target
an average 20% harvest. Stable limits across tiers help businesses to reliably market trips in
advance.
Mechanically, Proposal 83 reverts to previous troll-sport management in place from 1992-2002
to meet combined troll/sport treaty limits and target an average 20% of combined troll/sport
allocation. During this period troll absorbed projected underages and overages of sport harvest
annually as described in an ADFG report to the board:
Under the 2000 plan, the commercial troll fishery continued to be managed to
harvest the difference between the all-gear catch limit less the net allocation
and projected sport harvest. Cumulative sport harvest above the sport fishery
allocation came out of the troll allocation and were to be paid back in future
Southeast Alaska Guides Organization 1600 Tongass Avenue, Ketchikan, AK 99901
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years by not implementing more liberal regulations in the sport fishery, and the
cumulative number of fish not harvested (underage) was applied as an offset
against excess harvests in prior or future years.
(ADFG Report to the BOF pg. 13)

Given the goal of meeting, but not exceeding, the all-gear treaty harvest annually, recoupling
troll and sport helps the combined fisheries hit annual allocation goals under new treaty
provisions. In 2020, troll received 6000 sport fish that sport anglers couldn’t absorb even with
successive liberalization of bag and annual limits. As stated by the author in Proposal 81, “The
troll fishery is best suited to harvest . . . fish via trip limit fishery or an unlimited opening if
numbers warrant. Other fisheries lack the harvesting power and the controlled harvesting
ability the troll fleet has on this species.” By contrast, sport effort and success is hard to predict
and regulate to any degree of precision.
Proposal 83 assumes fluctuation in stock abundance over time. The past two decades illustrate
the cyclical nature of aggregate Chinook stocks shown in the following figure for 2001-2020:

20 Year Post AI/CPUE
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

Recent ADFG charter harvest, effort, and business data runs requested by SEAGO do not show
significant indicators of growth in any of these categories. Charter anglers represent the vast
majority of non-resident participants in the Southeast sport fishery. There is no reason to
expect that growth in non-resident harvest on charter vessels would be a threat to allocation
targets set out by this proposal.
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We strongly encourage the board to weigh the merits of incorporating the four core sport
management objectives and the elements of this proposal in restructuring the king salmon
management plan moving forward.

Groundfish Management

SEAGO supports Proposal 226
Proposal 226 sets a one fish bag and possession limit for slope rockfish in the Southeast sport
fishery.
The proposal would establish in regulation what the department has already done by E.O. for
the 2020 and 2021 fishing seasons by separating out slope rockfish and establishing a one fish
daily bag limit.
Though the department formerly grouped slope and demersal shelf rockfish together, the two
are separated by habitat and there are no conservation concerns with any slope species. Slope
rockfish are good table fare and are often caught incidental to fishing for sablefish in deep
water. Harvest occurs in state water on the inside passage and largely in federal water along
the outer coast because of the close proximity of the slope.
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P.O. Box 714
Ward Cove, AK 99928
(907) 220-7630
info@seiners.net www.seiners.net

December 22, 2021

Marit Carlson-Van-Dort, Chair
Alaska Board of Fisheries
P.O. Box 115826
Juneau, AK 99811
RE: Support Proposals: 98, 99, 102, 117, and 123
Oppose Proposals: 97, 101, 103, 106, 119, 120, 121, 124, 136, 156, 157, and 158

Dear Madam Chair Carlson-Van-Dort and Board of Fisheries Members:
Southeast Alaska Seiners Association (SEAS) respectfully submits the following comments for
your consideration concerning proposals before the Board at the upcoming Southeast Alaska
and Yakutat finfish and shellfish meeting in Ketchikan. SEAS was established in 1968, as the
preeminent local, species specific, regionally based commercial fishing association, and has
over 120 members.

Proposal 97- Oppose
The Regional Associations can choose to allow for exclusive harvest without taking area
permanently away from another gear type.
Proposal 98- Support
This proposal seeks to change the time ratio for gillnet to seine openings to 1:2 instead of 2:1 in
the Anita Bay Terminal Harvest Area (THA). The gillnet fleet has been above their allocation
range for eighteen 5-year rolling average time frames (Table 1).
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Table 1. 2021 Allocation Update given at the Joint, Northern & Southern Regional Planning
Team Meeting, December 2, 2021. Data from 2020 and 2021 are preliminary. (NSRAA update)

Actions taken by the Board of Fish (BOF) in 2018 to allow equal time in the Anita THA was an
attempt to balance that disparity. Due to Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture’s (SSRAA)
financial needs, the bulk of the fish returning in 2020 and 2021 were taken for cost recovery
(Table 2). The harvest share in 2021 remained at the negotiated ratio of 1:1 by action taken by
the BOF when the SE finfish cycle in 2021 was postponed.
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Table 2. Chum harvest in Anita Bay THA- most recent 10-years, fish harvested.

Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Anita Bay Terminal Harvest area 107-35
Gear Class
Ratio
Cost
Total
DRIFT
PURSE
Gln/Seine Recovery
99,679 296,080
395,759
2:1
62,668 44,153
106,821
2:1
50,988 30,906
81,894
2:1
63,874 99,726
163,600
2:1
74,638 62,099
136,737
2:1
50,296 105,009
155,305
2:1
40,383 59,222
99,605
1:1
55,121 81,177
136,298
1:1
17,778
6,198
23,976
1:1
68,205
49,945
2,999
52,944
1:1
67,703

The SSRAA Board has voted to take all the returning chum to this and all their Terminal Harvest
Areas (THA) for cost recovery in the 2022 season. Removing Anita and Kendrick Bay’s historical
terminal harvest from the seine fleets allocation numbers will serve to drive the seine fleet back
under their allocation range. One of the tools the BOF has to balance allocation is adjusting
time in the THA’s. The seine fleet had been under their allocation range for thirteen 5-year
rolling average time periods prior to the action in 2018 by the BOF. Since the adjustments in
Anita Bay and Deep Inlet were made, the seine fleet is within its allocation range (Table 3).
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Table 3. 2021 Allocation Update given at the Joint, Northern & Southern Regional Planning
Team Meeting, December 2, 2021. Data from 2020 and 2021 are preliminary (NSRAA update).

Actions taken at the last SE cycle proves that through BOF action, we can effectively make
adjustments in the allocation of enhanced fish to better achieve the plans agreement. Even the
troll fleet, who has struggled to achieve their allocation since the plans inception, made
progress towards that end (Table 4). In essence, all gear groups are moving in the right
direction to bring them in alignment with the Allocation Plan. As one troll RPT member
commented at the December meeting, the plan is working and it’s not broken.
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Table 4. 2021 Allocation Update given at the Joint, Northern & Southern Regional Planning
Team Meeting, December 2, 2021. Data from 2020 and 2021 are preliminary. (NSRAA update)

Proposal 99- Support
This proposal concerning THA rotations in Southeast Cove, seeks to allocate the excess fish
between the seine and troll fleets, while keeping gillnet gear on the books as a tool for future
Boards to use. This additional harvest opportunity to the seine and troll gear has worked to
bring the seine fleet in their allocation range (Table 5).
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Table 5. Harvest History of Southeast Cove THA, In Number of Fish.

Annual harvest of all species by gear group in Southeast Cove THA, 2015–2021*
Cost
a
a
Year Purse Seine Troll
Total
Recovery
Broodstock
2015
–
–
7,240 7,240
2016
–
–
221,111 221,111
2017
–
–
46,498 46,498
2018
–
–
166,888 166,888
2019
39,556
659
853,017 893,232
2020
118,723
0
4,676 123,399
2021
55,934
0 55,934
Average
71,404
330
185,633 216,329
a
Common property fisheries began in 2019. * ADF&G data
Proposal 101- Oppose
As the Department points out, this would fall under a different Terminal Harvest Area
Management Plan, not Medvejie Creek Hatchery. The Department already considers many of
the areas of concern brought up by the proponent through existing policies and the Regional
Planning Team (RPT) process. Setting hard triggers based on emotion and not biological
information and science, is not how Alaska will continue to have the best managed fisheries in
the world. The proposer throws terms like Relative Reproductive Success (RRS) out there with
no relevant data, confuses and interchanges straying rates and straying proportions, and
references percentage rates that don’t exist in policy. A single unprecedented survival rate and
subsequent adult return is the impetus for all this perceived need. Fish and Game manages inseason and can adapt to unknowns and nuances that occur that are not predictable. To have
such rigid outcomes as defined in this proposal is counter intuitive to how fisheries work, and
there is no relevant data to support these triggers as proposed.
Proposal 102- Support
This proposal would seek to change the time ratio for gillnet to seine openings to 1:2 instead of
2:1 in the Deep Inlet THA. The gillnet fleet has been above their allocation range for eighteen 5year rolling average time frames (Table 1). Again, modifications the BOF made in 2018 went a
long way in changing the allocation picture in the right direction (Table 3). If not for the million
fish harvest in Deep Inlet by the seine fleet in 2021, they most likely would be out of their
current 5-year allocation range (Table 6).
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Table 6. Deep Inlet Harvest Data provided by ADF&G
Deep Inlet THA annual common property chum salmon harvest, 2001–2021.
Year
Purse Seine Drift Gillnet
2001
222,198
266,796
2002
118,558
186,584
2003
379,575
212,892
2004
629,459
421,070
2005
410,610
432,483
2006
965,713
651,689
2007
110,348
113,546
2008
322,008
213,581
2009
277,492
119,719
2010
802,653
296,907
2011
104,626
83,581
2012
333,868
183,309
2013
581,669
600,377
2014
590,875
278,245
2015
1,308,994
759,080
2016
610,242
447,215
2017
750,771
352,446
2018
959,896
310,642
2019
755,947
421,556
2020
402,142
209,899
2021
1,005,592
378,644
2011–21 Avg
554,440
330,489

Troll
13,158
637
14,616
10,107
32,250
25,488
857
4,369
42,994
20,682
2,841
12,880
1,858
5,103
7,558
7,159
4,214
40,848
24,114
2,624
470,325
35,461

Total
Time Ratio Gillnet/Seine
502,152
2:1
305,779
2:1
607,083
2:1
1,060,636
2:1
875,343
2:1
1,642,890
2:1
224,751
2:1
539,958
2:1
440,205
2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June 1:1
1,120,242
2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June 1:1
191,048
2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June 1:1
530,057
2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June 1:1
1,183,904
2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June 1:1
874,223
2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June 1:1
2,075,632 2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June = Stat 30 1:1
1,064,616 2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June = Stat 30 1:1
1,107,431 2:1 > 3rd Sunday in June = Stat 30 1:1
1,311,386
1:2
1,201,617
1:1
614,665
1:1
1,854,561
1:1
920,389

Returns in northern southeast Alaska from Douglas Island Pink and Chum Inc. (DIPAC),
contribute almost exclusively to the gillnet fleet. Only when the Amalga Special Harvest Area
(SHA) is open, does the seine fleet realize any real benefit from these productions, and it hasn’t
been open since 2018, and it has only been open a total of 7 years since 1993 (Table 7).
The gillnet fleet has regular access to chum and sockeye in district 111, and chum in district
115. Those numbers are significant and keep the gillnet fleet above their allocation even with
ratio adjustments in southern southeast regions. In District 115, the gillnet access to hatchery
chum has averaged 500,000 fish but in 2021 was only 115,000. In District 111, the ten-year
average is 115,000 harvested sockeye salmon, and the chum return has averaged 430,000 fish
historically, with a harvest in 2021 of 183,000. Even with lower harvest numbers in 2021 on
these returns, and adjustments to the rotations in Anita and Deep Inlet, the gillnet fleet
remains above their allocation range. All this to say that it is a Southeast Allocation Plan, and
the southern southeast areas have to make up for the imbalance that is inherent in the
northern region of southeast.
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Table 7. Historical Amalga Chum Harvest

Amalga SHA - Harvest By User Group- Number of Fish
Year
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
Total
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Harvest Type
Cost Recovery
Seine
149
124,994
304,626
968,443
692,592
508,686
723,284
1,342,140
540,112
1,350,732
1,820,506
1,062,667
246,405
1,711,785
837,307
946,429
1,066,619
1,004,022
1,350,696
842,049
411,397
1,049,962
1,081,913
492,784
227,048
798,026
222,594
690,263
252,496
555,793
513,689
346,916
328,241
420,664
204,112
458,077
22,460,840
3,037,378

Total
149
124,994
304,626
968,443
692,592
508,686
723,284
1,342,140
540,112
1,350,732
1,820,506
1,062,667
246,405
1,711,785
837,307
946,429
1,066,619
1,004,022
1,350,696
1,253,446
2,131,875
719,832
1,020,620
942,759
1,069,482
675,157
420,664
204,112
458,077
25,498,218
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Proposal 103- Oppose
This proposal seeks to include in statute and regulation trigger points that are not based on any
scientific data for the species, variations in environmental conditions, run strength, or relevant
information about Alaska’s stocks. The industry and the Department realize the importance of
having real data about some of the questions and concerns surrounding hatchery production
and wild stock interaction and has embarked on a comprehensive multi million dollar set of
studies to hopefully answer some of the most pressing unknowns. Until that research is
complete, it is premature to develop new regulations based on emotion and fear.
Proposal 106- Oppose
We support the larger THA for increased troll access to these Chinook, but oppose the addition
of gillnet gear to a non-traditional gillnet area. Whether or not the troll fleet will have increased
opportunity is yet to be seen. These fish were moved out of Neets Bay because the troll fleet
had very limited access to them in these times of Wild Stocks of Concern surrounding Chinook
in the Behm Canal corridor. Having the net fleets realize the bulk of the return does not help
the allocation picture, and is not who these Chinook were intended to benefit.
Proposal 117- Support
If the F&G Department and Enforcement can sign off that this is manageable for them to
implement, we are in support of alternative ways to make the troll fleet more efficient at
accessing chum, especially without the need for expanded area that can be problematic in
some areas of high chum abundance.
Proposal 119 and 120- Oppose
In essence this gives the gillnet fleet access to a huge area they didn’t have access to before. It
is sold as pink salmon access, when in reality it is access to hatchery chum salmon in a nontraditional area. When the gillnet fleet is already above their allocation range , we fail to
understand how this honors that agreement.
Proposal 121- Oppose
This is a non-starter. Closing a traditional commercial area because some new charter boats,
and or sport boats, have no knowledge of the area or understanding of the fishery, is quite
simply, offensive. The gillnet fleet has offered their local knowledge and expertise in Coffman
Cove to this group, but has had no takers.
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Proposal 123- Support
Proposal 124- Oppose
Proposal 122- Hawk Inlet 15,000 sockeye cap through July 22, remove sunset dates
Proposal 123- Hawk Inlet 15,000 sockeye cap through July 15, remove sunset dates
Proposal 124- Hawk Inlet 15,000 sockeye cap through all of July, remove sunset dates
All proposals, and the Department, support removing the sunset provision of this plan. As more
genetic information has come available and with the addition of enhanced sockeye in the catch,
adjustments have been made at various BOF cycles to address the desire to improve access to
Taku River and Lynn Canal origin pink salmon runs while addressing sockeye concerns. In 33
years, only three times has this area been open in the last week of July. It makes no sense to
apply a catch limit to a time frame that has been open less than 10% of the time. This was
acknowledged at the 2018 board cycle, and the date the sockeye cap covered was shortened to
July 22. Since the July 22 date change, the seine fleet has harvested 2,202 and 1,567 sockeye
salmon in total in 2018 and 2020 respectively.
Hawk inlet has only been open 16 of the 33 years of the plan, so half the time. In essence the
15,000 yearly cap is only fished every other year, so the yearly average harvest is far below the
15,000 cap at just over 5,000 fish. Even using the average catch for just the years the area is
open gives a harvest average of under 10,000 fish (Table 8). Reducing the time period the cap
covers, will enable managers the flexibility to harvest pink salmon in years of high abundance or
if the run is later than normal. Under this regulation, openings are dependent on the
abundance of early run pink salmon and the conservation of all stocks - (1) “… open areas and
times must consider conservation concerns for all species in the area;”. The Department uses
this language every year to restrict fishing time, without the sockeye triggers. We understand
that some allocative language is helpful to guide fisheries managers, and would suggest the July
15th time frame would do just that.
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Table 8. Hawk Inlet Test Fishery harvest numbers – ADF&G Data
D112 Hawk Inlet shoreline fishery harvests of sockeye and pink salmon, north of Point Marsden in July
subject to 5AAC 33.366 Northern Southeast seine salmon fishery management plan
SW 27
SW28
SW29
SW30
SW31
Totals
Year
wild sockeye pink wild sockeye pink wild sockeye
pink
wild sockeye
pink
wild sockeye pink wild sockeye
pink
1989
3,595 113,577
11,437
558,013
15,032
671,590
1990
1991
1992
12,529
218,873
12,529
218,873
1993
6,120
80,471
6,120
80,471
1994
7,061
283,239
3,262
125,674
10,323
408,913
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
5,876
597,674
5,876
597,674
2000
2001
10,579
194,624
10,579
194,624
2002
2003
5,623
81,120
2,719
97,099
8,342
178,219
2004
3,427 216,307
14,063
408,936
17,490
625,243
2005
1,561 356,744
6,204 1,093,974
2,307
257,996
10,072
1,708,714
2006
4,499 120,057
2,557
84,884
3,177
105,927
1,128
28,829
11,361
339,697
2007
2008
2009
4,132
301,041
3,543
260,853
6,558 943,514
14,233
1,505,408
2010
2011
2,707 439,606
8,247
826,703
9,286 1,234,091
20,240
2,500,400
2012
2013
1,690 346,476
1,690
346,476
2014
2015
1,035
193,534
1,874
405,524
7,674 830,239
10,583
1,429,297
2016
2017
2,209 173,821
1,767
269,566
9,034
570,623
13,010
1,014,010
2018
2019
1,139
20,599
1,063
14,573
2,202
35,172
2020
2021*
1,567
74,007
1,567
74,007
Ave All Years
5,189
361,478
Ave For Open Years
9,802
682,793

* In 2021 the wild sockeye salmon harvest limit in 5AAC 33.366 applies through July 22nd. All other years through the month of July

Proposal 136- Oppose
It is not clear what the real intent of this proposal is, but commercial fishermen have always
been able to retain salmon for personal use as long as it is accounted for on a fish ticket. It
makes no sense that a commercial fisherman would have to “ purchase back” some of their
own catch so they had fish to feed their families.
Proposals 156, 157, 158 – Oppose
The Sitka Sound commercial sac roe herring fishery harvest plan already uses a sliding harvest
rate based on forecasted biomass that is considered conservative by the best scientific data.
Reducing harvest rates at the lower forecasted biomass estimates is un-necessary to protect
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the run and provide for future subsistence and commercial harvests. Exploitation rates on
different age classes are already accounted for in the current harvest strategy employed by Fish
and Game. The Department uses the best available science and has spent numerous years
modeling age class structure and biomass indicators of this stock to provide the best data
available to guide this fishery and provide for traditional subsistence harvest.

Thank you for your consideration of our comments regarding these proposals. Myself and
Board members will be available during the meetings should you wish to discuss these or other
proposals.
Respectfully,

Susan Doherty
Executive Director SEAS
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Southeast Alaska
Subsistence Regional
Advisory Council
Don Hernandez, Chairman
1011 E. Tudor Road, MS121
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

December 1, 2021

ADF&G Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
ALSO VIA EMAIL: dfg.bof.comments@alaska.gov
RE: COMMENTS ON THE 2020-2021 ALASKA BOARD OF FISH PROPOSALS FOR
SOUTHEAST AND YAKUTAT FINFISH AND SHELLFISH
To the Board of Fish:
The Southeast Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory Council (Council) represents Federally
qualified subsistence users. One of the Council’s duties is to review resource management
actions that may impact critical subsistence resources. The Council, during its last three
meetings (October, 2020, March, 2021, and October, 2021) formulated comments on the
following Alaska Board of Fisheries (BOF) proposals and submit them here for your
consideration:
King Salmon Proposals:
Proposal 93: SUPPORT. This proposal is similar to two proposals submitted by this Council,
except that this proposal specifically addresses king salmon. The impacts of sportfishing on king
salmon are tremendous. This proposal, along with the Council’s proposals 143, 145, and 234,
would assist in obtaining information necessary to make management decisions that would
reduce competition between nonresidents and subsistence users.
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Personal Use/Sport/Subsistence Proposals:
Proposal 125: SUPPORT. The Council submitted this proposal with the intent to remove the
prohibition of receiving a salmon harvest permit, while making it clear that king salmon cannot
be harvested for subsistence on the Taku and Stikine River drainages. (A Federal Chinook
subsistence fishery exists on the Stikine River and the Taku fishery is closed under Federal
regulations)
Proposal 127: SUPPORT. There is currently no conservation concern of this species in
Yakutat Bay so this net tending requirement should be repealed. It is unfair and ineffective to
place a net tending restriction on subsistence users who are catching one Chinook when the same
net tending requirement is not in place for the commercial fishery, where harvests are much
higher. Subsistence users should not be the first group to be restricted nor bear the brunt of
conservation measures. The current net tending requirement is detrimental to subsistence users.
Proposal 128: SUPPORT. The Council submitted this proposal to provide an additional and
effective method of harvesting salmon for subsistence users while maintaining the ability of
resource managers to use permit restrictions to address site specific issues. The current
regulation prohibiting set gillnets is unnecessarily restrictive to subsistence users.
Proposal 129: SUPPORT WITH MODIFICATION. The Council supports this proposal to
provide opportunities to harvest Coho, but with modification to move the opening date to August
31 so as not to affect the sockeye run. This proposal would not affect Federal regulations in
freshwaters.
Proposal 130: OPPOSE. The Council opposes opening this fishing area that is critical to
protect sockeye salmon. Available data shows that the overall trend for sockeye runs in the
Klawock system has been severely depressed in the last decade and, although there are
indications of some improvement in escapement, it is too risky to liberalize sockeye harvest until
there are significant healthy returns. The Council has previously supported the closure above the
bridge. Efforts should be made to restrict other user groups from catching this system’s sockeye
from this system. All user groups should share in conservation efforts. Restrictions solely placed
on subsistence users does not allow for a meaningful subsistence priority.
Proposal 131: SUPPORT. The Council supports modifying the fishing area and adding hand
purse seine as legal gear for the Redoubt Bay subsistence salmon fishery to provide additional
opportunities for harvest. This could increase the area for harvesting while maintaining gear
type separation. Relocating the line for commercial harvesters should be considered to allow for
more space between user groups. The addition of purse seine gear addresses the challenge of
fishing in an area of steep beaches. This proposal would make it easier for people to use the
community harvest permit and would help subsistence users meet their harvest needs. There is
no conservation concern due to healthy escapement.
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Proposal 133: SUPPORT. The Council supports allowing the use of seine and gillnet as
subsistence gear types in the waters of Redoubt Bay that are open to commercial salmon fishing
because it would allow subsistence users to use these in areas that already allow for commercial
salmon fishing. Further, it would help clarify the Redoubt Lake sockeye management plan and
provide additional access to salmon by subsistence users.
Proposal 134: OPPOSE. The Council opposes moving this permit stipulation to regulation.
Current requirements on state permits address the issue with more flexibility than would a State
regulation.
Proposal 142: SUPPORT. The Council supports this proposal to provide a limited harvest of
Eulachon in lieu of continuous closures. It would also provide some monitoring information.
The Council recommends that the regulation make reference to ‘a limit of five gallons’ versus a
‘50 pound limit’ to allow an easier way to measure the harvest.
Proposal 143: SUPPORT. The Council submitted this proposal to require in-season reporting
of nonresident sport fish harvest for accountability. Subsistence users have been experiencing a
more difficult time competing for and harvesting fish and shellfish. The Council believes that
unguided non-resident sport fishermen are taking multiple daily harvest limits and that harvest
limits for unguided non-residents are not well enforced nor are they accurately reported, since
non-resident unguided fishermen do not have to record details about their harvest. Currently,
there are stricter reporting requirements on subsistence fishermen. Additional data gathered
from nonresident sport fishers would help determine if there is an increase in competition
between user groups.
Proposal 144: SUPPORT. The Council submitted this proposal to establish a logbook program
for rental vessels for the same reasons it submitted Proposal 143 – to gather additional data from
nonresident sport fishers to aid in management of resources harvested by all user groups.
Proposal 145: SUPPORT. The Council submitted this proposal to address concerns with
nonresident bag and annual limits. This proposal is specific to Coho and Sockeye salmon, the
primary species targeted by subsistence users. Under current general regulations, non-resident
sport fisherman may take six Coho and Sockeye salmon per day, every day of the season. In
contrast, an entire household of subsistence users typically may only harvest an annual limit of
20-50 fish from each of a limited number of sites. The proposed changes would put a ceiling on
the annual harvest of each species by nonresidents that is roughly comparable to the limits placed
on subsistence households. The Council believes that the proposed limits on non-resident harvest
are adequate to allow ample sport fishing opportunity for visitors, while preventing excessive
non-resident sport harvest of species important to subsistence users.
Proposal 161: OPPOSE. The Council opposes this proposal that would require a subsistence
fishing permit to harvest herring roe on branches in the Sitka Sound area. This is an unnecessary
burden for subsistence users who have such a limited harvest capability.
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Proposal 170: SUPPORT. The Council supports this proposal establishing a positive
customary and traditional use finding for shellfish and plants for all intertidal areas of Southeast
Alaska and Yakutat. The Council recognizes that for subsistence users “when the tide it out, the
table is set.” This is an important first step in getting protection for subsistence uses of beach
resources used since time immemorial, including those specifically mentioned in the proposal,
but also kelp and abalone. These resources are important for harvesters to feed their families and
would provide positive protection under state regulation for subsistence uses. Impact Statement:
Regarding climate drivers and factors that could pose a threat to these resources, including any
commercial industries made on these resources, the Council highly encourages discussions with
subsistence users on how these issues and activities impact them before any decisions are made
for the management or permitting on these resources.
Proposal 177: SUPPORT. The Council supports this closure for commercial shrimp fisheries
based on the drastic decline (historic lows) in shrimp resources near Hydaburg. These closures
would protect the resource from commercial fishing in a small area near the community . There
is pressure on this resource due to competition from multiple arenas (including sea otters). Any
loss of area to commercial fishing would be small with limited impacts. This proposal would be
effective and assist the community of Hydaburg to meet subsistence needs while protecting the
resource and allowing the stock to rebuild.
Proposal 210: SUPPORT. The Council supports the closure of the commercial crab fishery
near Hydaburg. Based on local testimony, the Council understands that predation has devastated
the Dungeness crab stocks. This closure is necessary to preserve customary and traditional uses
for this resource. Closing a small commercial harvest area is needed so that the people of
Hydaburg can meet their harvest needs.
Miscellaneous Statewide Sport Shellfish Proposals:
Proposal 234: SUPPORT. The Council supports this proposal requiring inseason reporting of
nonresident sport fish harvest (finish and shellfish). Subsistence users are experiencing more
challenges in meeting their harvest needs because of the competition with nonresident sport
fishermen. There is a concern that the daily and annual harvest limits for unguided non-residents
are not well enforced nor are they accurately reported. It is important to capture not only what is
kept by the fisherman, but what and how much is caught and released. This proposed
requirement would provide additional data from nonresident sport fishers to assist in the overall
management of these critical resources.
Proposals 235/236: SUPPORT. The Council supports these proposals to modify the definition
of “domicile’ and add it to sport fishing regulations. The Council reiterates the importance of the
accountability of nonresidents taking fish in Alaska. Consistent with earlier comments, this
proposal would assist in reducing competition between nonresidents and subsistence users.
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The Council appreciates the opportunity to convey its support and concerns about the effect of
these proposals. If you have any questions regarding this letter, they can be addressed through
our Council Coordinator, DeAnna Perry, at 907-209-7817, dlperry@usda.gov.
Sincerely,

Donald Hernandez
Chair
cc: Federal Subsistence Board
Southeast Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory Council Members
Sue Detwiler, Assistant Regional Director, Office of Subsistence Management
Robbin LaVine, Policy Coordinator, Office of Subsistence Management
Katerina Wessels, Council Coordination Division Supervisor,
Office of Subsistence Management
George Pappas, State Subsistence Liaison, Office of Subsistence Management
Amee Howard, Acting Fisheries Division Supervisor, Office of Subsistence Management
Lisa Grediagin, Wildlife Division Supervisor, Office of Subsistence Management
Jonathon Vickers, Anthropology Division Supervisor, Office of Subsistence Management
Tom Kron, Statewide Support Division Supervisor, Office of Subsistence Management
Greg Risdahl, Subsistence Program Leader, Alaska Region 10, USDA – Forest Service
Benjamin Mulligan, Deputy Commissioner, Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Mark Burch, Special Projects Coordinator, Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Interagency Staff Committee
Administrative Record
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SOUTHEAST HERRING CONSERVATION ALLIANCE

P.O. BOX 61
Sitka, Alaska 99835
Tel. No. 907-229-2478
December 20, 2021

Alaska Board of Fisheries
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=process.comments
RE: Comments on herring proposals for Southeast Finfish Meeting--Jan. 4-Jan. 15,
2022
Chair Van Dort and Board Members,
The Southeast Herring Conservation Alliance (SHCA) is a 501 (c)(6) nonprofit
organization that represents the interests of herring fishermen, processors, tender
operators, crew, pilots, support businesses and families associated with herring fisheries
throughout Southeast Alaska. SHCA members participate in the Sitka Sound herring sac
roe fishery and other Alaska fisheries. SHCA members and supporters are committed to
the sustainable harvest and management of the herring resource so all users can benefit
into the foreseeable future.
SHCA offers comments on the following proposals:
Support for proposals 159, 160, 161, and 233.
Opposition to proposals 156, 157, 158, and 167; and,
Comments for consideration on issues related to SE herring proposals 163, 164, 165.
SHCA members and supporters have participated in Board of Fish meetings and Work
Sessions for issues related to herring for decades. In addition to attending meetings of the
Board of Fish (BOF), members have also participated in Federal Subsistence Board
meetings that have considered SE herring management issues. A common theme with
proposals at these meetings has been the Sitka Tribe of Alaska (STA) efforts to curtail or
eliminate the commercial sac roe fishery under the guise of protecting subsistence users.
While restrictions of the commercial fishery have been implemented in many BOF
meetings, the same anti-commercial proposals have been recycled and expanded by STA
year after year in an apparent attempt to further reduce and eventually eliminate the
commercial fishery. Sitka herring permit holders and other stakeholders hope to continue
participation in harvest of scientifically determined surplus herring stocks that are
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available for commercial harvest through the conservative, responsive and time-tested
management plan that has evolved since the inception of the sac roe fishery in the 1970s.
SHCA members and supporters FULLY support subsistence users’ priority while
maintaining State of Alaska management control. Most permit holders in the Sitka
herring sac roe fishery are Alaska residents--some are also indigenous, and many are
subsistence harvesters themselves who rely on strong, science-based management of
fisheries resources for cultural and financial sustenance. SHCA members and
stakeholders in the fishery all hope to continue participation in harvest of surplus herring
stocks managed conservatively and sustainably with a responsive and time-tested plan
that has evolved through the years of successful ADF&G stewardship. Although STA
proposals often have the stated goal of creating reasonable subsistence opportunity, the
apparent purpose seems more oriented toward wresting control of the fishery from the
State of Alaska.

Proposal 159: SUPPORT - Repeal this regulation related to management of the
commercial sac roe herring fishery in Sitka Sound. SUPPORT
This proposal submitted by SHCA seeks to eliminate unnecessary controversy related to
the 2002 promulgated regulation. It was reinterpreted by STA lawyers in 2018 and used
as a basis for their legal complaint against the Board of Fish and the department. Other
regulations (5AAC27.160 and 5AAAC27.190), establish clear and sufficient guidance to
the department for management of the commercial sac roe fishery to assure reasonable
subsistence opportunity. In addition, establishment of a ‘core’ subsistence area and
gratuitous increase of the biomass threshold by 5,000 tons over a department
recommendation of 20,000 tons has made 5 AAC 27.195 superfluous. Repeal of this
regulation would lower the State’s legal burden and costs associated with maintaining
state management and commercial access to the state’s herring resources while not
compromising any aspect of subsistence harvest opportunity.
2018 STA Lawsuit Synopsis:
December 11, 2018: STA filed suit in the Alaska Superior Court alleging three
broad complaints for relief against the BOF and the department concerning subsistence
and commercial management of the Sitka Sound herring stocks. STA claimed that the
Board and department had:
1. Acted in violation of the subsistence priority statute AS 16.05.258:
2. Violated the common use and sustained yield clauses in article VIII, Sections
3 and 4 of the Alaska Constitution, and;
3. Had violated the Administrative Procedures Act, AS 44.62
January 23, 2019: The court granted Southeast Herring Conservation Alliance
(SHCA) motion to intervene on the side of the state.
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February 20, 2019: The Superior Court denied the Tribe’s motion for a
preliminary injunction which sought to close the 2019 sac roe fishery. The court held that
the Tribe had failed to demonstrate irreparable harm if the fishery went forward and had
failed to make a clear showing of success on the merits of their complaint(s).
March 27, 2019: The Alaska Supreme Court denied the Tribe’s petition for
review of the Superior Court decision.
March 31, 2020: The Superior Court granted partial summary judgement in favor
of the Tribe on their claim that the department had failed to implement 5 AAC
27.195(a)(2). The court did not find that the department had failed to comply with
the substance of the regulation, only that it had not provided adequate explanation
of its decision-making.
November 30, 2020: The Superior Court granted partial summary judgement in
favor of the Tribe on their claim that the department had failed to implement 5 AAC
27.195(b). As in the previous decision, the court did not find that the department
had failed to comply with the regulation, only that it had not provided adequate
explanation of its decision-making.
Note: The Tribe has publicly asserted that the above partial summary
judgements were great victories in their efforts to bring about fundamental change in
management of the sac roe fishery in Sitka Sound. The department has complied with
the court rulings by undertaking a process to better document its consideration of
subsistence concerns when managing the commercial fishery.
July 2020: The Tribe abruptly dismissed all its claims against the Board.
March 22, 2021: The Tribe’s remaining claim, that the department had violated
the Sustained Yield Clause of the Alaska Constitution by failing to use the ‘Best
Available Information (BAI) in providing advice to the board at the January 2018 regular
cycle meeting and the October 2018 and 2109 work sessions was struck down by the
court for multiple reasons.
May 24, 2021: With all STA’s issues resolved, the Court granted final judgement.
The Tribe has since appealed to the Alaska Supreme Court alleging that the trial court
erred in three respects: (1) Denial of the preliminary injunction motion; (2) granting of
summary judgement on the Sustained Yield claim; and (3) the court’s refusal to designate
them as the prevailing party. The appeal is ongoing.

Proposal 160: SUPPORT - Reduce closed waters in the Sitka Sound commercial sac
roe herring fishery.
This SHCA proposal would reestablish the ‘core’ subsistence area boundaries set up in
2012. The Board granted a major expansion of the ‘core’ area in 2018 with little
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justification or evidence of its efficacy in providing reasonable subsistence opportunity.
Given that the herring spawn of 2019 and 2020 centered around Kruzof Island and at
least partially bypassed the core areas, subsistence harvesters demonstrated that they had
‘reasonable opportunity’ to access the stocks outside of those designated core areas
without undue hardship.
According to Table 9 of the 2021 Subsistence Harvest Report, 87% of the thirty-eight
responding households reported that they got enough for themselves and enough to share
with others. Table 7 of the 2021 report indicates that the largest subsistence harvests were
taken outside of the ‘core’ area—an indication that the commercial operation did not
compromise subsistence opportunity. In 2020 the fleet voluntarily stood down and there
was no commercial fishery due to market conditions and concerns related to the COVID19 pandemic. For that same year, table 7 of the department’s subsistence report indicated
that 66.7% of subsistence harvesters took enough for their own use and 100% had enough
to meet their sharing obligations. The 2019 subsistence report indicated that, while
harvests were low due to the remote location of the major spawn events—outside of the
‘core’ area—77% of the harvesters got enough to share and 62% enough for their own
use.
Overall, subsistence harvesters have had reasonable opportunity to meet their
expectations despite traveling outside of the ‘core’ area, and that operating in areas also
used by the commercial fishery is not an impediment to success.
The Board has frequently acquiesced to STA proposals that restrict the commercial
fishery under the guise of underachievement of the Amount Necessary for Subsistence
(ANS). Under AS 16.05.258(1)(A) Subsistence Use and Allocation of Fish and Game,
“[the Board] shall adopt regulations that provide for reasonable opportunity for
subsistence of those stocks or populations”. The statute does not specify any obligation to
manage for achievement of a specific harvest amount. In this case, information available
from the department’s Subsistence Division reports, indicates that the subsistence fishery
clearly “…provides a normally diligent participant with a reasonable expectation of
success…” (AS 16.05.258(f)). SCHA is not seeking to reduce subsistence harvest or
curtail opportunity. We are supportive of efforts to ensure that subsistence harvest is not
compromised by commercial fishing activities while also allowing for commercial
fishery to take place. This proposal allows both commercial and subsistence harvesters to
successfully conduct their respective operations.
Proposal 161: SUPPORT - Require a subsistence fishing permit to harvest herring
roe on branches in the Sitka Sound area.
This proposal, submitted by SHCA would establish a permit or registration system for
harvest of herring roe on branches. Since many if not most other subsistence fisheries in
Southeast and throughout the state require a permit to operate and collect verifiable
harvest data, it seems as though it is not an undue burden to require one in a place as
unrestricted, confined in area, and convenient as Sitka Sound. The roe on branches
subsistence fishery is limited by the timing of spawn, weather, other issues unrelated to
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the commercial harvest, and—most critically--the effort expended to harvest the product.
There is no limit on the amount that can be harvested for subsistence use.
Nonetheless, this proposal has been consistently and adamantly opposed by STA despite
potentially improved data collection and harvest accountability.
Proposal 233: SUPPORT - Remove districts 13-A and 13-B from Northern
Southeast herring spawn on kelp pound fishery administrative area.
This SHCA proposal was submitted as an attempt to stave off conflict between limited
commercial groups G01A and L21A if other regulations that allow for alternate uses of
the Sitka Sound herring stocks are promulgated. While this proposal alone does not
resolve issues related to conflicts inherent in allowing for alternate harvest means, it
eliminates one area of conflict and deserves support as a way to increase number of
regulatory tools available in the toolbox for consideration by this Board and or future
Boards.
OPPOSE – STA Proposals 156, 157, and 158. Proposal 156 to modify harvest rate
control rule for Sitka Sound sac roe herring fishery; Proposal 157 to modify harvest
rate for Sitka Sound commercial sac roe herring fishery based on forecasted age
structure; and, Proposal 158 to incorporate forecasted age structure into Sitka
Sound commercial sac roe herring fishery spawning biomass threshold.
These three similar and slightly reworked proposals from STA have been all been
reviewed, discussed, and rejected by previous Boards since at least 2002. Reversing the
decisions of so many previous Boards can only be justified by a major change in herring
population dynamics that is not at all indicated by the present observed and predicted
stock status. The current management plan is time-tested, responsive to stock size
changes, conservative, uses the best available management science, and provides for a
subsistence priority while allowing for reasonable conduct of commercial and subsistence
fisheries. Any changes to the peer reviewed and time-tested model for managing and
forecasting herring stocks in Sitka Sound should be initiated by the department as the
agency constitutionally responsible for sustainable fishery management.
Participants in the commercial sac roe fishery attempt diligently to selectively harvest the
older age class fish. However, the commercial harvesters largely fail at this goal as shown
by department sampling and industry statistics. The STA claim that older fish are at a
critical risk as suggested in proposals 157 and 158 is clearly a ‘red herring’. The analysis
using age 3-4 fish to calculate excessive harvest rates on older fish--as noted in Proposal
157--is deceptive if not disingenuous since a sizable portion of the younger fish are
typically immature and are not even available to the sac roe fishery. Other STA
contentions that they present as factual in these proposals, such as fealty to spawning
locations, are not backed up by observable data and known herring behavior. Another
justification listed in STA proposals 156 and 157 is that subsistence harvesters are unable
to “…meet their needs”, rather than the specific statutory requirement to provide for
‘reasonable opportunity’.
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Overall, these proposals from STA are rife with inaccurate unsubstantiated statements,
fail to acknowledge historic genesis of the harvest rate percentages incorporated in the
management plan and have all been subject to intense review by previous boards without
modification. Please take no action or reject these proposals outright.
Proposals 163 and 164: NEUTRAL (comments provided for consideration),
Establish equal share quotas for the Sitka sac roe purse seine fishery.
SHCA has remained neutral on these proposals for establishing an equal split fishery for
sac roe, as this issue is best decided on by individual permit holders. Most of our
members favor this idea. We support Board consideration of an equal split management
system to help improve safety in the fishery, increase cooperative behavior by the fleet to
maximize roe quality, and to minimize impacts to other users of the herring resource.
Proposal 165: NEUTRAL (comments provided for consideration), Allow G01A
permit holders to harvest unharvested Sitka sac roe GHL for food and bait.
Although this proposal is appealing to many G01A permit holders, there are issues
related to food and bait fishery participants that preclude full support. We look forward to
listening to public testimony and the committee process to help elucidate the issues.
Proposal 166: OPPOSE, Create an open pound herring spawn on kelp fishery in
Sitka Sound.
Although this may be an attractive proposal for some G01A permit holders, the
jurisdictional issues as noted in Proposal 233 and potential subsistence fishery conflicts
preclude support for this proposal.
Proposal 167: OPPOSE, Redefine the boundaries of the Hoonah Sound spawn-onkelp fishery (13-C) and the Sitka sac roe fishery (13-A/B).
Given that this is a clear resource grab attempt by an L21A permit holder that
compromises traditional G01A access to the area, SHCA strongly opposes this proposal.
Concluding Remarks
In closing, thank you for the opportunity to submit written testimony on behalf of SHCA.
SHCA members and supporters will be at the meeting to testify and participate in the
committee process. Although G01A permit-holders recognize, support, and advocate for
the statutory priority for subsistence use of the state’s fishery resources, we have been
unable to find common ground with STA despite considerable effort to do so. Well
intentioned efforts by the Board of Fish and SHCA to appease STA have met with their
continued actions at the Board level, through the Federal Subsistence Board, and the
Courts to further wrest control of the fishery from state management and compromise
opportunity for commercial sac roe harvest. We hope that the proposals submitted by
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SHCA allow reasonable and realistic appraisal of the issues and hope to assist the Board
in understanding the Sitka Sound herring management plan, its genesis and unique
conservative, sustainable, responsive, time-tested, and scientifically based characteristics.
Sincerely,
Charles W 'Chip' Treinen
President
Southeast Herring Conservation Alliance
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December 22, 2021
Alaska Board of Fisheries
Marit Carlson-Van Dort, Chair
By Electronic Copy Only: dfg.bof.comments@alaska.gov
Re: Comments on 2022 Southeast and Yakutat Finfish and Shellfish Proposals
Dear Chair Carlson-Van Dort and members of the Board of Fisheries,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposals you will consider at the
above-referenced meeting. Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association
(hereafter “SSRAA”) is a regional non-profit salmon hatchery organization formed under
state and federal law, and which was originally incorporated in 1976. SSRAA is
governed by a 21-member board of directors who represent a cross section of regional
salmon users, communities, and members of the public. The SSRAA board has
considered and approved the support or opposition to proposals which have been
summarized below:
Proposals 101 and 103: SSRAA OPPOSES.
These Proposals are substantially similar to the recent Prince William Sound Finfish
meeting Proposals 49 through 53 and should be similarly rejected without action or
deliberation by the Board. Over the last several years, the proposers of these and similar
proposals, ACRs and emergency petitions have put forward specious arguments that are
contrary to sound logic, empirical data and good public policy. It is to the Board’s great
credit that it has seen past these exaggerated, alarmist viewpoints and not given any
oxygen to these irresponsible views. Although all Alaskans have the right and
opportunity to express their views in this forum, a summary judgment by the Board of
these burdensome and repetitive proposals is appropriate and correct in this instance.
Furthermore, SSRAA would draw your attention to highlight several specific points
among the myriad and sundry reasons for opposition to these proposals:
1. Overall hatchery production levels have been steady for decades, a time period
which encompasses many record-breaking returns of both hatchery and wild
salmon. The supposed deleterious effects to natural runs that the proposers
hypothesize have been proven false repeatedly. Alaska's PNP hatchery operators
and the Department are well aware that there can be periodic levels of increased
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straying in the samples of some streams, but the overall fraction of enhanced
salmon straying remains very low. The Department’s long-running, unbiased
research project regarding potential hatchery impacts on wild stocks should be
heeded when completed and understood.
2. The Alaska Constitution and resultant policies already require that the Department
protect wild salmon populations from any “harmful and adverse” interactions with
hatchery releases. These proposals provide no tools for achieving this requirement
that the Department doesn’t already have, they only seek to undermine and micromanage the sound practices that have been proven successful for decades. The
public trust, as cited by the proposers, has been well protected for many years.
3. Enhanced salmon are vitally important to Southeast Alaska’s commercial
fisheries, with an annual ex-vessel value that has averaged $44 million in recent
years. The consistent catches of hatchery salmon have had the effect of stabilizing
the region’s total run volume, enabling fishermen to increase incomes, invest
more into their businesses and into the workforce. Sport harvest of hatcheryproduced salmon also has a significant impact on the region’s economy. Resident
anglers who target enhanced fish spend money on boats, fishing gear, fuel, and
supplies, while non-resident anglers often hire local charter fishing companies
that source many supplies locally and provide jobs to residents. In total, Southeast
Alaska hatcheries account for 2,000 jobs on an annualized basis, $90 million in
labor income, and $237 million in total annual output, including all multiplier
effects.
SSRAA urges the Board to review the relevant data and narratives submitted by the
Department and SSRAA’s sister organizations, and truly understand what a massive
impact it would be for the economy and culture of Alaska to have its hatchery programs
dismantled through adoption of these proposals.
Proposal 104: SSRAA SUPPORTS
This is a SSRAA-authored proposal which establishes a Terminal Harvest Area (“THA”)
for Burnett Inlet, a SSRAA facility that produces chum salmon which are caught
throughout the region. In addition to the reasoning we included within the Proposal,
SSRAA offers the following points in rebuttal of the Department’s comments:
1. The Department’s comments focus on the size of the proposed THA, indicating
that it would not allow for an “orderly” fishery. With all due respect for the
Department’s opinion, the SSRAA Board of Directors have long considered how
this THA would function:
•

Any openings in the THA would be carefully crafted by the gear group
representatives on the SSRAA Board who are knowledgeable about the
area and the opportunity. The Board is creative, engaged, and carefully
deliberates all THA opportunities each preseason.
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•

The Burnett THA will offer another tool for the SSRAA Board to select
from when balancing allocation of value to the fleets. Having a diversified
selection of areas for the fleets to fish is crucial for allocation planning.

•

Any THA opening at Burnett would take into account the other fisheries
occurring in other areas. The chance of this THA attracting an
overwhelming number of boats is small and would be self-correcting

•

All commercial gear groups successfully conduct lineups of one type or
another for favorable hook-offs, sets or drags. The Burnett THA is no
different in this regard. Fishermen can and do manage themselves in these
situations.

•

The SSRAA Board could choose to keep the THA open or closed to
common property fisheries at any time, either within the yearly rotational
fishery plan or in-season, working with the Department using EO
authority. We have along track record of successfully managing THAs
together this way.

•

There have been recent chum openings within this area and right outside.
SSRAA has observed effective chum troll fisheries extending right next to
the hatchery, and the Fawn Island line seine fishery which is conducted
during large pink returns have shown us that fishing effort in this area can
be conducted effectively. Cost recovery fishing within the proposed THA
area has also given us good information on how a common property
fishery could be conducted. We do believe that carefully targeted THA
openings could be prosecuted in an orderly fashion.

2. The Department comments say they oppose “…common property fisheries within
the confines of Burnett Inlet because of the presence of wild stocks…”, which is
flawed logic considering that the SSRAA-produced chum salmon within the Inlet
are 1.) well segregated from natural stocks, and; 2.) are required to be removed by
the hatchery permit holder as a permit condition. Whether the enhanced salmon
are removed from Burnett Inlet through common property openings in a THA or
through cost recovery in an SHA is not a material distinction. The matter of wild
stock/hatchery interactions within Burnett Inlet was taken into account by the
RPT, by SSRAA and by the Department long ago.
Proposal 105: SSRAA SUPPORTS
This is a SSRAA-authored proposal which establishes a Terminal Harvest Area for Port
Saint Nicholas, a release site for chinook salmon. The reasoning SSRAA included within
Proposal 105 is self-explanatory and is seen as being essentially “housekeeping” in
nature.
Proposal 106: SSRAA SUPPORTS
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This is a SSRAA-authored proposal which establishes a Special Harvest Area for Port
Saint Nicholas, a release site for chinook salmon. The reasoning SSRAA included within
Proposal 106 is self-explanatory and is seen as being essentially “housekeeping” in
nature.
Proposal 107: SSRAA SUPPORTS
This is a SSRAA-authored proposal which establishes a Terminal Harvest Area for Port
Asumcion, a release site for chum salmon. The reasoning SSRAA included within
Proposal 107 is self-explanatory and is seen as being essentially “housekeeping” in
nature.
Proposal 108: SSRAA SUPPORTS
This is a proposal authored by ADF&G which establishes a Special Harvest Area for Port
Asumcion, a SSRAA release site for chum salmon. The SHA that Proposal 105 would
establish mirrors what the Department has allowed by EO for the past three summers and
is acceptable for effective cost recover by SSRAA.
Proposal 109: SSRAA SUPPORTS
This is a SSRAA-authored proposal which establishes a Special Harvest Area for Carroll
Inlet, a SSRAA release site for chinook salmon. The reasoning SSRAA included within
Proposal 109 is self-explanatory and is seen as being essentially “housekeeping” in
nature.
Thank you for your attention to these issues.
Sincerely,

David Landis
SSRAA General Manager

Submitted By
Stephanie Masterman
Submitted On
12/22/2021 10:17:02 PM
Affiliation
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My name is Stephanie Masterman, I am a member of the southeast Alaskan community and a Tlingit & Haida tribal citizen, and I am
writing in support of proposals 156, 157, and 158. These proposals offer changes necessary for safer management of the commercial
herring fishery in Sitka Sound. It is crucial for the board to prioritize rebuilding the fishery by protecting the herring stock's resilience, abilitiy
to reproduce, and ensuring the poplutation retains mature females who are known to lead the stock to spawning grounds. The subsistence
roe-on-branch harvest is a sustainable practice, thousands of years old, and needs to be protected and prioritized. I believe these
proposals support that goal.
Additionally, I am opposed to proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165, and 166 because they are not scientifically grounded, they
disrespect and reject modern and traditional Tlingit knowledge of the fishery and the greater ecosystem, and will inevitably cause damage
to and reduction of the Sitka Sound herring stock. These proposals fall far short of what is necessary to ensure healthy herring populations
for future generations of Alaskans and all who benefit from the herring.
Herring are more than just an economic resourse. They are a lifeline to Tlingit people, Alaskans, and the entire ecosystem. Proposals 156,
157, and 158 should be adopted in order to sustain the Sitka Sound herring fishery.

Submitted By
Stephanie Stallings
Submitted On
12/22/2021 9:50:05 AM
Affiliation
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I may not live in Alaska, but this seems important enough to say something. I recently completed a student project on Pacific herring
populations in the Gulf of Alaska, which has broadened my perspective on the importance of herring to U.S. fisheries and the threats they
face. As it exists now, the sac roe industry is wasteful and risks destabilizing an already much-reduced herring population in Alaska.
Please support herring protections for the sake of sustainable harvest, because otherwise the herring population may no longer be healthy
enough for a worthwhile fishery.

Submitted By
Steve Hoffman
Submitted On
12/17/2021 6:43:41 AM
Affiliation
private citizen
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Phone
907-220-6475
Email
mcs123@gci.net
Address
PO Box 7064
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Dear Board of Fish members:
First, I am writing these comments to express my displeasure with the BOF decision to hold the SE Alaska meeting in Ketchikan depite
the high level of Covid outbreaks in this community. Holding this meeting in person without strict mitigation measures such as mandatory
masking, proof of vacation, and physical separation minimums will increase the risk of Covid spread within this community. I Would
Encourage The BOF to Delay This Meeting Until A Future Date When Covid Cases Have Decreased.
Second, when the BOF holds the SE Alaska meeting I would like to express my support for the intent of Proposals 84,85.86. and 95.
Adoption of the intent within these proposals will give direction to ADF&G to manage the SE Alaska king salmon sport fishery to stay
within its allocation without restricting resident anglers unless wild stock king salmon conservation is mandated. In other words.
nonresident anglers should carry the bulk of responsibility for staying within the king salmon allocation assigned to the SE Alaska sport
fishery.
Sincerely:
Steve Hoffman

Submitted By
Steve Hutchinson
Submitted On
12/22/2021 11:51:19 AM
Affiliation
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As a former resident of Sitka and as a beneficiary of the generosity of subsistence herring roe harvesters, I am writing today in support of
proposals 156, 157, and 158 which would lead to safer management of the commercial herring fishery in Sitka Sound by better
protecting population resilience while doing less harm to the subsistence roe-on-branch harvest. Moreover, honoring the proposals of the
Sitka Tribe of Alaska is of the utmost importance. Sheetka Kwaan, now represented in part by Sika Tribe of Alaska, have stewarded the
herring population and the overall abundance of the ecosystem in Sitka since time immemorial and their wisdom on this topic must be
heeded.

I am opposed to proposals 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165, 166, which lack good scientific justification, disrespect subsistence users and
modern and traditional Tlingit knowledge, and run the risk of further damaging and reducing herring populations. Many herring fisheries
throughout Southeast have crashed in the past century due to overfishing. We must allow the populations to rebound, including allowing the
population to rebound to the level of abundance that was seen by the indigenous peoples of this land prior to the start of the commercial
fisheries.

Further, I believe that none of these proposals goes far enough to advance respectful stewardship and protect the herring for generations
to come. We must move toward respect for the herring as well as Sitka Tribe of Alaska and the elders sharing their wisdom on this issue.
Sincerely, Steve Hutchinson
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Testimony to Support SE AK Fish Board Proposal 155 at Jan. 2022 Board meeting in Ketchikan
I am Steve Mathews of Coffman Cove, AK. I am not affiliated with any fishery organization or institution.
I am retired from AK commercial fishing but still sport fish. If enacted, proposal 155 would eliminate the
use of treble hooks in all SE AK sport fishing, and require that any sport caught salmon released from
sport gear, either voluntarily or as required by minimum size limit, daily catch limit, season closure, or
numerical quota by fishery, be so released without lifting that salmon from the water, as is commonly
done now by landing net or hand. These two interlocking regulations are needed primarily to reduce the
incidental mortality rate on caught but released Chinook salmon (“shakers”). Virtually all Chinook stocks
from SE AK streams and rivers, particularly the important trans-boundary ones, are at critically low
levels.
The total Chinook shaker catch in SE AK by all hook and line gear, including commercial troll, is
imprecisely known, but is much in excess of one shaker per every Chinook retained legally. An average
of 25% of these will die from the hooking and handling stress. The degree to which such incidental
mortality can be reduced by eliminating treble hooks and requiring in-water release is uncertain; but
anyone who has commercially trolled or sport fish fished extensively would honestly concur that it
requires more human effort and causes more stress on the fish to release a salmon hooked by two or
three points of a treble than one caught by a single hook. The research to unequivocally estimate the
reduction in shaker mortality from the two interlocking restrictions proposed in 155 would be extensive
and expensive. I think that several thousand Chinook salmon could be saved each year in SE AK, if
proposal 155 rules were applied to both sport and commercial troll fisheries. But being more
experienced with sport fishing, I would defer to the trollers and ADFG regarding regulations for the
commercial fishery.
Although there are dozens of published studies comparing mortalities of fish of all kinds released from
treble vs single hooks, they are marginally relevant to the current SE AK salmon sport fishery. Our case is
unique. Some common sense must prevail in lieu of hard science. Most people troll, such that the
salmon are attacking a fast-moving bait or lure and therefore tend to get hooked in the outer parts of
the mouth or jaw, not deeper. Consequently there is an easy, in-water way to un-hook them from a
single hook: slide the leader against the inside bend of a gaff or boat hook as you pull the leader in the
opposite direction of the fish; tug modestly as the gaff or boat hook interlocks with the bend of the
hook, and most fish are gone. Try this with a fish that has three points of a treble hook buried in upper
and lower jaws, and you could rip off jaw parts or worse. Commercial trollers who are aware enough to
avoid trebles have used this relatively benign single hook release technique for years. It is well explained
in public education pamphlets of states that have adopted rules similar to proposal 155. Or use one of
several plier type of de-hookers on the market that all work far easier with single hooks than trebles. Or
just cut the hook off-they are virtually costless compared to the value of the saved fish. If you are in
doubt about the legal length of that fish still in the water, let it go. Measuring them on board is another
unhelpful, two-handed struggle.
I foresee no added enforcement complexity due to the requirements of my proposal. Patrol agents
routinely stop boats on the water to check for licenses, illegal fish aboard, proper safety equipment, etc.
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Everyone with a rod out reels in, so any treble hook at the business end becomes apparent. There is
already on the rules a far more complex release technique required for endangered demersal rockfish.
Watching for someone who might net a salmon and bring it aboard before release, seems far simpler
than enforcing the rockfish requirements. All the other states and BC have enacted one or both of my
proposal 155 requirements, for varying segments of their salmon fisheries. AK is the holdout.

Most people will readily comply. The needs are self-evident. However, the sport guide and charter
businesses might have a reasonable objection. Their clients may like to take pictures of their fish out of
the water, particularly of the big Chinook that must sometimes be released along with the under-sized
ones, if (say) caught out of Chinook season, or caught by a non-resident client without a Chinook
endorsement, or by someone who may have caught his/her daily Chinook limit. I would counter that
these businesses are best off in the long run with more Chinook in the water.
Eliminating treble hooks everywhere should benefit rockfish, lingcod and other fish facing too much
fishing related mortality. Trout in streams can be caught as well with single hooks as with trebles, to
likely improve their catch and release survival. Salmon snaggers in streams usually use trebles.
Enforcement against snagging would be easier if trebles were outlawed everywhere.
Tackle manufacturers and retailers may have costly inventories of treble hooks and lures with trebles. It
would therefore be fair to enact proposal 155 with a suitable grace period before enforcing full
compliance.
Thank you for considering my proposal.

Submitted By
stephen b mathews
Submitted On
11/1/2020 9:10:17 AM
Affiliation
self
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Phone
9073292139
Email
sbmathews38@yahoo.com
Address
109 neptune drive
coffman cove ak
coffman cove, Alaska 99918
This comment pertinent to Proposal 121 of 5 AAC 33.350 Closed waters, to be cosidered at SE Fish Board meeting spring of 2021.
Having gillnetted out of Coffman Cove for 30 years, and still residing there though no longer gillnetting, this proposal addresses no realistic
human safety concerns, adds uneeded enforcement burdens to the State, and unessarily stirs up sport:commercial emotional conflict.
Less than 2% of total gillnet sets in upper Clarence Strait occur in this area. When gillnetting I stayed out of this area ,in respect to my sport
fishing neighbors, and not wanting my net accidentally damaged by any of them. We worked it out neighborly. My net was damaged
multiple times over those 30 years by seiners, tugs, yachts, the Coast Guard, guide boats, private sport boats, and other gillnetters. I
sucked it up and fixed the net, usually with financial or human effort help by the damaging party-including the Coast Guard. It was no big
deal compared with all the other hassles of gillnetting. Never was there a human safety concern, though sometimes the damaging vessle
could not run due to mechanical failure or net in the prop. If such, I would tow them to the Cove or make sure someone else did. I would
help them find divers or mechanics as needed. Please vote no on this uneeded proposal.

Submitted By
Steve Merritt
Submitted On
11/22/2021 9:32:09 AM
Affiliation
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~~Proposal 81 Amendments
Madam Chair and Board of Fisheries members
I created proposal 81 and now have some suggested amendments.
First of all, when I created the proposal, I was under the impression that September 1st would be the soonest the department would know if
there were treaty chinook allocations that would go unharvested. I have been informed that the department in some cases knows before
September 1st. So, I suggest the first amendment be that the date be removed all together.
Second, I should have included the sport fishery along with the troll fishery to harvest these fish. At the time of 81’s creation, I was
concentrating only on situations similar to what happened in 2019 when covid crushed the sport fishery.
There are other situations in which the sport fishery could help the troll fleet harvest the unharvested allocations. So, I would encourage you
to amend the proposal to include the sport fishery as a possible fishery to help clear the treaty table.
Because of this second amendment, the issue of dividing the unharvested allocations between the troll and sport fisheries must be
addressed. It has been suggested that an 80/20 split between the troll and sport fishery is a place to start. However, I do not see this
option as being one to ensure all of the excess allocation is harvested nor the best use of the excess in some situations.
For example, if the predicted unharvested allocations totaled 10,000 kings, an 80/20 split results in 2000 fish to be harvested in the sport
fishery. That may be too many fish for the sport fishery to harvest before the end of their fishing season. Thus, defeating the proposal’s
original goal and leave some fish unharvested.
About 4% of the sport fisheries treaty harvest has traditionally occurred between the 15th and 28th of August. About 1% of the sport
fisheries treaty harvest occurs after September 1st. So, the harvesting power of the sport fishery is fairly weak towards the end of the
fishing season. In the above situation a 90/10 split may be necessary to accomplish the goal.
Another possibility is if the remaining excess allocations total only 500 fish. At an 80/20 split it results in 400 for the troll fleet and 100 for
the sports. In this situation 400 fish is probably just a 1 fish per boat limited troll fishery, if at all. It may not be possible to open the troll
fishery for just a one fish retention and still harvest 500 fish or less. If the sports had a 500 fish harvest capability, maybe it would be better
to allow the sport fishery to harvest it all.
Let the department determine the best method of division resulting in accomplishing the proposal’s goal. There are so many situations
that one shoe just won’t fit all. The important thing to keep in mind is the original goal and not squabble too much about how it’s done.
So, with the above amendments to proposal 81 in mind (6) should look something like this.
(6) If the department determines that any of the above fisheries will not catch their entire allocation of treaty Chinook for the

year, the department will determine the best way to divide the excess between the troll and sport fisheries to ensure that it is
caught.
Steve Merritt
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Madam Chair and Board of Fisheries Members,
I created proposal 88 and now no longer support it. I submitted the proposal on
February 25 , 2020 before the impacts of Covid hit the sport fishery. I no longer
support it because in the aftermath of Covid, I doubt the allocation criteria spelled
out in Alaska Statutes 16.05.251, can be met.
Below is the criteria list from 16.05.251
(1) the history of each personal use, sport, guided sport, and commercial
fishery;
In 2020, despite increased sport bag limits, the fishery could not catch their
allocation of kings due to covid 19 impacts. In 2021 the department augmented
the current plan drastically to ensure the sport fishery caught its entire allocation
because of covid 19 impacts.
When the most recent history of the sport fishery harvest is considered it can be
easily concluded that more fish allocated for the fishery is not necessary nor the
solution to the fishery’s current problems. It would also be wrong to rely on past
harvest history since there is no way of knowing what the harvest trend of the
fishery will be in the aftermath of covid. It could be significantly different and
there is no way to make an accurate prediction. Allocation changes would be
better addressed when the sport fishery is no longer harassed by the pandemic.
(2) the number of residents and nonresidents who have participated in each
fishery in the past and the number of residents and nonresidents who
can reasonably be expected to participate in the future;
Predicting the number of participants to participate in the future would be highly
debatable and speculative. The covid pandemic is going to be with the world for
quite some time according to health experts. Covid will most likely impact travel
to Alaska for several years. To what extent who is to say? The delta variant of the
covid virus created another pandemic within a pandemic. A new variant
unsusceptible to the new vaccines could easily throw the country in to another
economic crash similar to 2020 in a matter of weeks. So, to reasonably predict
any accurate numbers of future participation by nonresidents would be difficult if
not impossible.
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(3) the importance of each fishery for providing residents the opportunity
to obtain fish for personal and family consumption;
If anything, the decrease in nonresident fisherman has increased the residential
sport fisherman’s opportunity to obtain fish for consumption.
(4) the availability of alternative fisheries resources;
It can be easily documented that there is no need for an alternate fisheries resource
at this time. The opposite is true in the current situation where there is more than
enough of the resource available. Especially if managed correctly.
(5) the importance of each fishery to the economy of the state;
Currently all of the fisheries involving Chinook salmon can be demonstrated to be
very important to the state economy overall. It would be a lengthy article to recite
the economic mechanics of both the troll and charter fisheries. Sufficed to say
both industries employ and support major parts of the Southeast economy. To
allocate more fish to one at the expense of the other, would end in a deficit to the
state’s economy as a whole.
(6) the importance of each fishery to the economy of the region and local
area in which the fishery is located;
In the Southeast region the commercial troll fishery and the charter fishery are
both a valuable part of the economy. The troll fishery amid the covid 19
pandemic is performing as it always has. It has been economically stable. The
charter fishery has not and has been deeply impacted. Given the recent sport
harvest history where the problem clearly is not a lack of fish but covid, it is not
logical nor rational to take fish from a functioning troll fishery, making it less
economically viable, in attempt to revive the charter fishery from covid . In the
current pandemic conditions, risking harm to a well-functioning economic
participant of Southeast’s current fragile economy, unwisely risks detrimental
harm to the region’s stability.
(7) the importance of each fishery in providing recreational opportunities
for residents and nonresidents.
It can be shown that the opportunities for both would not significantly change if
the allocation was changed. 2020 showed there was excessive opportunity for
both and 2021 shows that had management been more appropriate for the
situation, opportunity for the nonresidents would not have been impacted.
Sincerely, Steve Merritt
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Comments on proposal 88 1/5/2021
I created proposal 88 and below is how I came to the conclusions incorporated in
88.
Math.
First of all, the data used to compute percentages and historic trends came from the
department. I used the harvest history of the sport fishery from 2009 to 2018 with
the exception of 2015.
In 2015, the State Chinook technical team was in a dispute with the Southern team
on what exactly the correct abundance prediction should be. Alaska’s team insisted
that the abundance was much higher than what the South predicted. Below is a
paragraph from the department’s summer Chinook fishery announcement on
6/26/15.
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game announced today that the
first Chinook salmon opening of the general summer troll season will
begin at 12:01 a.m., July 1. The opening will be managed in-season
and closed by emergency order. Through the Pacific Salmon
Commission process, Alaska has committed our fisheries
management programs within Southeast Alaska to be configured
around an assumed draft abundance index (AI) of 1.45 for the 2015
fishing season. Notwithstanding the decision to configure the SEAK
fisheries for an assumed AI of 1.45, Alaska does not agree that the
draft calibration from which that number was derived is accurate.

I did not use the harvest data for 2015 because Alaska that season, ended up
exceeding their treaty quota by about a 100,000 fish. That is far and away the most
Alaska managers have exceeded the treaty Chinook quota. To be using 2015 as a
reference to develop any type of accurate historic trends as far as usage of the
resource, would be an error.
This proposal is based on the premise of a nonresident daily bag limit of one
Chinook and an annual limit of 3.
So, in looking at the past bag and annual limits of the years 2009-2018, I had to
adjust the nonresident harvest record down on years when the bag and annual
limits were above 1 and 3 respectively. That would aid me in determining what
their usage would have been under this proposal’s requirements.
In discussing this with a department staff via email, we both agreed that the
relationship between bag and annual limit to nonresident harvest, was not a direct
one. In other words, it would be incorrect to say that if the nonresident daily bag
limit had been 1 instead of 2, or the annual limit half of what was authorized, that
the nonresident harvest itself would have been reduced by 50%. When I
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suggested the relationship be closer to 30% than 50% , I was told that would be
closer to reality.
To that end, the standard I used was 33% and I adjusted the past nonresident
harvest down by a 1/3 to obtain a hypothetical 1 fish daily bag limit situation.
Similarly, when bag limit one and the annual limit was 5 or 6, I adjusted the
nonresident harvest down a 1/3 to get a hypothetical annual limit of 3. But when
the bag limit was above 1 and the annual limit was above 4 in the same year, I felt
a reduction of 33% unrealistic.
Here's why. There are several types of nonresident anglers. There are the guided,
the non-guided who bring their own boat or rent one, and visiting relatives of
Alaskans.
Since most charters are of the 3-day nature, the 3 day guided historic harvest would
not be affected by an annual limit greater than 3, unless the daily bag limit had
been greater than one fish. For the historic catch of charters longer than 3 days, the
non-guided renting boats, traveling yachts and family visitors, the annual limit of
greater than 3 would play a part in their harvest. These people typically stay in
Alaska longer and possibly fish for more than just 3 days. Consequently, in past
years where both the bag limit was above 1 a day and the annual limit above 3, the
hypothetical reduction of bag and annual limit down to 1 and 3, would have
affected the harvest of all non-resident anglers, short term and long. Even though
the real impact is probably closer to 50% in those situations, I chose 40% just to be
on the safe side.
So, for years like 2011 and 2016 where the nonresident daily bag limit was 2 and
the annual limit was 5 and 6 respectively, I reduced the nonresident treaty harvest
by 40%, to get a more realistic hypothetical harvest based on 1/per day and a 3annual limit.
Once the past nonresident harvests had been adjusted to simulate a 1/day and 3
annual limit, I took that adjusted nonresident harvest and added it to the resident
harvest. This became the hypothetical sport treaty Chinook harvest for that
particular year.
I then applied those adjusted harvests to the appropriate CPUE bracket based on
the past Abundance Index assigned to the year the fish were harvested.
Example in 2011 the daily nonresident bag limit was 2 fish and there was an annual
limit of 5. The nonresident harvest for that year was 34,450 treaty kings. To
reduce this harvest by a 40% I multiplied 34,450 by .6 to get an adjusted
nonresident harvest of 20,670 treaty fish. I then added in the resident harvest of
19,967 to get a hypothetical total of 40,637 treaty kings for the sport fishery in
2011 ..
I then went to the CPUE brackets and found the bracket that fit the 2011 abundance
index number of 1.69.
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An abundance index of 1.69 results in a 266,585 total treaty allotment for Alaska
using the new treaty CPUE methodology. I then subtracted the nets which is 7.2%
plus 1,000 set net fish, and came to troll/sport amount of 246,391 treaty kings.
Then I applied the adjusted sport catch of 40,637 to 246,391 and it computed to
16 %.
I repeated this procedure for the years 2009-2018 with the exception of 2015.
From there I looked for trends that would aid in developing a proposal that would
fit the new treaty CPUE brackets.
For the upper CPUE bracket where the allotment is based on a 2.2 abundance
index and higher, we have a couple of years history to extrapolate from. In 2014
there was an abundance index of 2.57 and the sport treaty harvest, after adjustment,
resulted in a hypothetical sport harvest of 17% of the new CPUE allotment.
Similarly, in 2016 there was a 2.06 abundance index and after adjusting for the new
bag and annual limits resulted in a hypothetical harvest of 15% of the new CPUE
allotment. Although 2.06 is not above 2.2 it is just .14 short of that and it’s the
only year out of the 9 available that is realistically close enough to 2.2 for
mathematical comparison.
The average of indexes 2.57 and 2.06 is 2.3 which is about as close as we are going
to get to 2.2. So, if the mathematical theory holds together, you should be able to
average the sport treaty harvest of those years to come up with a trending
percentage. The average of 17 and 15 percent is 16%.
This gives us an idea of what would happen on the upper CPUE bracket if a
nonresident daily bag limit was one fish and an annual limit of 3.
In looking at the lower CPUE brackets we find that we have 3 years of data that
would apply to the lowest CPUE brackets. The years 2103, 2017 and 2018 were
years in which the Abundance index was between 1 and 1.27. In 2013 the AI was
1.2 and that year’s harvest applied to the new CPUE bracket computed to 34% of
the sport/troll allocation. Similarly, 2017 a 1.27 resulted in a 23% harvest of the
sport/troll allocation, 2018 at a 1.07 AI resulted in a 16% harvest.
The average of these three years of lower end Abundance Indexes computes to an
average 24% harvest of the sport/troll allocation based on the new CPUE system.
This gives us an idea of what the sport harvest of treaty chinook would be under a
1 per day and 3 annual limit in the upper and lower CPUE brackets.
As far as computing every CPUE bracket’s sport harvest percentage there simply
isn’t enough data to do this accurately. So, we have to make some educated
assumptions.
For instance, the first CPUE bracket down from the very highest bracket starts at
an AI of 1.805-2.2. We consult the history in which we have a similar AI of above
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1.8 and less than 2.2 and we have only one year, 2016. 2016 adjusted sport harvest
resulted in a 15% harvest when compared to the new CPUE brackets. If the
mathematical trend of the sport fishery needing 16% of the sport/troll allocation in
the highest bracket and 24% in the lowest, it would not make sense to use 2016’
15% harvest as the indicator for what the sport harvest should be in the bracket
below the highest bracket. The predicted percentage usage should be at least as
high as the highest bracket or higher but not lower.
The development of the other CPUE bracket’s sport treaty harvest followed similar
logic and mathematical computation.
After concluding each CPUE bracket’s sport/commercial troll percentage
parameters, I went to the official regulation language on the sport management
plan.
I then adjusted the current plan with the new allocation percentages and
annual/daily bag limits. In the higher CPUE brackets I adjusted the nonresident
daily and annual limits to one a day and a 3-annual limit. On the lower brackets,
since there were more fish available to the sport fishery, I tried to benefit the
resident fishery as much as I could.
However, there were problems I saw in the nonresident fishery management that
needed solving. In some cases, solving those problems took precedence over
transferring fish to the resident fishery. There are several changes written in board
of fish format and I won’t go thru all of them. I list a couple below.
The current plan on the CPUE less than 6 and greater than or equal to 3.8, calls for
a nonresident to be allowed one king a day, 3 annual limit before July 1, two
annual limit before July 7, and 1 annual limit after that. I find that this is
unnecessarily complicated. Since there was more fish available due to this
proposal’s higher allocation percentage, I felt I could simplify things by allowing a
nonresident one a day bag limit with a two-annual limit for the entire season
instead of a 3,2,1 step down annual limit.
In the lowest CPUE bracket, in the current plan nonresidents were not allowed to
keep a king salmon from July 1 thru August 15, yet anglers arriving before June 15
could keep 2 kings. And if they fished between June 16th and June 30th, they were
allowed to keep one king. I see this as unfair to other nonresidents who can’t seem
to make it to Alaska before July 1. Currently the guided fishery preferencing more
kings early is actually hurting other nonresidents guided or not. Alaska
management of its nonresident sport fishery should not facilitate a race to get to
Alaska before the sport quota is gone.
Since this proposal’s allocation percentage is 24%, I changed the nonresidents
harvest to allow one king the entire year or until the allocation is reached as
opposed to 2 fish before June 15th and then one before July 1. However, that may
be too aggressive and it may result in the closure of nonresident Chinook retention
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before the end of the fishing season, possibly mid August. But it would ensure
more nonresidents take home a king salmon rather than giving 2 kings just to the
early birds and none for others. Overall, more people would think positively about
Alaska fishing than just a select few.
Most of the other changes are self-explanatory. Some of them I made to simplify
the plan because it is excessively wordy and complicated.
In looking at other proposals on this subject, proposal 88 addresses several of the
points brought up by other proposals. Proposal 88 includes proposals 93 and 86.
The proposal 83 by SEAGO, 88 is a version of what 83 should specifically look
like, resulting in an overall average of a 20% allocation for the sport fishery. As 83
suggests it is clearly defined in 88. However, 83's removal of allocation
percentages from the tiers is not. You can’t have a wish of clearly defined and yet
at the same time the allocation percentages not defined.
It is also difficult to see the department being able to manage its Chinook fisheries
with a goal of staying within federal quota limits, when some departments are
managing to a specific allocation percentage and one is not. In addition, I think it
would create discontent within the department itself if such a scenario existed.
The language of proposal 84 and 85 is incorporated to a certain extent in proposal
88 5 AAC 47.055. (b). The language of proposal of 85 could substituted for 88
section (b) but it could result in the sport fish allocation being exceeded if the
nonresident fishery was not managed appropriately.
Proposal 95 is not included in 88 and that was purposely intended. As 88 notes
that one of the problems I saw was that on high abundance years the nonresident
annual limits were excessive. To the point that nonresidents were taking home
more king salmon than most average Southeast residents were. Now, if proposal 95
was modified to only increase the bag limit of nonresidents to its maximum of one
a day and 3 annual limit and leaving the shortfall predicted to be captured by an
increase in the resident bag limits, that would be acceptable to me.
With proposal 88’s new allocation percentages however, the dilemma of having
substantial excess fish in the upper tiers, should not be an issue. It is my hope that
proposal 88 will result in no closures to the sport fishery and fully utilize the
majority of its allocation at the same time.
You will notice that I have the CPUE tiers this proposal is based on, in brackets. It
is intended to get the sport fish management plan in terms of numbers of fish
without any references to federal treaty language. In this proposal the tiers are
referenced just to keep readers aware how the fish numbers are related to the
CPUE brackets.
In 1999 the sport management plan was based on Abundance index numbers
produced by the Pacific Salmon Commission. In 2010 Alaska lost 15% of its
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harvest share of treaty Chinook in the 2009 treaty negotiations. From 2010 to 2018
the sport fishery bag limits were based on the same abundance index numbers, yet
each index number represented 15% less fish than when the plan was created. This
could have easily resulted in a management plan that consistently over harvested
the specified abundance.
In 2019 the state went from an Abundance index system to a CPUE of the winter
troll fleet to determine its harvest share of treaty Chinook. In anticipation of this,
the Board of Fisheries had to revise the sport plan to fit the new treaty language
and provisions since it was previously based on Abundance index figures.
Had the State had their Chinook management plans based only on numbers of fish
instead, the plan would have endured any abundance indicator changes brought on
by treaty agreements. The State is asking for trouble by keeping any Pacific
Salmon treaty language within their management plans for the king salmon
resource. Let the managers decipher the changing federal acronyms to determine
fish available for management, then apply those fish numbers to your fishery
management plans.
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Comments for the Anita Bay proposal
I submitted proposal 97 in response to action taken by SSRAA in 2019, after they
received a letter requesting a designated troll only fishing area within the Anita
Bay THA.
The SSRAA board granted that request on June 1 thru June 12 of 2019. At first, I
was pleased with SSRAA for recognizing the need for trollers to get additional
breaks in the terminal area due to their loss of the hatchery king salmon fisheries,
in the surrounding areas. Those spring fisheries were the prime source for trollers
to harvest their share of the Anita Bay hatchery fish designated by the allocation
plan. But in looking at the data of when the Anita Bay Chinook return to the
terminal area, it confirmed that they don’t show up until June 15th on a normal
year. So basically, the troll fleet was given an empty lake to fish in under the
pretense of that being a gift from the SSRAA board.
In talking to one of my troll reps on the SSRAA board, he informed me that they
tried to get those dates extended to when the fish were actually there, but could not
override the net representatives on the board.
It was also brought to my attention that no trollers were observed fishing the
special area when they had it in 2019. This was no shock to me since the whole
idea was to harvest hatchery kings, not to troll around in an empty bay.
As any sport or commercial troll fisher knows, tide changes, early mornings and
dusk are the best times to convince a king salmon to bite. Trollers depend on these
instinctual times Chinook salmon decide to go on the bite. That takes time as these
opportune moments only happen during short windows of time during the day.
This extra time is not necessary for the nets to capitalize on hatchery fish since a
net catches the fish regardless of whether or not it feels like biting a hook.
So, more time without net interference is essential for trollers to catch the hatchery
kings they are entitled to. Rotations of every other day do not work for troll
access or fishing side by side with the net fisheries. Rotations of 3 and 4 day
stretches of troll fishers only or, an exclusive area are the best ways to go.
These hatchery fish are not going anywhere since they have reached their
spawning ground. Whatever fish that don’t fall to the trollers during such rotations
will remain in the area and will be readily caught by the nets during their rotations.
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In 2020 the SSRAA board terminated this special area for trollers and I was
informed that the troll reps had to trade that away to get an extra day in the Carrol
inlet THA near Ketchikan. So, it is quite apparent to me that the net
representatives on the SSRAA board are giving no quarter to the troll fleet after
their loss of their spring fisheries.
If the nets were truly concerned about the proper allocation ratios set up in the
allocation plan, they would be doing more for the troll fleet under these
circumstances and not conducting business as usual.
The question is, who is really responsible for making sure the allocation plan of
hatchery fish is followed? You can’t expect the fisherman representatives to
represent the plan over their own fleet’s interests. Their sole purpose on these
hatchery boards is to represent their user group. So, it is not surprising the nets
would be opposed to giving the trollers sole access to any parts of the Anita Bay
terminal area when the fish were actually there. It would mean the trollers would
intercept some of the hatchery kings they have grown accustom to harvesting.
The responsibility of making sure the allocation plan is followed rests with the
Board of Fisheries and they, in my opinion, are failing in their duty. Their duty is
spelled out in regulation 5 AAC 33.364 section (c). and so far, I have yet to see the
Board exercise its authority under that section. Without the Board's help on this
issue, the politics of the SSRAA board will continue to override the troll fleet's
needs and the allocation imbalance will continue to widen.
In the Board’s defense, if left to their own, they will find it difficult to construct
rotations that will solve the issue due to their unfamiliarity with the workings of
the fisheries involved. To help the board I have created proposal 97 and if not to
their liking please use proposal 97 as an avenue to instill the following alternative.
Alternative
The current June rotational schedule set up by the SSRAA needs to be scrapped
and the following incorporated.
(a) Starting the first Monday in June and ending June 30th.
(b) Terminating when the spring troll fisheries are allowed to open in the

Steamer Point (106-30): and Chichagof Pass (108-10) areas during the
month of June.
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1. Seiners Anita Bay THA access only on Monday 12:00 noon to Tuesday
12:00 noon.
2. Driftnet Anita Bay THA access only on Wednesday 12:00 noon to Thursday
12:00 noon.
3. Trollers Anita Bay THA access from Thursday 12:01 pm to Monday 11:59

am.

This alternative rotational schedule is to be in conjunction with the typical closures
due to the crab fishery and cost recovery in the Anita Bay terminal area.
This will be about the best the Board of Fisheries can do and still allow all user
groups to use the THA. Should things continue to head South for the troll
allocation percentages, the only other option would be Anita Bay terminal area be a
troll only THA until June 30.
If you need further convincing to act, below is the Anita Bay terminal harvest chart
of Chinook. You can see quite clearly that it is not working for trollers.
Sum of Chinook Column Labels
Row Labels

Anita Bay Term. DN Anita Bay Term. Seine Anita Bay Term. Troll Grand Total

2011

6,205

3,136

161

9,502

2012

3,618

5,540

197

9,355

2013

8,433

4,848

173

13,454

2014

7,020

2,680

165

9,865

2015

4,421

4,818

72

9,311

2016

2,050

1,536

30

3,616

2017

4,303

4,485

36

8,824

2018

5,978

5,149

314

11,441

2019

4,048

1,748

193

5,989

2020

3,849

4,121

44

8,014

49,925

38,061

1,385

89,371

Grand Total
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Gillnet proposal 113 comments
I created proposal 113 and here is what it does. This proposal raises the bar for
when a king net can be used by the drift net fleet in districts 111,106 and 108.
Currently the department’s policy is that there is no net restriction imposed
during the early sockeye openings of June, if the preseason Chinook forecast for
the Taku or Stikine is above the MID point of the spawning goal. That has
resulted in fisherman using king nets in the early sockeye fishery to target kings
instead of sockeye. Currently by rules of the Pacific Salmon Treaty in the
Transboundary river annex, a direct fishery on Chinook bound for these rivers can
not occur unless the preseason Chinook forecast for these rivers is ABOVE the
spawning goal.
By not imposing a mesh restriction to ensure king nets are not used is in fact
sanctioning a direct king fishery by default. So, this proposal’s end goal is to put
into state regulation management of the driftnet fishery in district 108 and 111
that fully complies with the intent of the Transboundary annex of the Pacific
Salmon Treaty. District 106 is included because it surrounds district 108 and often
these districts are opened simultaneously. Differential mesh restrictions for areas
that boarder each other, open at the same time, are basically unenforceable since
traversing and fishing these two districts during an opening happens frequently.
The second goal of this proposal is to change the current Chinook protective mesh
restriction, (when applied) , to one that actually protects Chinook salmon
transiting the area. The initial proposal highlights the fact that during the June
openings it is a sockeye fishery and the most effective mesh used for harvesting
sockeye is 5.25 inches. In the proposal I referenced a study done by the
department on mesh effectiveness on catching sockeye. That study is
CATCH EFFICIENCY COMPARISONS OF FOUR COMMERCIAL
GILLNET MESH SIZES IN THE TAKING OF SOCKEYE AND CHUM
SALMON IN DISTRICTS 11 1 AND 115, SOUTHEAST ALASKA
BY
Joseph Muir
Ray Staska
And Jim Blick
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There is however another issue not addressed that is more important concerning
kings and mesh size. That is the effectiveness of the typical 6 inch mesh on today’s
spawning king salmon.
There is conclusive data from the department that proves spawning king salmon
are substantially smaller now than in the past. It has been shown that instead of
spending 4 and 5 years in the ocean feeding, they are returning after just 3 years
in the ocean to spawn!!!
Below is a table of the Taku river age tally for returning Chinook salmon. The
trend is alarming and studies show its happening coastwide and not just
restricted to a few rivers.
Table .- Terminal brood year returns by age of Taku Chinook salmon.

Year

Age-1.2

Age-1.3

Age-1.4

Age-1.5

1973

0.28

0.54

0.18

-

1974

0.49

0.30

0.21

-

1975

0.37

0.34

0.27

0.01

1976

0.29

0.49

0.21

0.00

1977

0.48

0.37

0.13

0.01

1978

0.42

0.40

0.18

0.01

1979

0.15

0.53

0.30

0.02

1980

0.18

0.48

0.33

0.02

1981

0.30

0.45

0.20

0.06

1982

0.14

0.35

0.48

0.03

1983

0.22

0.40

0.35

0.03

1984

0.22

0.34

0.38

0.06

1985

0.18

0.36

0.43

0.03

1986

0.13

0.43

0.41

0.03

1987

0.25

0.36

0.37

0.02

1988

0.25

0.48

0.26

0.01

1989

0.19

0.48

0.33

0.00

1990

0.18

0.49

0.33

-

1991

0.18

0.41

0.41

0.00

1992

0.11

0.60

0.29

0.00

1993

0.16

0.57

0.26

0.01

1994

0.26

0.42

0.32

0.00

1995

0.23

0.55

0.21

0.00
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1996

0.15

0.54

0.31

0.00

1997

0.10

0.63

0.27

0.01

1998

0.17

0.51

0.32

0.00

1999

0.19

0.62

0.18

0.00

2000

0.26

0.45

0.29

0.00

2001

0.21

0.63

0.16

0.00

2002

0.22

0.54

0.24

0.01

2003

0.19

0.60

0.21

0.00

2004

0.30

0.55

0.14

0.00

2005

0.28

0.61

0.11

0.00

2006

0.24

0.59

0.16

0.01

2007

0.35

0.48

0.16

0.00

2008

0.19

0.60

0.21

0.00

2009

0.37

0.54

0.09

0.00

2010

0.27

0.68

0.05

-

2011

0.41

0.53

0.06

0.00

2012

0.37

0.53

0.10

0.00

2013

0.31

0.60

0.09

0.00

2014

0.28

0.57

0.15

-

2015
Ave
70s
Avg
80s
Avg
90s
Avg
00s
Avg
10s

0.32

0.68

-

-

0.35

0.42

0.21

0.01

0.21

0.41

0.35

0.03

0.17

0.54

0.29

0.00

0.26

0.56

0.18

0.00

0.33

0.60

0.08

0.00

As you can see the spawners instead of spending 4 and 5 years in the ocean, they
are returning after only 3 years. We are now down to a point where only 8% of
the returning kings to the Taku are 4 ocean fish and the remainder of the run is 3
ocean or less. This means instead of the 18 to 50 lb spawners of the past, we are
seeing a much smaller fish returning. The average size of the Chinooks harvested
in the district 6, 8 and 11 driftnet June fishery, has fluctuated between 18 and 14
lbs. over the years, but now it’s down to between 14 and 12 lbs.
A 6 inch mesh is typically used for chum salmon and is very effective at catching
these 9 to 14 lb fish as the mesh study above states on pg 4. . It does not take a
rocket scientist to see that a 6 inch mesh would be deadly on today’s ocean 3
kings. They are similar in size to a larger chum. In my opinion a 6 inch mesh is not
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an effective measure of protection for these fish. I spoke to a gillnetter about it
and he said his king net is indeed a 6 inch net because it is the best way to catch
the smaller kings we have returning today.
That said I leave you with what the Board of Fisheries has instituted in the past to
protect king salmon during a sockeye gillnet fishery. In the Bristol Bay 2019-2021
reg. book you will find regulation.
5AAC 06.331 Gillnet specifications and operations(a) Gillnet mesh
sized restrictions are as follows: (1) gillnet mesh sized may not
exceed five and one-half inches during periods established by
emergency order for the protection of king salmon and the
Naknek-Kvichak and Ugashik Districts from June 1 through July
22.

Submitted By
Steven McCurdy
Submitted On
11/8/2021 11:56:43 AM
Affiliation
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Phone
907 530-7042
Email
hollissteve4@gmail.com
Address
PO Box 319
Klawock, Alaska 99925
Comments for proposal #153. Logjam Creek
My comments are based on 25 years of personal observations of Logjam Creek and my background as a fisheries biologist.
First; the summer coho in Logham Creek are a very unique run of coho. It is not uncommon to see fish attempting to pass the lower falls in
late June.
The escapement is unknown, but based on personal observations I would think it is only a few hundred fish in a good year.
It is very difficult for the fish to pass both the lower and upper falls; with the upper falls being the more difficult of the two. The fish tend to
concentrate in the pools below the falls, and it can take weeks for the fish to successfully pass the falls (even with favorable flows).
Natural mortality occurs at both falls. Fish often receive wounds when attempting to jummp the falls and bouncing of rocks. It is very
common to see unspawned fish with fungus on their head and body. In years with periods of low water in July and early August the number
of wounded and dead fish observed with fungus can be significant, particularly at the upper falls.
I support the East Prince of Wales Advisory Committee in trying to conserve the summer coho in Logjam Creek. I support fishing closures
at both falls. The closures should include all fisheries and not just sport fishing (I have personally observed people harvesting 20 coho a
day at the lower falls with a dip net). The Board and ADF&G should also urge actions by Federal managers to protect this unique run of
coho.
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Submitted By
Steven Stumpf
Submitted On
12/22/2021 1:02:40 PM
Affiliation
Marit Carlson Van Dort, Chairman
Alaska Board of Fisheries
1255 W. 8th Street
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re: King salmon management proposals 82 and 83

Chair Carlson Van Dort and members of the Board of Fisheries,

My name is Steven Stumpf and I will keep my comments short and to the point. My wife and I own and operate Silver Sea Adventures, a
sport fishing business, located 2 miles southeast of Craig, AK. I have been a sport-fishing guide in Southeast Alaska since 1988 and a
business owner since 1999. We are a small family operation with 6 seasonal Alaskan employees. We live in Alaska year-round.

Sport-fishing is and has been my primary source of income since 1988. My wife and I raised 4 children in this industry. Two of our kids
currently work with us and wish to follow in our footsteps and run our business for at least another generation.

I would consider our operation small. We host on the average of 8 non-resident customers at a time. Though we are small, our economic
impact on the local community is great. We purchase fuel, groceries, fishing supplies, boat engines, equipment and maintenance,
hardware, building materials, city utilities, auto fuel and maintenance, restaurants, etc… Almost all of the income generated by our
business goes directly back into our community. We feel good about that. We love where we live and the people that live here with
us. There are also many other small and a few larger operations in the Craig/Klawock area that benefit these rural communities.

As I mentioned, I have been doing this a long time. When I started guiding (1988) the limit on king salmon was 2 per day 28” or greater in
length with no annual limit for non-residents, the entire season. Back then I almost never caught a daily limit of king salmon for my
customers and they were never upset because of that. There was plenty of opportunity and that was the attraction to Southeast Alaska. I
will emphasize that we do not sell fish we sell opportunity. Customers had the opportunity to keep king salmon whether they caught
them or not.

For the past two and half decades king salmon limits have been inconsistent and unpredictable due to pre-season abundance and treaty
restrictions. We market for each coming season during the fall, winter, and early spring months. King salmon limits for the coming season
(after we are done marketing for the upcoming season) are usually posted in April and sometimes as late as May. This makes it very
difficult to sell opportunity when you have no idea what that opportunity is and if there is even going to be an opportunity to harvest king
salmon. On top of that, there are in-season regulation changes that take away opportunities anglers travelling to SE Alaska were
anticipating. The bottom line is we need consistent limits (opportunity) in order to survive as a vital industry to Southeast Alaska. Below is
currently what a conversation with a prospective customer is like.

Prospective customer…“If I go fishing with you do I have a chance of catching and keeping a king salmon?”
Business owner… “ I think you will be able to keep kings in May or June but after that I cannot be sure.” Pause “Hello, are you still
there, are you still interested in fishing this coming season?”
Prospective customer… “I will get back to you.” Which means I will check my options elsewhere.
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For the reasons mentioned in the paragraphs above I do not support Proposal #82. It is too similar to what we currently have and have
had. We need regulations that are consistent from year to year. Proposal # 82 is also more restrictive to Alaska Residents in low
abundance years that use king salmon as a source of food.

I support Proposal # 83. It keeps workable regulations in low abundance years and avoids in-season management. It allows for
consistency in king salmon regulations from year to year regardless of abundance. Proposal #83 will allow us to market those numbers to
prospective clients so they are aware of their opportunity prior to coming. No surprises, no excuses. Proposal #83 also does a better job
of supporting resident access to harvest the resource.

I urge the board to consider support for proposal #83. In years of low abundance, it benefits Alaskan anglers that want to put food on their
table and it allows opportunity for travelling sport fishermen that will bring much needed income to our rural communities.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Steven M Stumpf
Silver Sea Adventures
Craig, AK. USA

Submitted By
C T t blomstrom
Submitted On
1/30/2021 7:09:14 AM
Affiliation
Sport fisherman
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Phone
5124228328
Email
tblomstrom@yahoo.com
Address
700 lake rd,
coldspring, Texas 77331
Amend the rule on limits of sockeye caught by rod and reel to say that the legal limit shall be the first limit caught shall be the limit set by the
"board" regardless of where the fish is hooked.
Too many fish caught other than the mouth die thereby wasting the resource

Fujioka Personal Comments Page 1

Alaska Dept of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
December 22, 2021
Members of the Board of Fisheries:
I have been a commercial troller for the past twelve seasons. I operate a 31’ power
troller, most frequently by myself of with one of my daughters (ages 9 and 14). I chose
to become a professional hook-and-line fisherman after nearly three decades of
sportfishing in northern Southeast Alaska – an activity I continue to enjoy. I have token
experience in several other commercial fisheries in the region as well and have
participated in subsistence and personal-use fisheries too. I have served for over
fourteen years on the Sitka Fish & Game Advisory Committee (including two SE BoF
meetings as chairman) and continue to serve on this committee. I am Chairman of
Seafood Producer’s Cooperative, a major processor of troll and longline fish. Our plant
is one of the largest private employers in Sitka.
I greatly appreciate the wonderful opportunity for members of the public to provide so
much input in the process of changing fishing regulations. Alaska’s system of making
the knowledge of local fishermen inherent to the regulatory process is truly
extraordinary and extraordinarily valuable. I hope that the members of the Board of Fish
will be able to truly listen to those of us with decades of firsthand experience on these
waters and then to apply broader knowledge to craft the solutions best for the long-term
benefit of the fish and the local residents. I appreciate your taking the time to read my
extensive opinions below. Thank you.
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80: SUPPORT-a gear group that stays within their allocation should never be subject to
a reduced allocation the following year due to an overage caused by others. However,
there may be times when a gear group exceeds their allocation early in the year and
another gear group is forced to reduce their catch in order to prevent the all-gear
harvest from exceeding the allowable level. In a situation like this, the gear group that
went over should repay the fish that they “borrowed” the following year even if there is
not an all-gear penalty.
However, if imprecise management techniques prevent a gear group from catching their
entire quota, there should be no need for compensation if another gear group with more
precise management is able sweep up the remaining uncaught quota late in the season.
82: support with AMENDMENTS to ensure resident priority- For the most part, this
proposal simply reorganizes all of the individual out-of-cycle changes to the existing
King Salmon Management Plan that the BoF has recently made in response to the 2019
updates to the Pacific Salmon Treaty. I generally support the status quo that this
proposal represents, but urge the BoF to adopt two specific changes:
1st change: Clarifying that the nonresident sport king annual limits should be adjusted as
needed to ensure that the resident fishery remains open year-round. The proposal’s
language would only protect residents in low abundance years. The plan should be
changed as follows to protect resident fishermen all levels of abundance:
5 AAC 47.055. Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan...
(4) provide stability to the sport fishery by eliminating inseason regulatory changes,
except those necessary for conservation purposes or achieving the sport harvest
allocation.
(5) at Alaska winter troll fishery CPUEs less than 6.0 and equal to or greater than 2.6; a
resident bag limit of two king salmon 28 inches or greater in length will be established in
areas where conservation management measures for all anglers prohibited king salmon
retention or closed fishing for king salmon once they reopen.
(6) [at Alaska winter troll fishery CPUEs less than 6.0 and equal to or greater than
2.6; and the department projects that the king salmon sport harvest allocation is
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going to be exceeded, the department shall, by emergency order, adjust the
nonresident seasons and bag limits so to stay within the sport allocation; the
department shall prohibit resident king salmon retention or close the resident
sport king salmon fishery only if nonresident angler closures are insufficient to
remain within the sport fishery allocation.
(7) at Alaska winter troll fishery CPUEs less than 2.6 and equal to or greater than
2.0; and] If the department projects that the king salmon sport harvest allocation is
going to be exceeded, the department shall, by emergency order, adjust the
nonresident seasons and bag limits so that there are no closures for residents.
2nd change: In accordance with the first change, get rid of the proposed July 1-July 31
resident closure under (g) (2) that would apply to years when the CPUE is 2.6-3.8:
(2) when wild stock management measures are unnecessary:
(A) a resident bag limit of one king salmon [except from July 1 through July 31
resident anglers may not retain king salmon];
(B) a nonresident bag limit of one king salmon except from July 1 through July 31
nonresident anglers may not retain king salmon;
(C) from January 1 through June 15, a nonresident total harvest limit is three king
salmon, 28 inches or greater in length, a harvest record under 5 AAC 75.006 is
required;
(D) from June 16 through December 31, a nonresident total harvest limit is one king
salmon,


As the BoF has not made a saltwater C&T finding for Chinook in SE, local
residents fulfill their subsistence king salmon needs through the sport fishery.
Thus, while protection is not Constitutionally-mandated, most of the reasons
behind the Constitutional priority are still applicable to the resident sport fishery.
Hence if the non-resident sport fishery, or commercial fisheries (not addressed
in this proposal) needs to be cut back in order to assure residents year-round
access to the king salmon resource, then the BoF should direct that to happen.
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That the resident sport fishery in SE deserves priority has been recognized by
the BoF for many years. The third point of BoF Findings #93-145-FB from
March 1992 the were the basis for the original SE Sport King Salmon
Management Plan reflect that, as reproduced here:



The resident sport king catch has been stable for decades. Residents have not
caused the allocation problem, nor are they likely to cause one in the future. It
is the huge increase in non-resident catch that started in the mid-1980s that
has triggered allocation fights.

This is Fig. 6 from ADF&G’s Special Publication No. 17-15 Overview of the Sport
Fisheries for King Salmon in Southeast Alaska Through 2017: A Report to the Alaska
Board of Fisheries by Robert Chadwick et al. The resident harvest has been stable in
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the 20,000-35,000 range for decades. In contrast, the 1987 the non-resident catch was
under 6,900 but it grew at a rate of nearly 8% per year to over 50,000 by 2015


The proposed July resident sport king closure in tier (g) which is moderately low
abundance, is unnecessary and inappropriate. The management plan in the
next lower tier (h) does not require a resident closure. If residents don’t need to
be closed in the lowest abundance years, why should they be closed in years
when there are more fish available?



The Staff Comments RC2, says that the department is seeking guidance from
the BoF on how aggressively to use of in-season management to precisely hit
the sport allocation. The BoF should officially clarify that taking fish from the
troll quota in order to avoid in-season management for the sport fishery is only
fair if the troll fleet is compensated in an appropriate and timely manner.
Specifically:
o The BoF must require that any fish “borrowed” from the trollers be paid
back the following year’s by reducing the sport target below their 20%
allocation by the same percentage of the sport-troll quota as the previous
year’s overage. The BoF should direct the department to downwardly
adjust the following year’s bag/annual limits accordingly. Trollers need to
be assured that any fish they loan in one season will be paid back the next
year. It is not appropriate or fair for the trollers to have to wait until the
sport harvest just happens to come in under allocation for the trollers to
receive compensation.
o The BoF needs to set establish a trigger range of acceptable deviation
(perhaps +/- 1.5% of the combined sport-troll allocation) for the sport
harvest. If the in-season data projects that the sport harvest will end up
within that range, then no in-season management would be applied. But
the BoF should direct that if bi-weekly sportfish catch data indicates that
the sport catch will land outside of that range, in-season management
measures should be used to get the year’s harvest back inside of the
acceptable range.
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Proposal 83: OPPOSE- This proposal would turn back the clock to the pre-1992 era. It
was in that year that the BoF created separate troll and sport quotas to try to restrain
the tremendous increase in the sport catch1. Proposal 83:


Uses historic data from years of lower effort resulting in underestimates of
future sport harvest, even in the near term.



by failing to account for a continued increase in the number of non-resident
fishermen, the harvest estimates become increasing unrealistic in the medium
and long-term



unreasonably assumes that years of very high quotas will occur frequently
enough to mitigate the loss of troll harvest in the lower and middle abundance
years



does not include a cumulative accounting of overages and underages. Instead,
the proposer asks the board to believe that the 20% allocation will work out in
the end without any mechanism to ensure this.

From 1984 to 2008 the number of non-resident anglers grew by about 7-1/2% per year.
While temporarily stopped by worldwide phenomena- the Recession that began in 2008
and the recent COVID-19 pandemic, there is every reason to believe that this growth
will continue in the future. Contrary to what the proposer wants the BoF to believe, a
fixed bag limit is not an effective constraint on total harvest as the number of anglers
increases.

1

Page 68 of ADF&G sportfish division’s Special Publication No. 21-10 Overview of the Sport Fishery for King Salmon
in the Southeast Alaska through 2020: A report to the Alaska Board of Fisheries by Patrick Fowler et al. indicates
that “In 1989, however, sport harvest began a rapid increase due primarily to increases in fishing effort and harvest
in outer coastal areas in Sitka and Prince of Wales Island (PWI) as well as increases in hatchery returns. Total
(sport) harvest increased from 31,100 in 1989 to 60,500 in 1991.” That is to say the sport catch nearly doubled in 3
years!
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This is figure 3 from ADF&G sportfish division’s Special Publication No. 21-10 Overview
of the Sport Fishery for King Salmon in the Southeast Alaska through 2020: A report to
the Alaska Board of Fisheries by Patrick Fowler et al. Note that the number of nonresident anglers has increased steadily except for the Great Recession of 2008 and its
aftermath.
In the absence of a major recession or a pandemic, an increasing number of nonresident anglers will lead to an ever-higher sport harvest, as happened in the early
1990’s. Hence, since this proposal lacks any means to stem such inflation, it will not
maintain the 80%/20% sharing but instead will result in a major re-allocation of the
limited Chinook quota to the charter industry. The accepted 80-/20 split can only be
maintained if any sort of borrowing is accompanied by specific provisions to ensure that
the loan is repaid. This proposal, is asking the BoF to force the troll fleet to give the
sport sector a line of credit, without offering a repayment schedule or even a cap on the
maximum size of the loan. No bank would lend under those conditions and the troll fleet
shouldn’t be forced to do so either. Before extending a loan, a bank would insist on
establishing a maximum loan amount, a fixed repayment schedule, penalties for failing
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to make the agreed upon payments and a profitable interest rate. The troll fleet
deserves no less.
Furthermore, the non-resident annual limits mandated for lower quota tiers (f, g & h)
under this proposal are substantially more generous than currently allowed. Even
without any increase in effort, these limits would result in sport catches much higher
than the historic catches which exceeded the 20% allocation share. The overage would
accumulate to the point that it could not be made up without lengthy sustained periods
of very high abundance. While such a rosy scenario would solve a lot of problems,
neither the BoF nor industry should count on it occurring.
Additionally, the members of the BoF should also be fully aware that any version of the
Sportfish Management Plan that lacks a firm separation between the sport and troll
allocations will produce a great many proposals next cycle from sports fishermen
seeking to raise their bag limits, and from trollers seeking to reduce the sport limits. This
was the case in the 1980s and early 1990s. Since then, the firm 80/20 allocation has
eliminated the incentive for such proposals and the board no longer has the duty of
deliberating on dozens of such purely allocative sport king salmon proposals. A forwardthinking BoF would prevent this gear war by reaffirming, not tearing down the wall
between the sport and troll allocations.
Proposals 85 & 86: SUPPORT- As a quasi-subsistence activity, the resident sport king
fishery deserves the highest priority when allocating the resource. The current
management plan already includes this level of protection when the quota is at a very
low tier under 5 AAC 47.055 (h) (5). There is no reason that residents shouldn’t be
prioritized when abundance is higher too. The new electronic logbooks required of
charter guides allow ADF&G Sportfish Division to confidently project the year-end
harvest early in the season, thus providing time to fine-tune non-resident limits well in
advance, rather than having to suddenly close fisheries because data wasn’t analyzed
until it was too late. Given that clear priority and protection for the resident fishery is
already in regulation for the times of lowest abundance, there is no reason that this
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protection should not be extended to times of larger quotas too. Note that the language
of Proposals 85 & 86 that prioritizes residents is the subject of the 1st amendment that I
propose in my discussion of Proposal 82 which would apply it to all tiers. See that
section of this letter for more information.
Proposal 88: OPPOSE- After further reflection, even the proposer has withdrawn
support for this proposal. Note that this proposal is not internally consistent. Section
(i)(1) sets the resident limit at 2 kings per day when the quota is at a moderately low
level, yet in section (h)(1) the limit drops to one king per day in years when the quota is
higher!
Proposal 89: OPPOSE- This is a permit-stacking proposal.


The troll fishery does not need permit stacking. It would increase the price of
permits reducing the appeal of what is now an affordable entry to commercial
fishing.



Changing the historic gear allowance would alter ADF&G’s historic
relationships between CPUE and abundance since the unit of troll effort would
no longer be standardized. In the face of uncertainty managers tend to become
conservative- and rightly so. This proposal would potentially reduce total troll
harvest in the name of caution.



This proposal would benefit big boats with well-capitalized owners at the
expense those with fewer resources and owners of boats physically too small to
operate 6 lines without tangling gear.

Proposal 90: SUPPORT- This primarily house-keeping proposal would align the triggers
of the existing provision to carryover uncaught winter quota into spring with the CPUE
metric which was adopted by Alaska as part of the 2019 Pacific Salmon Treaty
Agreement rather than continuing to be based on the computer model Abundance Index
which is no longer used for management by the state of Alaska. Because the CPUE
metric involves six flat tiers rather than a continuously increasing scale, under this
proposal, there is a small additional range of abundance where unused winter quota will
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be transferred to spring by increasing the spring area quotas by 250-500 fish. However,
this should not be a concern because:
1) The spring fishery has been greatly constricted and per BoF directive, occurs only in
those areas where it is known that SE wild stocks are scarce and
2) Overall spring troll harvest is thus down greatly from recent years. As such, even with
slightly higher quotas in the few remaining areas, the total spring harvest will remain
much lower than it used to be, and with the fishery restricted to areas with very few SE
wild fish, the harvest of SE wild stocks is proportionally lower yet.
3) The only reason that the carryover bonus does not already apply in low abundance
years is that when it was proposed the Alaska Trollers Association wanted to assure a
summer quota large enough to support a July opener of 4-5 days so the provision was
not permitted to take effect in years when the quota was low. This concern does not
apply now because:
a) Under the current tiered system, the quota is the same across the entire tier
regardless of what the exact abundance is.
b) Under the 2018 restrictions on the spring and winter fisheries, the spring and
winter harvests have been reduced so much that more of the quota than in the past
will remain for summer, even if the treaty cap is increased by 500 kings in each
spring district.
4) Due to the highly conservative restrictions on where spring fishing is allowed, the
concerns over SE wild stocks being caught in the spring troll fishery are overblown. The
historic projections of SE wild Chinook in the spring catch are misleading, since they
include many districts that are no longer open under current management.
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Proposal 91: OPPOSE- While the stated purpose of this proposal is to manage the July
summer troll king opening so as leave enough quota that the August opening lasts 4-15
days, the proposal is unduly complicated, awkward and only marginally effective at
accomplishing this goal.


Example 1: 2020-Under the current management plan the July opener ran 6
days and the remaining quota was adequate for a full 15 more days in August.
Had Proposal 91 been in effect, the July opener would have been shorted by a
day in order to increase the length of the August opener by an estimated 4
days. This would have extended it beyond the 4-15 day target length.



Example 2: 2018-this proposal would have entirely eliminated the August
opener on the supposition that the 75,000 fish summer quota was too small to
support two reasonable length openers. However, under existing management,
the July opener lasted 14 days and the August opener 5 days.

In keeping with the old saying, “If it ain’t broke, don’t break it!”, I don’t think that the
issue that the proposer seeks to address needs fixing at this time, but if the BoF is
convinced that constraining the August opener to a period of 4-15 days is a necessary
objective, they should instead amend this proposal to simply require that the length of
the July opening be managed in-season so as to achieve this. It will be far easier for
department staff to determine when to close the July fishery utilizing actual harvest data
from that season than it is for the BoF to manage this aspect of the fishery years in
advance of the actual fishing.
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Proposal 92: support AMENDED version- This proposal as written would reduce the
size limit for king salmon caught in spring hatchery THAs from 28” overall to 26” overall
in order to increase the harvest of early-maturing male jacks. However, that would
necessitate a different set of rules within THAs compared to other spring troll fisheries.
That would be highly inconvenient for enforcement and for any troller that fishes THA
and non-THA waters on the same trip. Instead, I suggest that the minimum size limit in
all troll areas during the spring season change from 28” overall to 26-1/2” from the snout
to the fork of the tail.
This alternative has the following
advantages:


Immature kings have deeply
forked tails as shown in the
top specimen in the picture
to the right. This immature
fish is 28” overall, but the
tips of the tail extend 1-1/2”
past the fork. Hence this
immature fish is only 26-1/2”
to the fork of the tail, that
being the equivalent to the
existing 28” overall
minimum. Thus, the
proposed amendment would
not change the number or
stock composition of
immature kings being kept.
These fish can and should
be released to grow bigger.



The tails of mature spawners
on the other hand have a
much shallower fork. The mature jack in the lower portion of the picture is also
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28” overall, yet the tips of the tails extend only ½” past the fork. Hence, the
proposed amendment would allow trollers to retain mature kings as short as 27”
overall.


A consistent rule in all spring areas is easier to enforce and doesn’t require the
fisherman to offload 26”-28” fish caught in the THA prior to fishing in other
waters



The fork length is a more consistent measurement than the overall length, as
the latter can vary up to an inch depending upon how the fish’s tail is
positioned. This has led to honest fishermen getting citations for fish that
pointed their tail when they came aboard, but went into rigor mortis with a flared
tail.



About 15 years ago, ADF&G staff switched from an overall length to a fork
length measurement for their biological data because it is more consistent since
it doesn’t depend upon how the fish holds its tail.



Many Alaska hatchery stocks are returning to spawn at younger ages than they
used to. Two-ocean jacks are much more common than in the past. They tend
to be 27”-33” long. So, while most of them met the current 28” minimum size, a
fair number of them are just short, but would be legal for trollers to keep under
this amendment. In the past there were few of them, so catching one under 28”
was a rarity. Now, there are many more jacks, and I release several each
spring that are barely too short.



Allowing trollers to retain more Alaska hatchery fish would help to reduce the
troll deficit under the SE Enhanced Salmon Allocation Management Plan. Per 5
AAC 33.364, the hatchery fisheries are supposed to be managed so that
trollers catch 27-32% of the hatchery fish. For more than 2 decades, the troll
share has significantly lagged this allocation. Allowing trollers to retain these
hatchery kings (that gillnetters and seiners have long been allowed to keep)
would be a small step towards addressing this imbalance.



In the event that anybody does raise a potential concern over the possibility
that a very small number of mature SE wild Chinook might be caught and
retained despite spring troll fisheries being conducted exclusively in areas
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where SE wild stocks are rare, the BoF should keep in mind that the only fish
that would be affected by the amendment would be those between 26-1/2” fork
length and 28” overall. Official escapement counts of SE wild stocks are limited
to “large kings”, i.e. fish bigger than 28” overall, so this proposed change would
not result in any decrease to the escapement counts. Furthermore, mature
kings under 28” are precocious jacks, small males that typically are redundant
to reproductive success anyway- so it is with good reason that they are not
included in the spawning escapement counts.
The only new fish that could be retained under a 26-1/2” fork length would be
mature (i.e. Alaskan) fish with an overall length of 27-28”. Since 2018 when the
current restrictions went into effect there have been 153 CWTed Alaskan king
salmon sampled from the spring troll fisheries that were approximately 28”-29” in
overall length. The stock composition of this subset should be nearly identical to
that of the 27-28” Alaskan fish that could be retained with a 26-1/2” snout to fork
minimum. Of these 153 fish only one (out of 4 years of data) was a SE wild stock
(from the Unuk). All of the rest were hatchery fish. As outlined above, even had it
not been caught, this fish was too small to have been included in escapement
counts anyway.


Under the requirements set by the BoF in 2018, spring trolling is restricted to
areas that have a low prevalence of SE wild Chinook. That leaves hatcheries
as the only local producer of kings in waters open to trolling in the spring, so
virtually all of the mature fish caught during the spring troll fishery are Alaskan
hatchery kings. There should be no conservation concerns or Treaty concerns
with harvesting more of these mature fish since nearly all of them are hatchery
fish and all of them are small.



CWTed adults are somewhat shorter on average than the non-CWTed fish in
their hatchery cohort2. Thus, the slightly smaller fish that would be allowed to
be retained under a 26-1/2” fork-length minimum size would make the overall
CWT rate in the spring troll catch more representative of the overall return.

2

See The Effects of Adipose Fin Clipping and Coded Wire Tagging on the Survival and Growth of Spring Chinook
Salmon by Geraldine Vander Haegen and H. Lee Blankenship in the August 2005 edition of the North American
Journal of Fisheries Management
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Currently, by being required to release small fish, trollers are selecting for nonCWTed fish, thereby distorting the stock composition when the tags are
expanded.
Proposal 95: SUPPORT- The newly implemented electronic logbook requirements for
charter guides allow ADF&G to closely monitor the harvest of the majority of the sport
anglers. This proposal would direct the department to use this information to adjust
limits in-season in order to manage the fishery to the sport quota. While it wasn’t in
regulation at that time, this is exactly what was done in 2020 when it became apparent
that due to the COVID-19 pandemic, non-resident sport effort was much lower than
usual, and as a result the sport harvest was down as well.
Proposal 99: OPPOSE- This proposal (sponsored by the seiners) would assure the
seine fleet of the maximum harvest of hatchery chum salmon within the SE Cove THA
at the expense of the troll fleet. While the 2 days of seining: 5 days of trolling ratio is
already in regulation, the greater efficiency of seine gear means that with a seine fishery
every 3 or 4 days, the chum never get a chance to build up enough to provide for good
trolling. The trollers are currently well behind their allocated share of hatchery-produced
salmon under 5 AAC 33.364 the SE AK Area Enhanced Salmon Allocation
Management Plan. Under the 13th finding of BoF finding 94-148FB, THA fisheries
should adjusted to make up that deficiency. Hence, trollers, not seiners should be the
ones to set the rotation for their benefit within the existing guidelines.
Proposal 100: SUPPORT- Over the most recent 5-yr period the gillnet share of hatchery
salmon has been 35.2% of the total commercial harvest of hatchery salmon in SE. This
is well above the 24-29% goal set by the BoF in finding 94-148FB and codified in 5 AAC
33.364 the SE AK Area Enhanced Salmon Allocation Management Plan.
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Above is slide 28 from the NSRAA presentation to the 2021 Seine Task Force, a link to
which can be found at https://www.nsraa.org/?page_id=65. As the chart clearly shows,
the gillnet fleet has been harvesting well over their allocation of hatchery fish for two
decades. While the gillnet share is not as large as it was a decade ago, it is still
consistently over their allocated range.
The BoF in finding 94-148FB, #13, directs that the proper remedy for an imbalance such
as this one is to adjust the management of fisheries in hatchery terminal areas. Hence,
it is completely appropriate that gillnetters not be allowed to fish in the SE Cove THA, at
least until such time as their 5 year average drops below their 24-29% allocation range.
The BoF will most certainly meet again before this happens, so there is no need to allow
for the possibility of a gillnet fishery in SE Cove at this time.
Proposal 112: OPPOSE- this proposal would allow deeper gillnets (90 mesh vs 60
mesh) in District 11 beginning with stat week 34. District 11 includes the estuaries of
both the King Salmon River and the Taku River. The Chinook run in the former was
designated as a Stock of Concern in 2018, and the Chinook run in the latter is proposed
as a Stock on Concern at the current time. While Taku kings are thought to typically rear
in distant waters (except possibly as very young fish), the King Salmon River Chinook
are a hyper-local rearing stock and likely to spend their entire lives in District 11 where
the gillnet fishery takes place. Deeper gillnets will greatly increase the catch of immature
feeder Chinook.
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Proposal 114: SUPPORT- This proposal would allow commercial Hand Trollers to use
downriggers (presumably hand-cranked only) during not just the winter fishery, but yearround. While some members of the law enforcement community have opposed similar
proposal in the past, on the instinctive thought that it might cause identification problems
for them, following a careful consideration of all possible scenarios I was unable to think
of a scenario where this proposal would make it any more difficult to determine if a
fisherman is sportfishing or commercial trolling than it already is.


A fisherman fishing with a sport rod in an area or time that is closed to
commercial fishing is clearly sportfishing. This would be true whether he is
fishing with or without a downrigger. So, the proposal would make no difference
in this scenario.



If a fisherman in a licensed commercial boat is using a rod in an area open to
commercial trolling, then there should be no need to be concerned about
whether he is sport fishing or commercial fishing at that particular time. This is
equally true whether the fisherman is using a downrigger or not.

Proposal 115: SUPPORT-This proposal would open the winter troll season on the
beginning of stat week 41, rather than waiting until Oct 11 (which typically falls near the
end of week 41 or sometimes in week 42).


This provides partial mitigation to winter trollers for the loss of the March 15April 30 portion of the winter fishery that occurred at the 2018 BoF meeting as a
measure to conserve local wild Chinook.



The winter fishery brings much higher prices than the summer fishery, so
increasing the number of fish caught in winter increases the value of the
resource.



While some members of the Alaskan delegation to the Pacific Salmon
Commission’s Treaty negotiations who are hesitant to “stir the pot” might try to
claim differently, the latest treaty agreement specifically allows the winter
fishery (and the associated index fishery in District 113) to begin as early as the
first day of Week 41. This language (rather than specifying October 11 th) was
carefully preserved in the treaty language to maintain the BoF’s traditional
freedom to make adjustments to our fisheries without undue constraint by
Treaty commitments.
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The traditional start date for the winter fishery was Oct 1 (which typically falls in
week 40). It was advanced to October 11 in 1993 at the request of the troll fleet
for internal allocation purposes to limit the winter catch. The severe truncation
of the last six weeks of the winter season by the BoF in 2018 greatly reduces
winter harvest, so delaying the opening to October 11 is no longer needed.



Over the last 5 years, Alaska hatchery fish have comprised about 20% of the
October winter troll catch. These fish are funded by a 3% tax on commercial
salmon landings, and don’t count against the Treaty quota. By allowing more
fishing time in October, the trollers can take advantage of this opportunity to
catch additional fish that we have already paid for at a time of year when very
few SE wild stocks are mixed into the catch.



Contrary to the staff comments that express concern over changing the length
of the index fishery, this proposal makes the length of the surveyed period a
consistent 56 days/year rather than varying each year from 47-53 days.
Stability will improve, not detract from the ability of the index to forecast
abundance. Historical precedent is a poor excuse for continuing to do
something poorly. In the case of an index, inconsistency is clearly a bug, not a
feature!

Proposal 116 OPPOSE (reluctantly)- I understand the motivation behind this proposal,
and once even drafted one similar to it. However, I learned that the Pacific Salmon
Treaty Agreement that governs Chinook harvest in SE, was negotiated with the
expressed understanding that a certain percentage of released kings would not survive.
The troll fishery has greatly reduced their release mortality since the first version of the
Treaty was negotiated in the 1980s. The current treaty agreement has separate limits
that were agreed to by all parties for landed Chinook and for incidental mortalities.
Ironically, this means that further reducing our incidental mortalities below the already
low number by retaining these fish as the proposer suggests, does not provide any
benefit to trollers since it would reduce the number of other kings that can be kept
during the king openers. This would require shortening the summer troll king openers,
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and thereby increasing the number of days when kings cannot be kept. This would
actually increase the number of kings that must be released.
Note that if instead of separate limits for landed catch and incidental mortality, the terms
of the Treaty had a single limit for the combined mortality caused by Alaska’s fisheries, I
would potentially come to a different conclusion on this concept.
Proposal 117: COMMENT- The proposer is good friend of mine, so while I am hesitant
to be on record opposing his proposal, the BoF should be fully aware that in addition to
creating enforcement challenges, this is a highly allocative proposal between large
vessels capable of effectively running 6 lines and smaller boats that can not do so
without tangling their gear.
Proposal 144- SUPPORT – The sport rental boat industry has grown significantly since
the imposition of sport halibut regulation that are more restrictive on guided anglers than
on unguided anglers. However, these fishermen target other species too. This growing
rental fleet is now large enough that their harvest is probably significant enough that it
should be documented separately and included in ADF&G’s in-season data analysis.
ADFG’s claim that they are not aware of any reason to be concerned by the level of
catch by rental boat clients is a disingenuous circular argument since the point of the
proposal is to gather data that doesn’t currently exist. The BoF should not be fooled into
thinking that the absence of data is adequate proof that the problem doesn’t exist.
The Board of Fisheries has long supported the concept of logbooks for rental boats.
This was suggested as far back as 1992, as documented by this excerpt from page 5 of
the BoF Findings 93-142-FB dated March of 1992 regarding the allocation of Chinook.
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Proposal 155- SUPPORT with AMENDMENT to prohibit removing a salmon from
the water if it is a species that must be released- In 2018 the BoF closed most of the
inside waters of SE to king salmon retention during the spring spawner run to protect
the local wild stocks. However, the intended level of protection was not fully achieved
due to out-of-state fishermen targeting these fish for catch-and-release opportunities.
While the fish might be ultimately released, this is all to often preceded by netting the
fish and holding it up for pictures, etc. If the BoF is not willing to prohibit these catchand-release fisheries, it should be required that the fish be carefully released without
being removing from the water.
The second portion of the proposal would prohibit using treble hooks- even when the
fisherman intends to take the fish home. This is unnecessarily restrictive and I do not
support this portion of the proposal.
Proposal 158: SUPPORT with AMENDMENT- I support the philosophy of forgoing the
harvest of young rapidly-growing fish in order to be able to catch them later when they
are bigger and more valuable. While the proposal as written would require a pre-season
bait or test fishery, that is not a financially feasible means of establishing the agecomposition. In lieu of the test fishery, since the department always publishes a forecast
of the age composition of the spawning stock as soon as their computer model has
been run, I suggest that in the years when the model predicts that 80% or more of
the return will be less than 5 years old, that the sac roe fishery be cancelled.


The sac roe industry did this voluntarily in 2020 when the 4-year-old cohort was
predicted to dominate the return.



The sac roe market has a strong preference for fish over 110-120 grams. It
takes fish at least 5 years on average to obtain this size. Before that, they are
worth very little.



Herring grow so rapidly through their first 5 years, that a cohort of herring will
have a larger biomass as 5-year-olds than as 4-year-olds. Thus, uncaught 4year-olds will not only be much more valuable per pound in the following year,
but actually will increase in weight too, as the growth of the individual surviving
herring outpaces the natural mortality.
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The scenario encompassed by the proposal is akin to the recent blackcod
situation. In 2019, >70% of the blackcod biomass was fish 5 years old or less.
For a species that is known to live for decades, such an imbalanced age
structure carries both great promise and great risk. As a blackcod IFQ holder, I
have been increasingly appalled when the quota has been raised repeatedly
just as these barely-mature fish are entering the fishery.



Given the longstanding hostility between the sac roe industry and the proposer,
as a BoF member, you should be prepared to expect that the industry will
oppose this proposal on instinct, without even stopping to consider the
possibility of economic benefit.

Proposal 160: OPPOSE- the proposer’s description of the issue begins with “(The
closed waters) have been increased 3 time in the last ten years under the guise of
increasing reasonable subsistence harvest opportunities based on the purported failure
of the subsistence harvester to reach the artificially inflated 136,000 to 227,000 pound
‘Amount Necessary for Subsistence’.” I find the italicize terms in that sentence to be
inappropriately disrespectful. This sort of attitude should not be rewarded by the BoF.
Proposal 161- OPPOSE- this proposal would impose an unnecessary burden on a longestablished subsistence activity. The subsistence take does not pose any sort of
conservation risk, nor is there any reason to believe that the eggs are illegally entering
commerce. In general, the BoF should be looking to reduce the paperwork requirements
on Alaskan subsistence fisheries, not increase them.
Proposal 162- SUPPORT- Current regulations allow for a resident subsistence gatherer
to get a permit that allows the harvest up to 158 pounds of herring roe on macrocystis
kelp (or 32 pounds if they are the sole member of their household), then return the
permit to Fish & Game, and exchange the permit for a second one of the same
poundage allowance. I sponsored this proposal to eliminate the need for Sitka
subsistence gatherers to return to the Fish and Game office after harvesting half of their
allowed limit and to increase the limit to a more easily measured quantity. Requiring the
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harvester to make two trips to the grounds means requiring twice the time, twice the fuel
and risks storm-driven sand or other events spoiling the resource in the meantime. In
the past I have been unable to harvest my full allowance when the second trip was
delayed due to bad weather, an adverse tide cycle, or other obligations, to the point that
the eggs were no longer good to harvest.
Prior to the explosion of the sea otter population, macrocystis kelp was not as common
as it is now, so perhaps there was a concern of over-harvest of kelp when this proposal
was originally implemented. Thanks to the otters nearly wiping out the kelp-eating
urchins, that has not been an issue for many years. Consequently, commercial roe-onkelp fisheries are allowed to take hundreds of blades of macrocystis each without any
thought of depletion of the kelp resource, so allowing subsistence harvesters to take a
bit more kelp shouldn’t be an issue.
Proposal 184: OPPOSE (for consistency sake)- the BoF and ADF&G have historically
sought to provide for clearly distinguishable method and means between sport fisheries
and Personal Use/Subsistence fisheries. It would be contrary to this long-standing
philosophy for longlined shrimp pots to be allowable gear in both sport and P/U shrimp
fisheries. Unless ADF&G intends to fully reverse this principle (which is of questionable
value in my opinion) I suggest the BoF clarify that while P/U shrimp pots may be
longlined, sport shrimp pots must be single set. If ADF&G does intend to continue to
support this proposal, this would mark a change in their philosophy and it should be
noted when the board deliberates on Proposal 224 as well.
Proposal 185 & 186: SUPPORT- While the seawater temperatures have cooled off in
the last few years and squid are again very scarce, it seems likely that they will again
return in quantities sufficient to support a sport fishery in the future. When that
happens, it would be desirable if sport fishermen could be allowed to use lights and
multiple lighted lures to attract squid as is commonplace in other areas with rod and reel
squid fisheries.
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Proposal 190- OPPOSE-The current regulations require that pre-season surveys
estimate that at least 200,000 pound of legal male red king crab are present before
opening a fishery, but this proposal would allow a fishery on less than half of that
amount.


The survey is inherently an imprecise tool and generates an imprecise
estimate. The 200,000-pound threshold acts as a buffer against an estimate
that indicates a surplus erroneously. If there truly is a small surplus available, it
is ok to leave it in the water to accumulate towards next year’s quota.



If small surpluses are harvested every year that they are thought to exist, (and
potentially when they aren’t even really there) it will take an extraordinary
recruitment event to ever reach the 200,000-pound threshold for a competitive
fishery. The current buffer allows small surpluses to accumulate over multiple
years until there is enough crab for a competitive fishery.



This is an allocative proposal, not just between competitive and noncompetitive commercial crabbers, but between commercial and Personal Use
crabbers. Currently, limited Personal Use fisheries are allowed when there is a
harvestable surplus < 200,000 pounds. Allowing commercial fisheries to
routinely sweep up these small amounts will increase the number of years
when there is no harvestable surplus and thus the P/U fishery will be shut down
more frequently.



With commercial fisheries occurring much more frequently, even on stocks with
very small surpluses, there will be fewer large old dominant male crab in the
spawning population.
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Proposal 214- OPPOSE- This is a solution in search of a problem. There is no biological
or legal need for a commercial
Dungeness pot to be circular. Plenty
of sport pots are square or
rectangular. While I am not a
commercial crabber, I have seen
some of these square pots used in the
commercial fishery. The Pacific
Fishing magazine ran a story on the
Custom Crab Pots company that
started making square commercial
Dungie pots in 2015. Among their
other attributes, square pots stack
more efficiently on deck.

This is a screenshot from https://lesterscrabpots.com/ of a square-shaped commercial
Dungeness crab pot offered for sale.
If ADF&G or the BoF feels that there is a need to limit the size of pots from an efficiency
standpoint, the area of the pot’s footprint could be used rather than the diameter. A
round pot with a 50” diameter has a footprint of 13.62 square feet. So, a square pot of
equivalent footprint would be 3’8” on each side. In short, just because square or
rectangular pots lacks a “diameter” is not a good reason to stifle innovation in pot
design.
Proposal 222- SUPPORT as AMENDED- There is no need to require mandatory
retention of thornyhead rockfish. Unlike most rockfish, thornyhead do not have a closed
swim bladder and thus can resubmerge and survive release. Far better to encourage
excess thornyhead to be returned to the water to live another day, than to mandate that
they be retained simply so that they can be counted.
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Proposal 224- SUPPORT- Rod and reel ought to be allowed for personal use and
subsistence rockfish. When somebody is looking for a fish or two for dinner, it makes
much more sense to use rod and reel than to use a longline which requires making two
trips to the grounds and might catch more fish than wanted. With the recent closure of
the sport rockfish season, local residents lack a means to easily catch a rockfish for
dinner. When I made a similar proposal (Proposal 243 in 2012), the department
opposed it on the grounds that “Enforcement becomes difficult when the same gear is
used in two or more fisheries with different bag limits, season, and areas.” However,
ADF&G must have changed their philosophy during the submittal period preceding this
board cycle as they have sponsored proposal 184 which would allow sport shrimp pots
to be fished longline style in a manner identical to Personal Use and Subsistence
shrimp gear. The BoF should recognize the submittal of ADF&G proposal 184 as a
strong rebuttal to any claim from ADF&G that using identical gear in multiple fisheries is
inherently problematic.
Proposal 225: OPPOSE - The proposal as written arbitrarily increases the annual limit
of sablefish on the grounds that the biomass is larger than it was a few years ago.
However, this slight increase has been minimal in the context of a fuller history. If the
BoF would like to adopt abundance-based limits, the baseline should be much higher
than the arbitrarily-picked 1M lb level. The Northern SE Inside waters GHL was over
1,500,000 pounds when the sablefish bag limits were originally established by the BoF.
This proposal would increase the bag limit even though the allowable harvest is less
than it was at that time. If the BoF is interested linking the bag limit to abundance, the
bag limit should actually go down, not up from the original level. However, this proposal
lacks any provision to do so regardless of how low the stock goes.
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This is Fig 2 from page 16 of ADF&G’s RIR 1J21-13 Northern SE Inside Sablefish
Management Plan and Stock Assessment for 2021 by Rhea Ehresmann and Andrew
Olson. The top graph (A) shows that while the allowable catch has slightly increased in
2020, it is still very low by historic standards and has been relatively flat for over a
decade.
Independent of the computer model used to determine the allowable catch, the lower
graph (B) shows that the actual productivity of the stock as measured by catch per
effort, has not changed in over the past decade and also remains well below the high of
the 1980s and early 1990s. In short, the arbitrary 1M lb. ABC threshold that Proposal
225 sets for increased sport limits, is an inappropriately low bar for a fishery that once
supported catches of around 5M lbs./year.
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Furthermore, as shown in Figure 13 from RC 3 Tab 5 above, the current 4 fish bag limit
which was first imposed in 2009 (based on the 2008 GLH) have not constrained the
sport harvest of sablefish. Rather it has grown rapidly, increasing more than 5-fold from
4,793 fish in 2010 (the first year that the SWHS asked about blackcod) to 20,431 in
2018. Only the 2020 Covid pandemic has been able to reverse that trend.
Proposal 226 support with AMENDMENT-The slope rockfish subgroup should also
include thornyhead. Thornyhead are also a deep-water rockfish species found in similar
habitat, as the other species being proposed to be included in the slope rockfish
assemblage, but because they are biologically classified as genus Sebastolbus rather
than Sebastes they are currently excluded from any bag limits. From the point of view of
an angler, the difference in genus means very little. Purely as a result of being in the
genus Sebastolbus, currently there is no sport limit on thornyheads. Historically this was
a non-issue as they were rarely encountered since they live in such deep water, but with
more and more effort directed at blackcod, they will become an increasingly common
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catch. Thornyheads are extremely long-lived and the status of the stock is concerning
enough that Alaska does not authorize any directed commercial fisheries for these fish.
Proposal 230- SUPPORT- I sponsored this proposal to provide a resident priority for
Demersal Shelf Rockfish (DSR). While DSR levels are down from their pre-exploitation
highs, they are stable or increasing over the past 7 years. After a downward trend prior
to 2010, catch levels were greatly reduced in 2013. This resulted in the stock stabilizing
by 2015.

This is figure 227-3 from Staff Comments RC2. Note that the population has been
stable or rising since 2015. There is no need for the recent drastic closures of 2020-21.
Restoring the 2006-2010 resident sport bag limit of 3 DSR including up a single
yelloweye, does not pose a conservation threat. Per Staff comments RC2, the historic
resident DSR harvest was only 6.3 tons when the proposed limit was last in effect. In
contrast, 124 tons (54%) of the 231-ton TAC remained unharvested in 2020.
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As shown in Table 1 of RC3 Tab 9 (reproduced above) the 2014-2019 all-gear harvest
was much reduced from earlier years. The stability of the stock since then as shown in
the previous chart reflects that there was no need for the extreme further harvest
reduction imposed in 2020 (and continued in 2021). Note that the all-gear mortality has
only even approached the Total Allowable Catch (TAC) once in the past 30 years (way
back in 2001).
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This screenshot from the IPHC website shows that the encounter rates of yelloweye
rockfish in the halibut survey in SE Alaska was more or less constant for a decade from
2008-2017 and has recently been increasing. The IPHC survey data independently
verifies the health and stablity of the yelloweye population. The IPHC survey includes
extensive coverage of all of SE, and is conducted annually in the same stations, unlike
the much more limited ADF&G survey that is on a multi-year rotation between small
areas. Simply stated, neither the DSR stock assessment, nor the IPHC survey data
provides any justification for the extreme harvest reductions that ADFG has recently
imposed on the DSR fisheries.
Furthermore,
resident
anglers have
never been the
cause of the
historic
increased
harvests. This
is clearly
shown in Fig 9
from RC3 Tab
9 to right.
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Resident harvest has been small, and stable or decreasing for 25 years. On the other
hand, “In the last 5 years (2016-2020), nonresidents have taken an average of 89% of
the total rockfish sport harvest in Southeast Alaska.3” Residents are not the cause of the
increased harvest, do not pose a threat to the resource, and deserve to have their
access to DSR restored.
The department justifies opposing this purely allocative proposal due to the 6.3 ton
increase in harvest that it would allow. This is absurdly conservative management when
there is over 100 tons of unused TAC remaining. Furthermore, the department is clear
(RC 2 page 245) that “it is unlikely that the sport allocation would be exceeded solely
due to resident harvest…” so both the TAC and the sport allocation have adequate fish
to allow residents to keep a few to eat. In 2020, the majority of the TAC went
unharvested. Simply put, an underharvest of this degree is poor management and
should not be supported by the BoF.
Comments on Northern SEAK King Salmon Stock Status & Action Plan, 2021 (RC6)


King Salmon River-MSY is inappropriate: The size of this run (~100 fish) is
far too small to support a directed fishery, or even contribute meaningfully to
the mixed stock fisheries. As such it is inappropriate to apply Maximum
Sustainable Yield (MSY) management to this stock. There is relatively little
benefit to maximizing the yield of a stock of this size compared to the costs of
doing so by restricting harvest of other stocks. It would be better to use a SEG
(Sustainable Escapement Goal) rather than an MSY goal, as the appropriate
management concern for this stock is one of sustainability, not maximum yield.



King Salmon River- Harvest: Page 4 states accurately that “Harvest
estimates of the King Salmon River king salmon are not available because the
stock contribution in marine fisheries has not been determined.” Similarly, page
15, correctly reports that “Rearing areas, returning adult migration routes, and
run timing for King Salmon River king salmon are unknown ”. Page 12 starts off
accurately with “…there is no CWT (coded wire tag) information available for

3

From page 16 RC3 tab 9
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the King Salmon River stock of king salmon…” but the authors somehow
conclude from this void of information that “…harvest of Taku, Chilkat and
Stikine Rivers and Andrew Creek stocks of king salmon can serve as indicators
for when and where King Salmon River fish are harvested since the King
Salmon River is geographically close to these systems…” This conclusion is
pure speculation. It is unsupported by any data relevant to the King Salmon
River. Furthermore, aside from being northern SE Chinook stocks, the Taku,
Stikine, Chilkat, and Andrew Creek stocks are known to have very little in
common with one another. The first two are early-returning (April-May) outsiderearing stocks, while the latter two are later-returning (June-July) inside-rearing
stocks. How can they all be similar to the King Salmon River stock when they
aren’t even similar to one another?
What little information can be inferred about King Salmon River Chinook
migration comes from recoveries of CWTed King Salmon River brood stock fish
released from DIPAC hatchery in the mid 1990’s. These fish were nearly all
caught in Stephens Passage or Lynn Canal near the Juneau release site, with
80% of them being caught in the local sport fishery. Given this minimal migration,
it is quite likely that many wild King Salmon River Chinook never leave Seymour
Canal.
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DHSHA vs. District 103-104 run timing:

Under Sport options A & B, the DIPAC Hatchery SHA (DHSHA) would open on June 1,
which is 2 weeks earlier than the June 15 date approved by the BoF in 2018, even
though the DHSHA is near the mouth of the Taku River and also along the migration
corridor for Chilkat fish and many CWTed Taku kings have been caught in this water in
the past. In 1976, the last time that the Taku Chinook run was similarly depressed,
nearly all of the DHSHA area was closed until June 15.
Troll Options A & B do not include the easing of any of the 2018 restrictions, even
though the troll sector was the most severely impacted of any gear group and operates
far from the rivers of concern. If the DHSHA is indeed opened two weeks earlier than
under the BoF’s 2018 plan, an equitable concession should be offered to the troll fleet
as well. Allowing the winter king fishery to remain open through the end of March in
Districts 3 and 4 would be an appropriate match and would create almost no risk of
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catching fish from one of the stocks of concern, as Districts 3 & 4 are outside waters
well south of typical migration pattern of the early-returning Taku & Stikine fish. Since
1977 there has never been a CWT from a wild Alaska Chinook recovered in these
districts in March or early April. (For the record, I have never fished those districts and
have no intention of doing so in March even if they were open, but I propose them here
because they are biologically low risk.)
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Potential for unwarranted spring troll closure: Option C would close the few
remaining northern SEAK spring troll fisheries. This would be an extraordinarily
excessive choice. Tables 1 & 4 of RC 6 report a troll harvest rate of zero Chilkat
and Taku kings respectively since the 2018 restrictions. It should be clear that
the troll fishery has been cut to the point that further restrictions will have no
meaningful biological benefits, whereas they will impose significant burdens.
The spring season gives the troll fleet the highest value per Treaty Chinook.
With prices over $100 per fish, the Sitka area spring troll fisheries alone
generated about $1M for Alaskan trollers in 2021. If that quota had been left
until July, the flooded market and scarcity of Alaskan hatchery fish (which are
“bonus” fish above the Treaty quota) would have caused the majority of that
value to have evaporated.
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Lack of troll/sport parity in Icy Straits spring fisheries: Under all Options,
the charter fishery in western Icy Strait is allowed to continue without any
concessions towards the Taku and Chilkat kings migrating through this corridor.
Prior to 2018, there were spring troll fisheries in much of this area that were all
closed by the BoF for SoC reasons in 2018. There was no CWT sampling of
the charter catch out of Elfin Cove or Gustavus in 2020 or 2021 due to Covid
concerns, so the stock composition of the recent catch is unknown, but if 5
separate spring troll subdistricts in these same waters were all entirely closed,
either the non-resident sport fishery in the same waters deserves to be on the
list of potential restrictions under Options A, B and C, or else these spring troll
fisheries ought to be restored. The Stag Bay (113-97) and South Passage (11423) subdistricts each had but a single CWT from a SoC recovered from more
than a decade of spring troll openings, and the Cross Sound subdistrict had
only two SoC CWTs recovered in thirty seasons!



Furthermore, while sport fishing for king salmon thorough the central and
eastern parts of Icy Strait and Chatham Straits is justifiably allowed to reopen
on June 15, the spring troll fisheries in the same waters remain closed through
the end of spring season (June 30). This discrepancy should be addressed too
by allowing the historic spring troll districts to reopen on the same date as the
nonresident sport fisheries occurring the same waters.
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This map from the ADF&G’s 2011 Spring Troll Management Plan shows the
areas that previously had been open on a weekly rotation for spring king trolling
prior to the 2018 SoC plan. None of them have been open for spring king trolling
since. The waters west of Lemesurier Island are open to sport king fishing all
spring and the waters east of Lemesurier Island open to sport king fishing on
June 15.
Thank you for taking the time to consider my opinions,
Tad Fujioka
FV Sakura
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Taylor White
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I support management strategies that promote herring population viability concurrent with traditional, customary, subsistence herring and
egg use. I, therefore, support herring proposals 156, 157, and 158.
As a lifelong Sitkan, I have noted concerning variability and decline in the abundance of herring eggs at my annual harvest sites. My
observations pale compared to the local Tlingit generational knowledge and adaptive management of local herring populations. The
Pacific herring is a cultural keystone species for the Tlingit and other Indigenous people, and risky, highly discounted management
strategies may reduce herring populations and contribute to the erasure of traditions and cultures (Thornton & Moss 2021). I therefore
strongly oppose proposals 160, 161, 165.
Inclusive and equitable ecosystem-based fisheries management would be ideal for this and similar fisheries (Karnauskas et al. 2021).
However, I empathize with the demands that would necessarily come with creating such a model (i.e., time, staffing, fieldwork, additional
stakeholder engagement, and inclusions of evolutionary ecology, climate modeling, and socio-ecologic systems, and diverse knowledge
systems).
With the cultural importance of the species, concerns of continued access to harvest, subsistence (STA v State of Alaska case #: 1SI-18212C1 (2018)), decreasing market prices (Funk et al. 2001), and a legacy of herring overfishing and population collapse, I support more
conservative proposals to harvest tonnage, herring sizes, and age classes.
References:
F. Funk, J. Blackburn, D. Hay, A.J. Paul, R. Stephenson, R. Toresen, & D. Witherell. 2001. Herring: Expectations for a new millennium.
University of Alaska Sea Grant, AK-SG-01-04, Fairbanks. 721-739.
Karnauskas, Mandy & Walter, John & Kelble, Christopher & McPherson, Matthew & Sagarese, Skyler & Craig, Kevin & Rios, Adyan &
Harford, William & Regan, Seann & Giordano, Steven & Kilgour, Morgan. 2021. To EBFM or not to EBFM? that is not the question. Fish
and Fisheries. 22. 10.1111/faf.12538.
Thornton, T. F., & M. Moss. 2021. Herring and People of the North Pacific: Sustaining a keystone species.
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Phone
3603037770
Email
nerkasalmon@gmail.com
Address
3739 Birch Way
Anacortes, Washington 98221
Re: Proposal 82 - SUPPORT
My name is Tele Aadsen & I'm a second-generation salmon troller, raised on my parents' boat, crewed on a variety of vessels in a variety
of fisheries, running the F/V Nerka with my partner for the past 16 years. I support Proposal 82 with the amendments from the Sitka AC. I
encourage the Department to take full advantage of in-season management tools to keep the mostly non-resident guided sport fishery and
emerging bare boat charters to stay within the sport allocation without taking fish away from resident sport fishermen and the mostly
resident commercial troll fleet.

Submitted By
Tele Aadsen
Submitted On
12/22/2021 7:59:25 PM
Affiliation
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Phone
3603037770
Email
nerkasalmon@gmail.com
Address
3739 Birch Way
Anacortes, Washington 98221
Re: Proposal 80 - SUPPORT
My name is Tele Aadsen & I'm a second-generation salmon troller, raised on my parents' boat, crewed on a variety of vessels in a variety
of fisheries, running the F/V Nerka with my partner for the past 16 years. I support Proposal 80, ADFG's intent to establish provisions in
regulation to address overages and payback. If one gear group goes over its allocation, they should be the gear group to forfeit fish the
following year. These fish should NOT be taken out of the all-gear group quota or any other gear group that stayed within their allocation. At
the same time, the Department should be given flexibility to allow one gear group to go over their allocation if and when needed to ensure
that we are able to harvest the all-gear quota and not leave fish on the table.

Submitted By
Tele Aadsen
Submitted On
12/22/2021 8:32:43 PM
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Phone
3603037770
Email
nerkasalmon@gmail.com
Address
3739 Birch Way
Anacortes, Washington 98221
Re: Proposal 103 - OPPOSE
My name is Tele Aadsen, second-generation salmon troller, & I oppose Proposal 103. Southeast Alaska's Crawfish chum program &
healthy hatchery production are essential to multiple gear groups.

Submitted By
Tele Aadsen
Submitted On
12/22/2021 8:25:12 PM
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Phone
3603037770
Email
nerkasalmon@gmail.com
Address
3739 Birch Way
Anacortes, Washington 98221
Re: Proposal 101 - OPPOSE
My name is Tele Aadsen, second-generation salmon troller, & I oppose Proposal 101. The concerns stated in Proposal 101 are
unfounded & not supported by any statistical analysis. The chum fisheries that have resulted from these highly effective hatcheries have
been greatly beneficial for multiiple gear groups. While my personal chum fishing experience is limited to a single one-way tack through
the dog patch as a teenager - almost 30 years ago - I see how the Crawfish chum program & NSRAA's work have been essential lifesavers to many of my fleetmates, & to the commercial troll fleet as a whole. Healthy hatchery production diversifies our fleet & behooves us
all.
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Tele Aadsen
Submitted On
12/22/2021 8:16:37 PM
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Phone
3603037770
Email
nerkasalmon@gmail.com
Address
3739 Birch Way
Anacortes, Washington 98221
Re: Proposal 83 - OPPOSE
My name is Tele Aadsen, second-generation salmon troller, running the F/V Nerka with my partner for the past 16 years. I oppose
Proposal 83.
While commercial troll permits have always been capped, Southeast Alaska's charter industry is growing without any limited entry to curtail
its exponential growth. Without any such limits in place, Proposal 83 will result in an open-ended reallocation of king salmon from the
mostly resident commercial troll fishery to the mostly non-resident sports industry driven by charter boats and lodges.
Between the losses we all sustained during the last treaty negotiations, ongoing struggles in Southeast's own rivers, and the further
restrictions we are all likely to face as a result of these stocks of concern, these are challenging times for us all. The troll fleet is not seeking
additional fish to make up for these losses at the expense of another sector. To the contrary: trollers have helped pay for the production of
king salmon at the regional hatchery associations with the 3% enhancement tax on all of the fish sold from our fleet. The charter fleet and
lodges have for years benefitted and caught more fish as a result of this production... yet have not contributed anything to help support
these local hatcheries. For the recreational sector to try to mitigate their losses by taking fish from another sector is unjust and wrong.
I strongly urge you to oppose Proposal 83. Instead, I encourage you to support Proposals 80 and 82, put forth by the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game as better alternatives to bring the sport fishery into alignment with the updated framework of the SEAK all-gear catch limit
and resulting sport allocation.

Submitted By
Terrance Kilbreath
Submitted On
12/14/2021 12:18:14 PM
Affiliation
Phone
14252757407
Email
tlkilbreath@msn.com
Address
31 Pine Street #210
Edmonds, Washington 98020
I purchased my Sitka Sound Southeastern roe herring purse seine permit #GoiA 64579A in 1996.
I have depended financially on the proceeds from the use of the permit for years.
I strongly support proposals 163 and 164.
I feel equal split is the best way to maximize this resourse and benefit all concerned.
Terry Kilbreath
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November 29, 2021

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811‐5526
Dear Alaska Board of Fisheries:
The following comprises the comments of Territorial Sportsmen, Inc. (TSI) on the proposals to be
considered at the January 2022 meeting in Ketchikan.
Proposal 82.
Favor the Housekeeping provisions, Oppose the new language as follows:
TSI is severely concerned about a few provisions in Proposal 82, which is the Department staff
proposal seeking to clarify the Southeast Alaska King Salmon Management Plan consistent with
recent US‐Canada treaty agreements. During a meeting with department staff in January 2021, TSI
representatives expressed a desire to avoid a time‐consuming disagreement at the Southeast Alaska
Board of Fisheries meeting over two primary issues.
Department staff agreed to rewrite or clarify that portion of the plan where the new proposed
language in subsections (f)(1) and (2) and (g)(1) and (2) are set out, as follows: “in conjunction with
wild stock management measures” and “when wild stock management measures are unnecessary”
These two phrases are not clear to us and we could benefit from some clarification.
The other concern expressed by TSI representatives was the new language proposed in subsection
(g)(2), that added a month‐long July closure for resident anglers. In response to TSI questioning,
Department staff indicated the language was a “straw dog” or “placeholder” so that the Board could
consider all options if it so desired. As expressed at the time, TSI representatives objected to the
language for the following reasons:
1. The justification for the proposal made no mention of new language being added as a straw dog or
placeholder. If that placeholder language is implied, several more options should have been included,
not just one.
2. The added language for a July closure to residents had never before been a part of the King Salmon
Management Plan and was never a part of the treaty.
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3. The language also appears only in subsection (g) and not in a lower tier [subsection(h)]. This makes
little sense.
4. Since inside waters have been closed to king salmon retention for several years in April, May, and
June, a July closure on top of that would assure almost no opportunity for anglers from inside waters
communities to catch king salmon. The proposed language appears to be biased towards benefitting
outside water communities and fisheries since the peak of the outside water king salmon abundance
is usually in the rear view mirror by June 30. In other words, a July closure for residents would have
far less effect on opportunity for outside water residents than for inside water residents.
5. The proposed language for a July closure for residents is not consistent with the plan’s resident
protection measures set out in subsections (b)(2), (3) and (4).
6. Since non‐residents catch about 65‐70 percent of the sport treaty quota, it makes sense to provide
no in‐season allocative closures for residents, and place the burden of sharing on the largest user
group, the nonresidents, since they catch the majority of the fish.

Because of these concerns, TSI respectfully suggests that the July closure for residents be eliminated
from the proposal. Instead, we propose inserting a nonresident closure in the plan beginning the last
7 or 8 days of June and continuing through July, as a way to control the treaty catch of king salmon.
The elimination of the July closure to residents would be “paid for” by closing nonresidents one week
earlier. This seems to us to be a much simpler solution that recognizes the resident protection
measures set out in subsection (b) of the plan.
Proposal 83
We are opposed. The US‐Canada treaty is not set up to provide allocations averaged over time.
Penalties are assessed for a yearly overage, not an average over time. This proposal would be
unworkable.
Proposal 84
Favor, for the reasons set out in the proposal.
Proposal 85
Favor for the reasons set out in the proposal.
Proposal 86
Favor
Proposal 88
Opposed. The nonresident sport fishery already harvests 65‐70 percent of the sport treaty allocation.
This proposal would increase that percentage during low abundance years. If 65‐70% of the
allocation is not enough, the nonresident sport fishery should be limited, not expanded.

Proposal 90
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Opposed. All spring king salmon fisheries, sport and troll, are closed in northern inside waters to
protect local chinook stocks bound for the Chilkat, the Taku, the King Salmon, and the Stikine rivers.
Some of these fish are caught in District 13 in the spring, even though an “every fish counts”
management scheme is in place in inside waters. Any liberalization of spring fishing in District 13
could increase harvest of protected northern inside waters wild stocks, particularly the later fish
headed for the Chilkat and the Stikine.
Proposal 94
Favor, for the reasons set out in the proposal.
Proposal 125
Opposed. Taku king salmon stocks are in no position to undergo any harvest no matter how small.
Proposal 128
Opposed. All fisheries in Southeast Alaska are already fully utilized. New or expanded set net
fisheries are inconsistent with historical fisheries and could exacerbate fishing on weak stocks.
Proposal 135
Opposed. Southeast king salmon are either in full conservation mode (Chilkat, Taku, Stikine, Unuk
and others), or are already fully utilized by historic fisheries. Adding a new user group is inconsistent
with king salmon conservation and management.
Proposal 139
Opposed. The proposal as written could lead to gear conflicts with existing long‐standing sport and
commercial fisheries. Since there are no time constraints imposed, a new fishery in Taku Inlet could
exacerbate king salmon interception issues on a deeply troubled stock.
Proposal 140
Opposed
Proposal 141
Opposed
Proposals 145, 146, 147 & 148
In general, we oppose these proposals. We are opposed to any further bag limit or size limitations
for residents. Creating a minimum size restriction for salmon other than king salmon makes no sense.
It would create an enforcement nightmare. However, if these proposals are seriously considered, we
request that it be limited to nonresidents. Also, these proposals in total deal with both salt water and
freshwater salmon fishing and we propose they be considered separately.
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One of the big issues with size limitations is the increased mortality rate on released fish. The
ultimate impact of these proposals could lead to an increased harvest due to that additional mortality
rate. That does not seem to be the objective of these proposals.
Proposal 150
Favor
Proposal 154
Opposed. The proposal is too vague. Some fisheries such as shoreside fisheries near hatcheries, are
crowded and would be adversely affected. A new user group needs to be better justified.
Proposal 155
Favor the first provision, Oppose the second.
Proposal 225
Favor. It makes sense that as the commercial black cod quota goes up based on increasing stock
abundance, that the sport bag limit also be increased slightly. The sport fishery has been sharing in
the burden of conservation on black cod since 2009, and now that stocks are increasing the sport
fishery should get a modest benefit – a small increase in the bag limit.
Proposal 227
Favor. The current rockfish restrictions are over‐the‐top restrictive, particularly in inside waters.
What is needed in Sitka Sound is not needed in hundreds of miles of unfished coastline in inside
waters of Southeast Alaska. This proposal will return a modicum of common sense to rockfish
management.
Proposal 230
Favor

We appreciate the Board considering our comments and we intend to be at the meeting in January to
defend our positions and support the Board process.

Sincerely,

Ryan Beason
President

